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Holland, Mkhiftn, Thureday, September 22, 1938

REPUBLICAN MEETING AT
WARM FRIEND TAVERN

Whara

Holland,tha Town

kAA*

Man Pronounced 8TEKETEES
The
Republican Meet
Guilty At

HAVE FAMILY OF
SCHOOL FOLK

Ottawa “Denis”

Named Delegates

There will be a Republican meetFlorence Steketee, daughter of
ing on Thursday, September 29 gt
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Steketee,
Thirty,
8 o’clock from the ballroom,of
Route 1, on her 22nd birthday has
Warm Friend Tavern, 6th floor.At
REPUBLICAN CONVENTION IN- taken a positionto teach in the SENATOR BROOKS AND CASthat
time
the
Young
Men's
RepubALDERMAN
HAS
PARSONS OP HOLTERRUPTED BY COURT IN Zeeland grade school.' She ii.a grad- LOW LAUD STATE AND NAlican Club is sponsoring a meetBROUGHT THE MATTER UP
uate of Holland High school, and
LAND UNANIMOUSLY
BREAKING, ENTERING
ing of all young Republicans and
REPEATEDLY
TIONAL ACCOMPLISHhas applied herself to the work of
CASE
SIXTY
YEARS
AGO
TODAY
CHOSEN CHAIRMAN
Photo
Supply
Co.
in
the
Kanters
the public is invited.
teaching. She is not the only one in
• • e
MENTS
'
Bldg., while riding his bicycleon
The Honorable Vernon J. Brown, A Pound for the Poundaiaater ia
The importance of a Republican the Steketee line who taught
John Spijker has taken out a the corner of Central Ave. and
senior
member
of
the
House
of
Imperative,
According
to
Ald.
ielUnd and Vidnity Sends Many
governmentliauor licensepermit- Eighth St was struck bv one of county convention yesterday failed school. Fifty years ago her great ResolutionsAlso Urgs Re-eUcUon
Representatives,and a candidate
Brouwer
H^lefates to the SUte Convention
ting him to sell strong liquoriaa those large racing automobilesjust to halt the wheels of justicein aunt was an instructor in the pubof Holland Msa
for Auditor General on the Rewell as beer.
out. He was thrown to the pave- Ottawa county court in the case of
publican ticket, will be the speaker
Common council Wednesday
ment and dragged several feet by the People against Eddie Jarioisk,
The sets of the national adminIt can be truthfully said that the of the evening. Mr. Brown is an
Another one of our oldest settlers the speedy motor car. Mr. Solostn Muskegon, being tried for attemptistration and the efforta of PresiRepublican County convention, able orator and knows state af- night received a letter from the
Armour Leather Co. which extends has passed away. Mrs. K
receivedsome painful bruises but ed breaking and entering Turk’s
dent Roosevelt in behalf of all the
in the courtroom, Grand Hav- fairs. The meeting cannot help
none serious. His clothing was Tavern on US-16 near Nunica on
people with “equal rights for ail
was one of the most enthusias- but be interesting, enlightening the city’s option on the “tannery mother of ex-mavorIsaac
property" until Dec. 1, 1938. The local tanner, died at the
Aug. 10.
badly torn.
and special privileges to * none”
and optimisticin years. The and timely.
price for the entire property has of her son at the age of 80 years.
The convention was postponed
were commended in the resolutions
• • •
rUoca was crowded to capa"Johnny" Boone, local jockey, for some 16 minutes to allow Judge
adopted by the Democratic county
ty. A large gathering came, FVVvfWvf VVWTwvvf Vfwvvv been stated at $16,000 plus the 1938 The funeral waa held from Third
there were many had hard luck at the Cadillac racea. Fred T. Miles to completehis
convention meeting in the superugmentingthe delegationof near- SEVERAL HOLLAND MEN ON taxes. It was moved by Aid. Kalk- church
man, and supported by Aid. Drink- present.
In the second heat of the 2:14 trot charge to the jury and then was
visors room of the court house
REPUBLICAN CONVENTION water, that the taxpayers be alafter drawing up from fourth place interrupted for several minutes in
yesterday afternoon.
icetlngwb8
The meeting
was o;
opened by Jack
lowed
to
vote
in
the
November
elecCharles E. Mlsner, previously
COMMITTEES
A seven-year-oldchild of Jan with Sadie Brooks and leading the the midst of the session as the
?, chaTiman of the Repubtion whether they wish to buy the Riemersma, residing about two bunch on the turn at the pack jury came in and a verdict of
elected county chairman for the
County committee. He called
property or not.
stretch,with his horse gradually “guilty" was pronouncedby the
25th year, presided.Bertal Slagh,
i miles east of the city, was bitten
The committeesnamed by the
Rer. Fred Van Dyke of Park
Aid. Brouwer then rose to re--b
Holland, waa electedsecretary.
•by a mad dog— kill the dog! Note: pullingaway into a good lead, she foreman.
chairman,
Attorney
Elbem
Parownship to offer the invocation,
Judge Miles and John R. DethThere were 20 delegatee elected
sons, at the Republican convention quest that an aye and nay vote be The editor knew what to do with stepped into a hole and sprained
after which William Wilds, the
mers, prosecutor, decided the bonds
to the state convention Sept. 30
held ‘ at Grand Haven yesterday used in voting on the motion, and the dog but what to do with the her leg and was distanced.It was
dark of the convention,read the
added that he desired “that the child was another matter. In fol- a lucky thing for the “bookies" as posted by the defendant after arnd Oct. 1 each with a half vote,
call Mr. Sweeney spoke shortly were the following:
taxpayers be informed thoroughly lowing file copies there is no report she was backed strong to win. Idol raignmentwere not sufficient for
end 10 alternates. The resolutions
Committeeon Resolutions:—Ad- on how much the propertywill cost,
and stated that he wished to take
committee included Sen. Earnest
of the child’sdeath through tetanua Star in the 2:20 pace was dis- a second felony so Judge Miles
this opportunity to thank the Re- rian J. Van Koevering.chairman, how much it will cost to clean it
C. Brooks, Holland; John Voshel,
(lockjaw) although treatments 60 tanced with Hopkins driving. assigned the man to the county
Zeeland;
Rev.
F.
J.
Van
Dyke,
Park
publicans of Ottawa County for
up, and how much of an increase years ago were unknown. Today Naughty Boy succeeding Glen in jail to remain there until he metei
Grand Haven and Louis C. Jackthair loyal and unswerving support. Township; Henry Slaughter,Tall- in taxes the move will cause. “It is
owski.
the dog’s head ia immediately sent the 2:20 pace, the latter having out sentence.
He stated that during the past six madge; Atty. Howard Fant and unfair to have the people go to the to Ann Arbor in this state to ascer- gone lame. Note:— Sadie Brooks
No one in the audience, that
Sen. Brooks in a speech to the
jraars, working in the Republican Kathryn Headley, Grand Haven polls uninformed," he declared.
delegates warned that every vote
tain whether the dog was suffering was a Holland horse owned by crowded every seat and window
ranks had often beert discouraging,City; Atty. Arthur Van Duren and
Alderman Vogelsang said that he from madness, and treatmentia Casper Belt, now conducting the and were lined up against the
would count in the coming Novbut he felt that he was being sup- John Galien, Holland; Hunter Her- would not like to keep the people given accordingly,with gratifying Warm Friend Barber Shop.
walls, could remember if at any
ember election end illustrated the
ing,
Crockery
Township.
MI8S
FLORENCE
STEKETEE
ported by loyal, unselfishparty
» • •
time in the history of Republican
from voting on the question,but results.
importance of one vote aa shown
men, and after these years of deCommittee on Credentials:—Ed- that the city already has “plenty
Anthony Hazelaar of East Sau- conventions that a court trial had
by the tie in the nomination on the
feat he felt that “the sun was shin- ward Brouwer, chairman, and Ben of waste property."
gatuck, prominent farmer, dropped been completed during a county
Democraticticket for representaAs Captain Frank Brower with
lie schools here, and twenty,
ing on our side of the fence again,’1 Mulder, Holland; Milton Burr and
convention.
tive in congress between Tunis
Alderman Oudemool expressed a the tug ‘Tanny Schriver”was tow- dead while at work in the field.
years ago Miss Harriet Steketee
and his obaervationa in traveling Joyce Vyn, Grand Haven City; similar opinion, and referred to the
• • •
Another interesting feature rela- (Mrs. Leonard Braam) first taught Johnson and Rev. James Hailwood.
ing the schooner “Four Brothers,”
about the atate indicated a sub- Charles Lowing, Georgetown; GerThe Hamilton correspondent tive to this trial was the fact that
He praised the administration of
farm which the city owns and CapL Thompson's sailing vessel
in Jonesville, and later in Holland. Gov. Frank Murphy and declared
atantial majority in the November rit Bottema.Spring Lake; Grant
which was to be a splendid prop- and scow between the piers, on her says: Hub Harrington of Holland the jury in the case deliberatedbeelection.
Miss
Florence
Steketee’s
grandTreloor, Poikton Township; John osition" for a cemetery which was
a fine temperance lecture at
he was a man of courags to call a
way to Port Sheldon where she was k: Presbyterian Church Sunday hind closed doors while the Repub- father, Bastian Steketee,who con- special session this fall with a senMr. Fred McEachron, of Eilander,Holland Township.
never used as such.
licans
were
deliberating
in
the
big
voing to load lumber and bolts.
Committee on Permanent Order
Georgetown, placed hi nomination
r. The y
man has prom- courtroom. Repeatedly the buzzer ducted a mercantile store in the ate of Republican majority and
Alderman Menken said, "It is a Melgert Van Regenmorter,our evening. no young
rro n
the successful prosecutor candi- of Business:— Anna Van Horssen,
ised to come oagain.
Note: ‘'Hub" rang, showing that the jury was old Post block, now the Model Drug cited the success of the sessionaa
policy to invest $16,000 in lighthouse keeper, was in a skiff
i date, Elbem Parsons, City Attor- chairman, Grand Haven City; Atty. poor
is thirty years older, lives at Vir- ready to report, but Judges Miles Store, for fifty years, was a mem- evidenceof his popularity and
ney of Holland. Elbem's appear- Raymond L. Smith, Leonard Vog- such a thing when it is not to be together with his boy and some
nia Park, is the son of E. J. ordered the jury to remain locked ber of the Holland school board for power.
developed. However, the people grocerieswhich the tug had
ance brought prolonged applause, elsang, Holland;Maynard Mohr,
ftarrington, one-time mayor and up for a little while longer. The twenty-seven years. It is apparent
The resolutions also urged the
should be given the opportunityto brought down for him. He attemptthat teaching is
Steketee family
and his discourse was repeatedly Zeeland; Fred McEachron,George- vote."
alderman of Holland.
election of all state and county ofbuzzer rang again, and the court trait.
ed to hand a package of tobacco to
interspersedwith applause from the town; Wayne Murray, Poikton
Judging from the picture Miss ficers commending the record made
Alderman Kalkman then rose to some of the men on the schooner, TWENTY YEARS AGO TODAY officer entered the jury room, and
large delegationpresent. He said in Township; John Van Dam, Jameshere’s where chairmanParsona of Florence is not only an intelligent by Sen. Brooks and the adminisgot
his skiff foul between the stem
say
that
on
the
property
can
be
town
;
Earnest
Reister,
Chester
part aa follows: "When you see an
the convention brought a laugh. girl, but the pupils of Zeeland have tration -of NicholasSprietama,
built “anything that the people of the schooner and the bow of the
airplane,you wonder ‘How easily Township.
county treasurer. “Becauseof the
trailing
scow
which
capsized
hi|
Swan
Miller, who is particularas When in the middle of his speech, an attractive teacher as well.
want,"
and
that
here
should
be
it alights, and how easily it seems’
tax sale and the payment of dehe
said, "Don’t get excited,I am
skiff
and
spilled
the
boy
and
himto
what
organizations
visit
his
but no one knows the intricacies DELEGATES TO THE STATE built the community hall "that the
linquent taxes, work in this office
the
same
guy
you
heard
talk
in
picnic
jpouw
ns
at
self
out,
together
with
the
grocerMacatawa
Park,
people want." He added, "Later we
better than the pilot. I’m your piincreasedmore than double yet tha
CONVENTION
the courtroom yesterday."His
will have to pay six to eight times ies. Mr. Van Regenmorterwith is partial as to the City Mission
A
BIRTH
IN THE INDIES
lot in another sense, and I am alexpense was not increasedand we
says that Miss Nellie Church- quick wit brought a gale of laughadmirable presence of mind swam and si
the
price,
whereas
it
is
a
cheap
together unpreparedto give you
urge the voters of the county, reter and he continued his speech to
The final action of the conven- piece of property now— we will be to the rescue of the bov, placed ford and her flock can come any the end, and the jury was asked to
the talk I would like to have given.
Mr. Jay Bouma, son of Mrs. P. gardless of party affiliationto retime.
They
did
hold
their
annual
him
on
the
upturned
side
of
the
sorry
later."
I have a speech here that I wrote tion at Grand Haven was to name
be patient until the speeches were A. Bouma, 295 College Avenue, elect him,” the resolutionstates.
out, but I am not going to give it delegates to the Republican state
Alderman Huyser said that it skiff and thev were both rescued picnic there and 175 childrenwere over. It was then that Judge Holland, graduate of Hope Col- Attentionwas called to articles
from
their
still perilous position by given a royal welcome, for which
at this time." Instead, Mr. Parsons convention to be held at Grand could be “guaranteed that the propMiles asked the convention recess lege in ’28, and now chemist for now running in a current magagave an extemporaneousaddress Rapids on Monday, October 3. A erty can be bought at a good price boat and crew from the schooner Miss Churchfordthanks Mr. Mil- for a little while until he finished the Standard Oil in Aruba Dutch zine by James A. Farley aa conbetter than any prepared speech double delegationwaa selected each any time within the next ten yean “Elva," which was lying “wind ler and the Park association.
the case and heard the jury’s re- West Indies, announce the birth of taining importanteducational indelegateto have half a vote, which unless industry took the site, and bound" at the piers. Everything
he might have had.
a daughter,Phyllis Ann, Born formation and recommendedby the
To
show
that a war is on is port. The jury filed in, and it was
terminated
happily,
with
the
excepSept. 12.
“In the first place,"Mr. Parsons is permiaaable under the atate law. in that case, so much the better."
committee.
a
rather pathetic scene with the
found
in
the
instructions
ven
tion
of
the
loss
of
about
$8.00
worth
Aid. Drinkwaterthen suggested
said, “I am grateful for what Ot- By the same token, a double numCaalow Speaks
Mr. Bouma has been with the
prisoner in the dock hearing the
Deputy
Game
Warden
Dick
Momof
groceries.
Note:
—
The
Van
tawa County has done for me. For ber of alternate delegates were that "the people surely know more
Winfield H. Caalow, Grand RaStandard Oil since his graduation
verdictof "guilty" pronounced.
kes.
All
citizens
of
the
United
Regenmorter
family
has
been
thirtjr-one years I have supported named. This was largely done to than twelve aldermendo.” AiderThe writer has been at conven- from college. Six years were spent pids, atirred the convention to enprominent at Macatawa Park and States can secure a hunting license.
candidates. That ia a long time. I interestmore Republicans in the man Brouwer pointed out that aleven
before
there was a Macatawa, However, all foreign bom must tions since his 21st birthday,and at the laboratoriesin Bayonne, N.
campaign
and
especially
inviting
though the city used to own a
am 62 years old, and feel rather
for at least 80 years. The father show their citizenshippapers and never in all that time has there J., and the last four he haa been
( Continued on Page Four)
mellowed when it comes to the the young Republicans to partici- farm, much of it has blown away. was light keeper and lived in a all aliens will be barred as enemies been a aimilar incident.It surely inspector manager of all the oil reAid. Kleis then moved that action
many disappointments and defeats. pate in all the activities.
and
shall not be permitted to have added some diversifieddelibera- fineries ia Aruba.
white
cottage
just
west
of
the
The delegates chosen from Hol- be deferred for two weeks. The
However, 1 now feel that 1 owe it
coast guard station. He was retired or carry arms. Two guns were tions of which the convention was
REPUBUCAN EXto the Republican party of Ottawa land are as follows: Simon Klein, motion was lost. Aid. Kalkman’a
because of old age. His sons were confiscated in Michigan under that not a part and the delegateswere
Albert
C.
Keppel,
Bruce
Raymond,
ECUTIVE
COMMITTEE SAME
original
motion
was
then
voted
ui
upcounty to thank them at this time
coast guards and conductedthe new war-time law. Remember, this silent spectators. The case in point
icld. As a result the
for nominating me to this high of- Nelson A. Miles, Alex Van Zanten, on and was upheld.
was
the
robbing
of
Turk’s
Tavern
post office and the daughterwas was the World War period.
Raymond L. Smith, Emily L Mc- taxpayers will have an op
opportunity
fice, and I especially wish to thank
• •
Present officers of the Republinear Nunica, the man who owned
post mistress. The family circle
uestion. There was
the candidateswho opposed me. It Bride, Ben A. Mulder, Vernon Ten to vote on the quesi
can county committee were reelecDeputy
Homkes
receivedby ex- the tavern had a burgler alarm,
held
every
position
of
trust
this
was a very clean contest with no Cate, A. J. Westveer, James Mar- a general round of applause from place affords. Several are still press four cans of blue gills and and when the thieves attempted
ted at a meeting of county nomthe audience,and the mayor comrancor or bad after-effects.And to cus. and Mrs. Emily Parks.
inees in the court house at Grand
living there.
six cans of bass to be planted in to enter he was there with a douThe
alternate
delegates
are:
Lemented
that
he
was
glad
to
see
you opposing candidates,I wish to
• • •
Haven.
Black lake and river. These came ble-barrelshot-gunand as they
lia
Vanden
Berg,
Milton
J.
Cook,
that
the
citizens
took
such
an
inssy that you were not self-seekThey are Jack Sweeney of
from the Comstock hatchery.Note: were attempting to make their
FIFTY YEARS AGO TODAY
ing; you were missionaries—going Peter Huyser, John Hulst, Russell terest in the affairs of their city.
Spring Lake, president;County
LOCAL
INSTITUTION
OPENS;
That
was
before
Holland
had
fish get-away, let go both barrels, perAid. Brouwer brought to the atfrom one end of the county to the Burton, Archie Vander Wall, Mrs.
• • •
Clerk William Wilda of Grand
ponds.
foratingthe car in many places. A CONVOCATION ADDRESS BY
The News is indebted to Dan
other, preaching Republicanism. Elizabeth Hyma, George A. Pel- tentionof the council the fact that
Haven, secretary; Prosecutor
badly bombarded car was partly in*
• • •
DR. STEGENGA
We hope and feel that my fellow grim, Mrs. William Olive, Mrs. Holland’sdog department would be Bertsch,who owns a fine orchard Morris Moody writes his mother strumental in leading to the arJohn R. Dethmers of Holland,
Cor
melius
Vander
Meulen.
Leonard
paid
for
by
the
county
if
the
city
on
the
Macatawa
road
about
two
candidatesare the harbingers of a
treasurer.
in Holland from a hospital in rest of the Muskegon man.
coming victory. I wish to thank this Vogelzang, and Preston Wanting. had a dog pound. He said, "We em- miles out, for a fine lot of plums. Paris. He writes in part: ‘‘We
ego officially opened its
Hope College
Members of the executive comThe
delegates
from
Holland
ploy
r
poundmaster,
and
he
does
a
He brought one sprig 7 inches long were giving the Germans their just
convention not for me alone, but
1938-89 school vear at convocation mittee, elected last night follow:
MRS.
ROBINSON
DIES
township
are:
John
Eilander,
and
good job. In 1919 the legislature which contained 35 plums. Another
for those candidates who were deexercises held this Wednesday, Sep- Ben A. Mulder, Mrs. Andrew
dues and no doubt you have read
SUDDENLY
feated. You will find them fighting Paul Schilleman. Alternates:John enacted a license fee on dow, and branch 9 inches long had 35 plums,
tember 21 at 9 a. m. The speaker Hyma, Edward Brouwer and John
by
the
papers
just
what
advances
in the front ranks in the army of Y. Huizenga, Walter Vander Haar. in the same act stated that all mon- and a third, the largest 12^ inches, the Americans have made. We sent
Mrs. William Robinson, wife of for the occasion was Dr. Minor Galien, all of Holland; Mrs. Elsie
the Republicans. Ottawa County The delegates from Park Town- ey is to be given over to the county contained 42 plums. Note:— Dan plenty over to the Boches and they Captain Robinson, who retired Stegenga of North Bergen, N. J., Keller, Frank Mason, Fred Den
has been a banner Republican ship are: John R. Dethmers, Wil- treasurer,who, in turn, pays the Bertsch was the father of Fred repliedwith their souvenirs and I from the coast guard service some and a great number of townspeople Herder, all of Grand Haven; A.
county and has been in the Repub- liam Winstrom. Alternates: Rev. property owners for the damage Bertsch,who lives on the farm in got one in the form of a bail in the
years ago, died suddenly of a and students were in attendance. J. Van Koeveringand John M.
lican columns ever since the party Fred J. Van Dyke, Fred Van Wier- done by dop. The city has paid a question. Mr. Bertsch for years
Devotions for the morning were Nagelkirk, both of Zeeland, E. J.
shoulder which broke by arm. This heart attack at the age of 81
en.
great deal for dog licenses, but has was a dry goods merchantin this
was established“under the yokes
conducted by Dr. Nicholas Boer, McCall of Spring Lake, Howard
letter
looks
funny
because
I
am
years.
For
some
time
they
had
Other delegates scattered receivedno return, and the pound- city.
at Jackson.’’ We have been at
trying to right with the left hand.” lived in Holland on West 11th St., president of the Board of Trus- Erwin of Coopersville,and Fred
• • •
least one sound spot in a rotten throughout the county are the fol- master is necessarily paid from
• • •
where Captain Robinson was cus- tees. He read the traditional 1st F. McEachron of Hudsonville.
Mayor C. J. De Roo, "Allie"Van
apple. We have had bad de- lowing: William Decker, Ralph tax money. However,in the same
Ward and townshipcommitteetodian of St. Francis church. They chapter of Joshua and the 4th
James
Katros,
who
must
move
Burrell,
William
Havedink,
Henact
the
legislature
provides
that
if
Raalte, Bastian I). Keppel and
feats, but Ottawa County did not
men also were selected.Those
moved back to South Haven, their chajiter of Proverbs.
his
candy
kitchen
from
the
Blom
ry
C.
Slaughter,
Dick
E.
Sraallea
city
has
a
well-regulated
dog
deDaree Gilmore had a great day of
cause them. The people, however,
home town, and have been living
Special music was provided by from Holland follow:
are waking up. They believe in gan, Fred McEachron,James partment, the county must pay for sport in the woods around Over- Bldg, to make way for the George
there ever since.
the
Hope College Trio, composed First Ward— Don Zwemer and
Huizenga
Jewelry
Co.,
will
move
to
Scott,
Grant
Treloar,
John
G.
Wagthe operation of it." Aid. Brouwer isel. They brought home 37 squirconstitutional government, law
Henry Prins.
The
funeral
will
be
held
from
of
Miss
Trudy Young, Miss Ms
the
old
Lyric
theater
in
the
Sutton
and order, and a right to follow ner, Claude E. Voss, Hunter Ber- pointed out that a “well regulated rels and there will be squirrel pie
Second Ward— James A. DrinkBldg.,
few doors east. Contract St. Basil's church at South Haven Jane Vaupell, and Miss Thelma
g., a lew
their purauita, whether that be la- ing, Albert H. Stegenga, Abe Anys, dog department”must include a in four familiesat least.
has oeen let to Abel Postma, which at 10 o'clock Saturday morning. Kooiker, all of Holland.They sang water and Joseph Czerkies.
A.
J.
Van
Koevering,
L.
Roberts,
dog
pound.
He
then
moved
that
bor or capital, in their own way aa
Third Ward— Arthur Van Dur• • #
calls for a beautifulplace of busi- Interment will take place in South a beautifulnumber entitled “Open
long as it conforma with law and Nick Coot Maynard Mohr, Fred the matter be referred to the buildThe confectionarystore of Pes- ness. It will have the finest soda Haven cemetery. The survivorsare Our Eyes." Professor Kenneth en, Mrs. John Kooiker and J.
Ehrman,
James
Kinkema,
R.
L.
ing
committee.
ia ethicallydone. The people of
sink Bros, is illuminated every
Thomas Mahan.
Alderman Drinkwater then sug- evening with Harrison and Morton fountain in western Michigan. the husband, and Atty. Thomas N. Osborne also played an organ numMichigan, you will find, are not in Cook, Jay Poel, Peter Van Zylen,
Fourth Ward
Raymond 1
ber.
Robinson
of
Benton
Harbor,
FathNote:
—
Since
that
time
Blom’s
favor of a one-man government.I Cora Vande Water, Anna Van gested that the civic improvement for presidentlanterns.. Note:— The
Smith, Jacob Bultman,Mrs. Jp.’
er
Dennis
Robinson
of
Boston,
Dr.
Stegcnga’s
talk
was
entitled,
store
has
harbored
a
jewelry
atore,
committee and the city attorney be Republican nominees then were
am happy to say that signals are Horssen, Leo C. Lillie.
and Leonard Van WieT
The other alternate delegates added to his committee in this case. Benj. Harrison and Levi P. Mor- a shoe store, a meat market, and Lieut. Col. John Robinson of Ar- "If College GraduatesCould Be Olert,
rapidly beginning to point adverseSixth Ward
Henry1'
now
a shoe store. After the candy kansas, Captain NicholasRobin- College Students Again." Having
are:
Rudolph
Rittenberg,
Lester
The
action
was
approved.
ly on that question. The New Deal
ton. Opposed on the Democratic kitchen, the Sutton building con- son of Honolulu, Sarah Robinson contacted many collegegraduates Janies Marcus, John Vo*
Martin,
Lewis
Vollink,
William
panacea has brought fear into the
party were Grover Cleveland and
of Detroit, Mary Robinson of Wy- in order to obtain this information Jr., and Gilbert Vande >£'
Willard C. Wickers filed appli- Hendricks. Harrison won that tained Ollie’s Sport Store, and now
minds and hearts of the thrifty Hyma, Jacob Tizelaar, Charles
Those from Zeeland,
andote, Ed Robinson of Ferndale, his talk proved to be very worthPost
Jewelry.
citirena. We are of a party who do Lowing, Wayne Murray, R. P. cation to repair a porch and remod- election but Grover Cleveland
Van
Koevering, G
while
to
college
students.
and
Miss
Ella
Robinson
at
home.
not believe in these panaceas and Dethmers, George Schwaub, W. C. el a home at 338 WashingtonAve. turned around four years later and
“Be observing tourists," he ad- Isaac Van Dyke, r
M.
H. Kingsbury has been
have had nothing to do with put- Scofield, Joe Bekius, Nelson Bald- at a cost of $200.
defeatedHarrison for a second assigned to Holland and Lakctown
SEASONS CHANGE TODAY vised the students, reminding them Charlotte De Pr
ting unlimited power in the hands us, Clarence Reenders, Frank Davterm.
that they could do what they pleas- Clark.
as
pastor
by
the
conference of
is, Gerrit Rooks, Marine Van Zoer•
•
•
Junior
and
Kenneth
Zuverink
of
of one man.
The autumnal equinox (when ed in what he termed, "acres of
Wesleyan Methodists held ut Hasen, B. C. Van Loo. Edw. Den Her- Lincoln Ave. left for Chicago where
At the next meeting of the Young
Nicholas^
autumn begins) is this Friday, diamonds."Dr. Stegenga stated
“I would like to say another der. Katherine Headley, Baltus
they visited their sister, Miss Men’s Republican Club it will be tings.
September23, at 0:01 p. m. East- that a wise student was a good ar- at )Butt*
thing. We have just gone througl
rh
Pellegrom, J. N. Pool, Martin Agnes Zuverink, a nurse. Inciden- decideddefinitely what kind of uni• • •
ern Standard time. Today is still
Rapids.
a primary. Whether you were fofl
Kieft, Jr., Matthew C. Loeke,
The Sixth Reformed consistory summer but Saturday it will be chitect,carefully drawing jians
Toy or for Fitaerald, it makes no Herman Coster, Watson McCall, tally they took in a baseball game. forms and torches the club will
of his or her life. “The next step,"
requested
the
common
council
for
purchase for its marchers. Note:
fall.
,
difference. The Republicans have
he said, “is to be a good builder."
Milton Burr.
Born Tuesday at Holland hospi- Those were the days of torch and a permit to build an $8,000 church
spoken in no uncertaintones. The
“Watch your associates,know child
Delegates-at-Iarge were also tal to Mr. and Mrs. John Schrotenon
their
property
on
Lincoln
ave.
Roman candle demonstrations on
voters show that they have impliyour values, and know how to in- «rft‘ ‘S
chosen. These were: Elbem Par- boer, East 32nd St, a son.
the streets and it surely was a NOTE : — When the congregation testimonialbanquet given Captain vest this education which you are
cit confidence in Frank D. Fitzsons. Judge Fred T. Miles, and Edwas young the Reformed denomicolorful sight.
gerald. This was triie, not only ward Brouwer, from Holland; WilHenry Geerds and Co. D when they now receiving—in other words, be
Mrs. Bernard Dokter returned
nation sent a portable church to
at the recent primaries, but was
brought home the highest honor good businessmen," was more of
liam Hatton, and Howard Fant, to her home on East 12th St.
answer
the
purpose
for
a
short
true when there waa an inundation
FORTY YEARS AGO TODAY time. Then tne growing congrega- possible, namely, the Badger trophy the speakers sound advice.
from Grand Haven; Jack Sweeney from Holland hospital where she
• • »
of Democraticballotsfour years
from Camp Grayling. Mr. Geerds
President Wynand Wichers anof Spring Lake; Jarrett N. Clark underwentan appendectomy.
built a basement church which
ago, with Frank D. Fitzgeraldbewas given a loving cup and the nounced several changes in the fac
Bom to Mr. and Mrs. George A. tion
of Zeeland; Howard Earle of Coopaerved for a time, and now this
ing the only survivorand the Noah
Miss Eunice Maatman, daughter Hunt, Grand Rapids, Sunday, a $8,000 is for the purpose of finish- toastmaster at the banquet was ulty for the coming semester. Prr
ersville.
of that great flood. Those things
The alternate delegates-at-lergeof Mr. and Mrs. Henry Maatman daughter.Note:— Mr. Hunt, who ing the church buildingnow found "our own" G. J. Diekema. Others fessor E. P. McLean has tx
don't just happen. For more than
to speak were General John H. granted a semester’s leave of
are: Charles McBride, Henry Win- of Montello park, who recentlyen- started in Holland as a telegraph on the site. The congregation is
thirty yean Frank Fitzgeraldhas
Schouten, “who had grown grey in sence at his request. While Prof
messengerat the old C. & W. M.
ter, Charles K. Van Duren, Ger- tered trainingat Presbyterianhostoday
very
substantial
spiritually
been closely identified with state
the U. S. service,"Congressman sor McLean is away, Rev. Pau’
rit G. Groenewoud, Mrs. Don Zwe- pital, New York city, has been ap- R. R. depot, became ticket agent and financially and has for its pasaffairs at Lansing in many capaciCarl Mapes, Judge Orien S. Cross, Hinkam
mer, of Holland; Isaac Van Dyke, pointed a member of the paper and is now a prominent officialin tor, Rev. John Vanderbeek.
ties and positionsof trust, until
Mayor Earnest Brooks. Captain Lean’s classes
the Pere Marquettesystem. Both
in sociologyand /. G U 8F8 II t66(]
Jasaes* insocioSrv^’d
of Zeeland; Dick Nienhuis and Carl staff, the Student Prints. Miss
• • •
the highest honor in the gift of
Wm. Wilds, Ottawa county clerk, chology as well as some of his
Maatman was a member of 1938 of son and daughter are imaduates of
Zichler.
Henry
Vegter,
pioneer
of
Holland
the people waa bestowed upon him.
Holland Hirh, and Harold Hunt
made a hit when he said that the classesin religious education
Hope college.
We want a man to All the goverwas mayor of the student body. and an old time sailor on wind next best company in the state,
In accordance with this cl
craft
on
the
Great
Lakes,
died
at
"
Jacob
De
Feyter,
16
Cherry
St,
nor's chair long enough to keep it
Company F of Grand Haven, dele- the Rev. Leonard De Moor, t
Mrs. Hunt was Miss Kate Herold,
warm, (laughter). am a friend who underwenta recent operation Charles Vos, assistant suiperin- daughterof a prominentpioneer 77 years at his home on Central
ted him to bring greetings to Blendon, will teach junior and
street
of aetf-government.I believe at Holland hospital, has returned tendent of the Board of Public Holland family. She paased away ave. and Twelfth
S’mpany D of Holland, who had ior courses in Bible, and th(
•
•
•
that the power of government and to his home. His condition is re- Works, and Cit/ Attorney Elbern two years ago.
been declared the beat company in William J. Hilmert, Grand,
Parsons have flown to Was!
TEN YEARS AGO TODAY
the power to regulate welfare,the ported as improved.
the state. His remarks brought ids, will teach freshmanand*
• • •
PROM CRACKS,
•
*
•
ton,
D.
C.,
to
find
out
what
is
power’ to nave
have sometmng
somethingw
to say
The hardware store of John Vancheers from the audience. Captain omore classes. Both men
Memben
of Elizabeth ?chuyler ing up the proposal of the new
CHECKING,
Mrs. Charles Kirchen of Holland Geerds was bo overcome after hav- mer Hope students and _
about one’s own affairs belongs to
der Veen, River and Eighth Sta.,
Hamilton chapter, Daughters of electric power plant in which the
ties, viltages, and townships,
ROTTING OR LEAKING
entered and 200 pocket knives, is intensely interested in fancy ing been presented with the cup known in the religious field
the citi
the American Revolution,and government will participatewaa
and not
ot in a centralizedpower at
some razors, and a few pennies horses and is an exceptionallyable that it waa fully two minutes beIt was announced that the
their friends are anticipating a through the PWA if the grant
We will apply a lastrom pro.
Lanaing or Waahington. This cenleft in the drawer by John were equestrian, winning many honors in fore he could proceed with his man beach party, an tunur
benefit bridge party which is be- «>es through.Presidentof the
taken. Sheriff Frank Van Ry offers the sixth annual horse snow at the acceptance.There were many flat- C.A. and YTw.C.A. project teetive coat of Goodyear Alltralised power is not intimatelyacing arranged by the Ways and board, James De Young, says that
$25.00 reward. Next day one of the Holland fair. Charles Brdwn of tenng
complin
quainted srith local conditions. Our
tering compliments
given Mr. take place at 3 o’clock on
Weather Top Dreosing.
Means committee of the organizaown people know our own needs tion for next Tuesday afternoon. while all the necessary documents knives was found in an alley at the Castle Park and "Bill" Eaton of Geerds and Com.
ipanv D and others day.
have been sent to Washington, east end of the city off Land St. Waukazoo were also well repre- who were responsible
and Jhe needs within those environs
•nsible for the HolThe affair will be held in the new these have not been receivedby the
sented with winners.
better than do those afar who do
land armory, but space forbids to Mr. and Mrs. R. W. Collin
for only
community club house at Wauka- officials. Since it is imperative that (Lincoln Ave.) The same night the
not take the trouble even to find
Rutgers and Tien store at Graafquote them here. Note:— The York City are visitingf
* • *
zoo, opposite the county airport, at the project be approved soon, Mr.
achap was entered and some rings,
out with accuracy what those needs
The Gold Brick, lost, strayed or Badger trophy won by Companv D Holland. Mrs. ColUns ii
2 p. m. Mrs. C. C. Wood, chairman Parsons and Mr. Vos took the
are, Mr. Fitzgerald’sabilityhas
watches and shoes were takon. stolen from Holland’smain street, at Camp Graylingis an artistic mer Miss Rose Whelan,
of the committee, is being assisted quickest way to trace the whole
Next dav two pairs of old dis- waa found and exhibited in the Art silver shield bearing the inscrip- of Nicholas J. Whelan, fc
gidned the respect .of the people in
bv Mesdames R. D. Eaten, O. S. matter,and therefore they took the carded shoes were found one mile
...up
iron 35c
35c
Hall as exhibit A at the Holland tion: “Presented by divisionstaff Holland. Mr. Collins . ...... ......................
op fron
all walks of life. If we all put our
Cross, and Merrick Hanchett, in plane. They will be met at Washsouth of the village—undoubtedly fair grounds. Mayor Earnest officers of Wisconsin National New York Telephone
shoulder to the wheel there will be
regard to reneral arrangements. ington by a representativeof the the burglars made the change.
Brooks played guard at each corner Guards to Michigan National
no doubt as to the results. And,
In chaive of ticket sales are Mrs. Michigan Municipal league of which
of the cherished treasure.
Guards, awarded to organization Mr. and Mrs. Max M
further, I wish you older RepubliW. L. Eaton, chairman, and Mes- Holland is a member. His assis- THIRTY YEARS AGO TODAY
• •
demonstrating
aemonairaung greatest degree
aegn of Ninth St. announcethe
cans would encourage the younger
dames W. J. Olive, R. W. Everett, tance may be of great value at the
• • •
The Holland City News devotes military proficiency
roficiency during a:
annual aon at Holland hospitffVE IN
Randall
Bosch
and
M.
L.
Hinga.
national
capitol
(Continued on
Solos (l\ of the Coster nearly two columns telling of the field camp instruction, 1928.”
day, Sept 21.
PHONE 3921
•» Zylot, Prop.
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The 676 Michifin bakers reporting to the U. 8. Department of
Commerce employed approximate-

ly 10,000 workers or the year, to
8020 whom they paid animal wages of
910,506,000 according to the latest figures issued by the Census
of Manufacturers. Salaried officers
and employees were listed at 1,002,
with total annual salaries of 91,590,000. Codt of materials, containers, fuel and purchased energy
* the year amounted to 930,402,000, and ralue of products was
stated at $53,000,000with a value
of 922,517,000added by manufac-
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Hope
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Squads Drill
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WORK OUT UNDER

A PENNY CAMPAIGN

CHURCH NEWS

campaign for the Republican
ination for governor was one
this postcard."

Roscoe Conklin Fitch, defeated for

rVTTWfwr

•

for the Republican nomination for

CITY MISSION

governor in Tueeday’s primary

51-58 E. 8th St.
election, said today he had mailed
Ttliphone 9461.
penny postcardsto the county
Geo. W. Trotter,Supt
derfcs of Wayne and Mason counSat, 8 P. M.— Open Air Service. ties bearing the followingwiwge:
Sunday, 1:8(>— Biole School.
“This is to certify that the only
2:30— Service of Sons, Music, money I expended personallyin my

Mn.

Ida Aldrich of Miami,

who waa visiting her brother
family, Charley Hees, 169
Eighth St, and other
died at 1:45 s. m. Monday

ter and sdn-in-4aw,Mr. and
A. Ralph Van Raalte, on North
Shore drive. He waa bom June 6, THIRTY
HIGH SCHOOL GRID COACH;
1850, In Uxbridge, Ontario, Canwagiac. Burial took place at
16 REPORT AT HOPE
ada. He waa a miller by trade emton Harbor.
ployed by the Walah-De Roo MillMessage and Praise.
inf Co., better known ae the
Forty-six Holland footballplay6:80— Junior Prayer Band.
tMwiuaiu
Standard iwuci
Roller miiia,
Mills, nuw
now a
Stand- ers trotted onto practice fields at
7:80— EvangelisticService. Specard Grocery Co., and the Ver
er Hage Hope college and Holland hixh ial Service.Special Music. Geo.
Milling Co. in Zeeland. Hta pi
___ _ school Tuesday as coaches of the Trotter will speak.
parents
were the late Mr. and Mn. John two elevenscalled for first drills of Toea., 7:80— Prayer Meeting and
Hicks. Mr. Hicks was a member of the gridiron season.
Sunday School Lesson.
the Grace Episcopal church and
Coach Jerry Breen at the high
Wed., 7:80— Young People's Felture.
served as a vestryman for many school, put 30 candidates through lowship Club. #
mTU knitmt Am Wm pitch*
Your Walgreen System Agency
Bakers throughout Michigan will Vander Beek, pastor of the church,
years. He also was superintendent an afternoon of callsthenlcdrills
participatein the program spon- the double ring ceremony being
of
the
Sunday
school.
Mrs.
Hicks
and
16
college
boys
turned
out
for
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE SOCIETY
• f9*'m
N.EComer River and 8th We Deliver Holland
sored by the American Institute of used. There was a large gathering
died five years ago in July. Sur- practiceon the Hope gridiron for
Services in Warm Friend TavrmL H. Y. barBaking to bring out the relation- of relativesand friends and the viving are two daughters, Mrs.
Coach Bud Hinga.
ern.
^^fwbldrVt>\ ship between the baking industry church was beautifullydecorated, John Fraser of Washington, D. C.,
Sunday service, 10:80 A. M.
and the public it serves, in prepar- which added to the solemnity of the
and Mr, V„
of HoUindi
Subject: “REALITY.’’
ation
for
the
Annual
Bakers'
Meetoccasion.
can
IS-BalboadUcoYtrtdth#
a son, John H. Hkka of
.
Wednesda;y Testimonial meeting,
playersarrivedfor workouts
Tuesing
to
be
held
in
Chicago,
October
Podticoomo, 1511
The rostrum of the church was a sister,Mrs. Alfred Dyke; a
day morning. A number of vet 8:00 P. M.
16-19 of this year.
banked with flowers, palms and brother, Eli Hicks of Phillips, Wls.;
erans and returning sophomores
aN day btkl lor <tea4i
quality
at low prices.
State committees will be located potted plants, and daintily arfive grandchildren and four great were still mining at the afternoon
IMMANUEL CHURCH
Pr*rtd*ot Gaifield. 188L
at Detroit, and W. T. Orr is chair- ranged on each side of the altar
grandchildren. Funeral services
(Meetings in the Armory.)
man of activitiesin Michigan. were groupings of candelabra,the were held Monday at 9 a. m. from workout, but it Ta expected that C.
_
___ look pawn
M. Beerthuis,pastor.
the squad will be at full strength
Other
committee
members
are
Mer•tond Moldoa Canada,
glow of which sent a soft gleam the Grace Episcopal church with
10:00 A. M.— Message on I Pegr. Aspirin
29c
by the first of next week.
rick Hanchettof Holland, W. L. over the bride and groom.
the Rev. J. Wendell Davis of Eusr.
Taggert of Grand Rapids, and E.
Coach
Breen
had
no
trouble
in
Precedingthe ceremony, Mrs. clid, Ohio, former rector of Grace,
11:30 A. M.— Bible School for
M— Spcmlarda moMacnd a L. Schafer of Kalamatoo.
50c Phillips Milk
36c
Arthur Vander Beek gave a pleas- officiating.Burial was in Jackson, getting his squad on the field at all.
party ol «hlpwr»ck*<d
The American Institute of Bak- ing pipe organ recital, while Miss Mich. Monday. The body lay in full strength, because the entire
Fwodunon, nortda.15W.
6:30 P. M.— Young People'sfeling, founded in 1919, furthers the Wilma Vande Bunte in a rich sogroup began dasaea at school lowship.
state at the Dykstra Funeral home
60c
for the
49c
H-Buonoo AItm •quadron study of baking in all its broad prano voice offered “Beloved, It Is where friends were privilegedto Wednesday,and all have returned
7:30 P. M.-Subject. “The Walk
capturad oU Moottrldoo aspects, with a view toward in- Morn,’’by Aylsward. Immediately
from
summer
vacationsand work. and Warfare of the Church. Specpay their respects.
by Aroarican*. 1M1
The 30 boys, who were issued ial vocal duets by Dorothy and Ale already high quality following the ceremonies, she renequipment as members of the var. _ roducts. developing new dered a very appropriate bridal
ma Tinholt with a Spanish guitar.
WINDOW
PEEPING
SEEMS
JD— "HodjB HuM«m Glooly
products, facilitating manufacti
sity squad, include nine members
number, “Because," by d’Hardelot.
Khan." bm mlntotwfrom
7:30, Monday — Men’s prayer
PREVALENT
ing and distribution methods, and
of last year’s varsity squad and meeting.
Ptraa arrim, 1888.
The bride, on the arm of her
t*»v distribution methods, and aug21 recruits. The local mentor said
father, in rhythmic step, came
7:80, Tuesday— Young People’s
menting the many services the bak- from the rear of the church to the
Police captured two "window he probably would cut the squad
Only
3
Bible Class.
er rent
iders to the American public. sweet strains of Lohengrin’s wed- peepers,"one being Herman Rit- in the next two weeks, and some of
7:30, Thursday—Bible Class and
terby,
20
West
19th
St.
He
had
the
boys
will
be
carried
on
the
reding march. Preceding the coming
Prayer Service.
of the bride, the attendants pro- been caught peeping through the serve squad.
For Tourists' Pleasure
10:00 A. M., Saturday — C h i 1SHORTAGE OF DUCK
windows of the home of Harry
Practices for Holland High’s dren’s Bible class for all.
STAMPS NO EXCUSE ceeded to the altar. They were Mrs. Boerman, 322 West 14th St., and
• • •
30c Hills Cascara
Nelson Plagenhoef,matron of
team will be held after school
23c
Two of the most marked imhonor; Mrs. Joe Romeyn, cousin Albert Overweg, 326 West 14th every day.
CALVARY
BAPTIST
CHURCH
provementsin highway construcEven a shortage of duck stamps of the bride; Miss Delia Schuitema, SL, neighbors,apparently. The ofHarvey Koop, tackle, Warren Cor. Central Ave. and 10th St.
50c Silverline
31c
tion and maintenancein recent at your favorite post office will not sister of the ^room; all brides- fenders paid $5.00 fine and costa
Weotrate, half back, Frank LokWoman’s Literary Bldg.
in
Judge
Raymond
Smith’s
court
years have brought universalcom- be accepted as a pood excuse for maids. Others in the party were
ker, center, Ed Nieusma, halfback,
10:00 A. M.— Communion Service
Orlis
Paste
23c
mendation from visiting tourists not having one this duck hunting Nelson Plagenhoef, brother of the A second youngster under 16 years Dave Nordoff, guard, Bob Spaul- with the Rev. Louis Arkema, pastor
season, according to information bride and best man. Master James of age was also involved and his ding, tackle, Howard Jalving, end,
of
the
Acondale
Baptist
church
as
and our own residents.These are
receiverfrom the U. S. Biological and little Marilyn Plagenhoef,cou- case will be brought before the
roadsidebeautification,with an aim survey by H. R. Sayre, chief of the sins of the bride, were ring bearer juvenile court of Judge Cora Vande Gerald Beyer, halfback and George guest speaker.
Elby, guard, are returning vet11:20 A. M.— Bible School.
toward safety and the elimination field administrationdivision of the and flower girl, respectively.The Water, Grand Haven. Police Chief erans who went through the first
6:30 P. M. — Young People’s
Frank
Van
Ry
states
there
have
ring reposed in a calla lily, while
of expensive snow fences, and the department of conservation.
drill yesterday.
Service.
been
many
complaints
of
window
The duck stamps have been on the sweet little miss scatteredrose
7 :30 P. M.—
Evening Evangelisestablishmentof picnic tables and
At the college drill Capt. Bill
of
to
sale since July 1 and any duck petals in the path of the oncoming peeping and a stop will be put to it
De Groot, Bob Powers, Bob Wish- tic Service. StirringGospel songs
roadside turnouts at particularly hunter found without one will be bride. The ushers were GilbertElin
congregation
and
special
numattractive sites along the roadsides. irosecuted. The federal authorities hardt, cousin of the bride, and WOMEN’S REPUBLICAN CLUB meier, Bob Vander Laan, I>ee
Brannock, Don Poppen, Bob Mar- bers. Message by Rev. Arkema.
WILL ALSO HAVE
As the trees and shrubs take on •elieve that hunters have been Orrin Elenbaas.
Thurs., 7:30 P. M.— Prayer and
cus and Paul Boyink were veterans
given ample opportunity to proThe bride looked beautifulin a
FORUM
their growth they do the work of
Praise Meeting in Gospel Hall
who
turned
out.
cure the stamps and should know gown that was very becoming and
building.
snow fences and eliminate the the requirements since the duck lent a charm to the dainty ngure
Don Dempsey, a junior from
Under the leadership of Mrs. Wright Junior college of Chicago,
yearly upkeep of these expensive stamp act will, with this season, who shortly was to pledge her
Rev. H. J. Potter is in Holland
contrivances.And with this prog- have been in effect five years. In troth at the altar. The gown was Charles H. McBride, the local donned a suit for the two drills hospital for an operation.Mrs.
the past, shortages in the supply of of white chiffon and lace, fashioned Womens’ Republican club, organ- with several sophomoresincluding
ress comes greater beauty each
stamps led to the issuance of re- on princess lines wRh high neck- ized in July, now boasts a member- PhillipWaalkes, Frank Flanagen, Alice Pershing is confined to Holland hospital,where she submityear, attended by shade and fruits ceipts as accommodationto huntline, long sleeves and a row of ship of 175. Every Republican Fred Bertsch, Elmer Ridenour and ted to an appendectomy.
woman
is
eligible
to
membership
and flowers, all inviting to the ers, but this was done without buttons down the back to the waistPaul Hqutman. Andy Nyboer and
authorityand will not be repeated. line. Her skirt had large inserts by calling the chairman of the Mart Timmer, u p p e r - classmen,
Starts like kindling, burns evenly all day — the
motorist
Nor is rt likely that post offices of lace and fell into a graceful membershipcommittee, Mrs. Cor- turned out for the drills.
Expires Oct. 8
Undoubtedlythe thousandsof
A No. 1 coal for use in Michigan residences.Saves
will remain open as a favor to per- train, four feet long. Her simple nelius Vander Meulen.
College does not open until Sept.
roadside tables have been the most sons who wait until the last minute
THIS
NOTICE
TO
OUR
DEPOSIThe
purposes
and
aims
of
the
tulle veil of fingertiplength was
21, just two days before the opentime, labor and money. Order now while prices *
TORS IN ACCORDANCE WITH
pleasing, for they give the traveler to get their stamps.
arranged at the head with a coro- club as announced by its officers ing game here with Ferris, and
THE
PROVISIONS
OF
THE
NEW
are
to
attain
higher
ideals
of
citian inviting place to rest, picnic and
are low. Signed guarantee with every delivery,
net of orange blossoms. She carCoach Bud Hinga will take ad- MICHIGAN FINANCIAL INSTIried a shower bouauet of white zenship and clean politics; promote vantage of the late start ini putting
sightsee, breaking the monotonyof
TUTIONS
ACT
broader acquaintance of RepubliKilling Frogs
roses, swainsona and baby breath,
his journey and allowing a muchcan women, and to work for the his squad through two drills
tied with white ribbon.
a day for the next two weeks. People* State Bank, Holland, Mich.
needed respite from tiresome
The matron of honor wore blue best interests in Ottawa county and Practiceswill be held at 9 a. m.
Mr,
Editor:
What
is
the
best
the
state
of
Michigan;
to
increase
driving.
(Public Act No. 341, Acts 1937;
marquisette with ruffled neckline
and at 4 p. cn. daily.
way to kill frogs and turtles ?
and raffled puffed sleeves. As the interest of women in politics; It was expected that Veterans Senate Enrolled Act No. 67, SenThese projects surely have made
Phone
Holland, Mich.
Answer: The easiest way is to
to hold open forums, where candibridesmaids,Mrs. Romeyn wore
John Luidens, Dent Norlin,Comie ate Bill No. 2.)
friends for those who superviseour drown them in warm water. Both
Evening’s Phone 4124 9
peach net with ribbon trim and dates may be heard; to discuss pub- Pape, Paul Vander Hill would join
highways and administertheir are cold-blooded animals. Warm Miss Schuitema wore embroidered lic questionsand civic matters; and
Sec. 59. Liability of Shareholdthe squad before the end of this
water will drown a frog in a few
affairs.
peach marquisette.All carried to see that all women enrolled in week, while other veterans, Ken ers. The shareholders of every
seconds. This is more humane colonial bouquets of roses, swain- the Republican party, vote.
bank shall be individuallyliable,
than stripping off the hind legs and
Other officers of the club are Honholt and Jay Van Hoven would equally and ratably,and not one
sona and delphinium. The bridesTrailer Problems
allowing the rest of the carcass to
first vice-president,Mrs. Vaudie arrive for practice early next week. for another, to satisfythe obligamaids’ bouquets were tied with
die a lingeringdeath.
Vandenberg; second vice-president, George Heneveld, Marvin Den Her- tions of said bank to the amount
pink
ribbon
and
the
matron
of
(Dstroit News)
Mrs. John Tiesenga;third vice- der, Gordon Vanden Brink and Bob of their stock at the par value
Turtles will remain alive longer.
donor’s bouquet with yellow and
president,Mrs. George Moomey; Van Dyke are newcomers to the thereof, in addition to the said
In fact, large snappers will not white ribbon.
Statistics on the production and succumb so easily to this method.
secretary-treasurer,Mrs. J. E. squad expected to arrive in the next stock; but persons holding stock
The dainty little flower girl wore
few days.
Telling.
sale of trailers inspire the glamor- One turtle hunter we know gets a
as executors,administrators,guarwhite net over peach satin.
The
membership
of
the
club
is
snapper
to
grasp
a
stick,
pulls
on
dians, or trustees, and persons holdous picture of a hundred thousand
Mrs. Plagenhoef, mother of the
RELEASE TROUT IN
unlimited.
HOLLAND, MICHIGAN
the stick until the turtle’s neck is
ing stock as collateral securibride, was becomingly dressed in
well-to-do families roaming in
ALLEGAN CO. CREEKS ty shall not be personally liextended,then severs the vertebrae a gown of black crepe and lace,
care-free, nomadic fashion up and neatly with a keen-edgedknife.
SOULE’S DOPE ON MICH.
while Mrs. Schuitema, mother of
Trout planting started again this able as shareholders, but the
down the land, summering in Mich- The oft-used method of chopping the bridegroom, was richly gowned
PRIMARY IS CHECKED week
in Allegan county streams, assets and funds in their
igan, wintering in Florida, and the turtle's head off with an axe in black velvet. Mrs. Cornelius
with
the
release of several thou- hands constitutingthe trust shall
(Grand Haven Tribune)
works only if you hit the neck Hoeland, mistressof ceremony,
sand brooks,browns and rainbows. be liable to the same extent as the
with leisurely appreciationtaking
• • •
squarely the first time.
wore black crepe and lace. The
A Department of Conservation testator, intestate, ward, or person Coatinaow Daily Starting at 2:30 Continuous PerformanceDaily
in all the tights between.
Edward Soule, city assessor,
Starting 2:30
three ladies wore shoulder cor- made a prediction on Sept. 10 as to track distributed 2,000 brook in interested in such trust funds would
Price Change— 5:00
The picture is true to some
Price Change— 5:00
sages.
Bear
and
Miller creeks, 1,000 be if living or competentto act;
the
results
of
the
primary
election,
extent, but its truth is exceeded by Levels of Lakes
The master and mistressof cere- which he wrote out and deposited browns were released in Black and the person pledging such
Friday and Saturday,
its fhUty. One's suspicion is
mony
were Mr. and Mrs. Cornelius with the Grand Haven Daily river and 4,000 rainbows were re- stock shall be deemed the shareHighest in Years
Friday and Saturday. Sept. 23, 24
holder and liable under this secSept 23 and 24
leased
in
Swan
Creek
above
the
Hoeland,
and
the
Misses
Jeanette
aroused when on a day's drive
Tribune.
tion. Such liability may be enJanet Gay nor
Swan
Creek dam at M89.
and FrancisWillinkwere in charge
He predictedvictory for Elbem
along any main highway he meets
Water levels of four of the Great of the gift room. After the cereand Robert Montgomery
All trout ranged from three forced in a suit at law or in equity
in
Feature
or passes hardly a one of these Lakes are the highest they have mony there was a reception as Parsons as nominee for prosecut- inches up to as high as six inches by any such bank, in process of
ing
attorney
as
well
as
Frank
Van
vehicles.It is raised to skepticism been in several years and above the the invited guests left the edifice.
and
were
brought
here from the liquidationor by any receiver or
Etta, nominee for sheriff. He also
average of the last decade, the
other officer succeeding to the legChester Morris
and disbelief when he enters the State Conservation Department In the line of reception were the guessed that Fitzgeraldwould win Wolf Lake Hatchery.
al rights of said banlc; Provided.
in
bride and groom, the parents,Mr. but judged the Ottawa county matouristcamp of some popular re- reports.
That the additional liability im“SMASHING THE RACKETS"
and Mrs. Sam Plagenhoef,Mr. and jority would be small. He guessed JUNIOR RED CROSS
Lake Superior is higher than at Mrs. Bert Schuitema and Mr. and
Buck Jones
sort like a nationalpark, where he
HAVE ELECTED OFFICERS posed upon shareholders under the
that Miles would be nominated as
provisions of this section in any
in
expects to count scores of the any time since 1928, while Lakes Mrs. Hoeland. Guests then repaired state representativeand Judge
Michigan, Huron and Erie are the
bank organized and existing under
•STRANGER FROM ARIZONA"
wheeled homes, and can count not highest since 1930. Lake Ontario to the church parlors, where a Vanderwerpfor state senator.
The Holland unit of the Ameri- or governedby the provisions of
Added— Chapter No. 4 of Serial
Added— Novelties and News
two-coursewedding supper was
He was wrong in two important can Junior Red Cross held its first this act shall not apply with rehalf a dozen.
is the highest since 1932, but still
“Radio Patrol"
served to more than 100 guests.
GUEST
NIGHT—
of the season and elected
spect to shares of stock issued by
We may be told that the lack of under the average of the last 10 The tables were appropriatelydec- contestswhen he predicted that meeting
Saturday,
September
24
Benjamin C. Van Loo, Holland, officers for the year. Charles any such bank after July twentyparking facilities for the trailers years, the department revealed.
orated with bouquets of fall flowJoan Crawford and Spencer Tracy
Monday and Tuesday, Sept 26, 27
would be nominated for register of Knooihuizen was named president; one, nineteen hundred thirty-three:
Readings for July give the folin
on main highways, and the hostility lowing mean elevation above sea ers and greenery. The centerpiece deeds and when he believed that Billy Reeves, vice president;Janie
Donald O’Connor and Billy Lee
Provided
further,
That
the
addi"MANNEQUIN"
was unique, since it comprised a Ben G. Rutgers, Holland, would Ash, corresponding secretary;Lein
to them of hotel keepers and cabin levels: Superior, 602 feet, com
tional
liability
imposed
under
the
large three-tieredwedding cake
owners has forced them to take to pared with 603 in 1928; Lakes embellishedwith two small figures, be the county treasurer nominee. ona Overbeek, treasurer;Marjorie provisions of this section upon
Nyenhuis, roll call chairman; Viv- shareholders in any bank organ- Monday and Tuesday, Sept. 26, 27
Michigan and Huron, 579 and 682;
the back roads. On the latter also,
intended to portray a couple of
an Edding, hospital board; Louis ized and existingunder or governErie, 572 and 574, and Ontario,245
Errol Flynn and
of the Legion
newly-weds.
The
supper
service
however, they by no means appear and 248.
lagladi, flag salute leader. The
ed by the provisions of this act
Olivia DeHarilland
was by Miss Mythelle Voorhorst,
following
were
named
to
the
enternumbers comparable to the staConservationofficials attribute
shall cease on the effective date of
in
Added— Novelties,Comedy
GenevieveStrong, Jeanette Timt a i n m e n t committee : Charles
the rise to the heavy rainfall that
of sales.
this act, but only as hereinand News
mer, Cornelia Van Voorst, Mrs.
Knooihuizen,Vivian Edding, Juan- after provided with respect to all
has accumulated a precipitation far
fact of the matter is that by
Ray
Van
Voorst, and Mrs. Henry
ita Kalman and Junior Pruis. Ar- shares issued prior to July twentyabove average this year.
Dokter. The supper was prepared
greater portion of trailers
o
rangementswere made for the one, nineteen hundred thirty-three,
Wednesday and Thursday,
by
members
of
the
Ladies’
Aid
Sonot to the well-to-dofor G.O.P. WOMEN HAVE
group to attend the state conven- by any bank which shall have
September 28 and 29
of the Sixth Reformed church.
tion of the Junior Red Cross in been transacting the business of Added— News, Cartoon, Comedy
MEET AT FILLMORE ciety
» but to the comA brief
brief program was presented,
Charles Boyer and Sigrid Gurie
Grand
Rapids
Saturday,
Oct.
1.
Our next regular meeting will be
banking on June four, nineteen
for decidedlycare
meed by Mr. Hoeland. A oneA group of Republican women announces
-oheld Thursday, October 14th in the
hundred thirty-five. Such liability
Wednesday through Saturday
"ALGIERS”
dwelling. On a from Fillmore and Hamilton held act comedy was enacted with the
V. F. W. hall. Ladies Auxiliary The Holland Pointer and Setter shall be deemed to have ceased as September28 through October 1
following
participating:
Miss
AuAdded— News and Novelty
a dozen trailer a meeting at the home of Mrs. John
will meet the same evening in the club held its first meeting of the of June four, nineteen hundred Spencer Tracy and Mickey Rooney
Kronemeyeron M40, opening with a drey Buter, Omn Elenbaas, Mrs. G. A. R. room in the etty hall.
fall season Friday night in the thirty-five,as to aDf deposits
near Detroit
in .
GUEST NIGHT—
one o’clock luncheon followed by a Arthur Vanderbeek,Miss Viola
• • •
AmericanLegion club rooms under made in and as to all who became
being business session and program, with Schuitema, Stanley Plagenhoef and
Thursday,
September29
the
“city
clock.”
Several
members
Now that the wild duck season
creditorsof such bank on or after
being Mrs. Kronemeyer presiding. The Arthur Grevengoed. Mrs. Vander- is about to open somebody might from the western Michigan Kennel
George Brent
June
four, nineteen hundred thirtyopening song was "America,the beek sang two solos, accompanied volunteer to pass out wild duck club were guests of the local club. five. As respects any one who beand Olivia De Havilland
Beautiful.’’ Guest speaker was Mrs. by Miss Vande Bunte.
"li"
sandwiches, so you all better turn Walter Dreger of Grand Haven, came a depositor or creditor of
The bride was born in Holland, out.
Harry Blaine of Allegan,who gave
Added— Comedy, Cartoon,
“GOLD IS WHERE
secretary of the kennel club, ex- such a bank prior to June four,
an interestingand instructivead- was a graduate of Holland High
and News
• • •
YOU FIND IT"
tended an invitationto all dog nineteen hundred thirty-five, such
dress on “Good Citizenship.”Mr. school, and for the past two years
fanciers to enter their puppies,any liability shall esaso at such time
Comrade
Andrus
and
wife
have
Philip Cronkhite, Mrs. Clare E. has been on the staff of the Holage up to one year, in the bench as to any such depositor or crediHoffman and Mrs. Carl Hoffman of land City News. Mr. Schuitema returned from a trip in Wisconsin, show to be held in Muskegon tor who expresslyor impliedly
Allegan also appeared on the pro- was born in Grand Rapids, but they claim they never saw so much annory Satuiday, Sept. 24. This
consents thereto, and in any event
gram. Instructionson how to vote moved to this vicinity with his par- water and floods as they did in
h,un
tl!;bred 8fiow< »aid. shall cease on July one, nineteen
that
state.
Better
get
the
Lyons'
on the two ballots which were ents shortly afterwards.He atPLr* William Tappan, president of hundred thirty-seven,as respects
presentedat the primaries last tended Zeeland High school and dredge over there, Bert, to put up the Pointer and Setter club, ap- such a depositoror creditor, unless
some
dikes.
k were given. Miss Julia Bult- is a member of the Zeeland Lions
pointed all committees for the an- such depositor or creditor files
• • •
favored with a piano selection club. He is connectedwith the
nual field trail of the Pointer and with the bank an express written
the meeting was closed by RiverviewDairy of Zeeland and Comrade Peter Hardenbervis still Setter club and the dates were dissent to the change in the shareconfined in the Hines Hospital,
"The Battle Hymn of the New Groningen.
announced as Nov. 5 and 6. Jacob
liability as aforesaid. It
Mr. and Mrs. Schuitema are Hines, Illinois.Better send a can!. Lievense made a report on the holder’s
ii:
shall be the duty of the bank to
•
making their home at 330 Central
recent annual meeting of the post a copy of this section in a
Lots of business for next meetAve., Zeeland, and will be ready
ERMEN PERILED
Michigan United Conservationclub. conspicuous place in such bank at
ing.
Better
turn
out
to
see
whst
BV TARGET RIFLES to receive guests after October 1.
o
least thirty days prior to July one,
it’s all about.
Among out-of-town guests were
Mrs. C. Lamberts, Mrs. T. Ven- nineteen hundred thirty-seven.As
a a a
least two persons have been Mr. and Mrs. Donald Voorhorst of
huizen,Ann Venhuizen and Julius respects banks which have not seStill waiting for Siersma to
tally shot while fishing near Hudsonville,Mr. and Mrs. Edward
Lambert* motored to Muskegon cured the express or implied asbring
up
that
roast
pig
for
the
n this season, and several Schuitema, Mr. and Mrs. Millard
Thursday to spend the day with sent of depositors and creditors
meeting.
have reported narrow es- E. Fish, Mr. and Mrs. R. J. DornMr. and Mrs. J. Ten Hoven and herein provided for, a copy of this
• • •
Careless use of firearms is bos, Mr. and Mrs. R. Anderson,
Mr. and Mn. A! Van Dyke.
section of the law shall be sent,
Fun Party Friday evening at 8
by the officials as many hold Mr. and Mrs. Bill Satkowski and
o
postage prepaid, to each depositor
practice along the lakes, Mr. and Mrs. John Wendergen and P. M. Public invited. Everybody’s
Willard Wichere, district super- and creditor of paid bank not so
y along the dunes of Lake daughter,Sylvia, all of Grand doing it. Doing what? Going to the visor of the Survey of Historical
assenting at his last known adFun Party.
Rapids.
Records,announced a change in the dress according to the records of
• • »
weeks ago a Muskegon
houn which Ths Netherlands mu- said bank not less than sixty days
They say that Homfield’s trailer seum will be opened to the public.
fishing with' her husband SAUGATUCK gIrL
prior to July one, nineteen hunIS WED TUESDAY camp is closed up for the season. He said the museum will be open dred thirty-seven.A copy of this
_red seriouslyby a stray
So, now we can expect him and daily from 9:80 a. m. until noon,
and Chief of Police Peter
section of the law shall be publishRoger A. Nico), Holland, and others of our comrades to attend and from 1 to 5 p. ra. On Saturda; ed once each week for a period of
says that he has received
ta from several other fish- Miss Bernice J. Kool, Saugatuck, meetings more regularly.
the musenm will be open from
three weeks immediatelypreced• • •
that they narrowlymissed were married at the Methodist
to 8:30 p. ra.
Arline Black- .
ing July one, nineteen hundred
utk.
parsonage in Ganges Tuesday eveAbout every business place in
burn, the “Lin- *•
thirty-seven. If the bank fails to
Schoenemann, 20 years old, ning, Sept. 6, Rev. P. G. -Wright town had the moving fever this
give such notice and publicationas
da" of radio
recentlyand- seriouslyin- performing the ceremony. Mr. and summer. Must be catching. Leo
and when provided,the termination fame, is shown
le fishing on Paw Paw Mrs. Hyo Bps, Fennville, were the Meyers is.alsomovinghis Standard East at the home of her daughter, of such additional liability may
proudly selecting
ith his two brothers he attendants.
gas station. He will now be on the Mrs. Alvin • Neevil. at Weeterlo, thereafterbe accomplished as of a
presentsfor the beaming young Isdy in the insert above. The
cried out in pain and it ' Rev. Wright officiated at the new Ottawa Beach road, near the New York; with the Murphys in date sixty days subsequent to nowas named “Linda" for the heroine of “Linda’s First Love,"
-Tsd he had a bullet in wedding of Mrs. Nicol'a parents, Waukazoo road intersection.
Hudson; with her son, James, who tice In the manner provided herein.
•trial sponsored by The Kroger Grocery and Baking company,
SheriffW. J. Dodge of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Kool, of New
will be ordained in New York the
• • • • PEOPLES STATE BANK,
small Linda is a daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Oliver C. Walters of Midcounty believes that the Richmond, twenty-five years ago.
Ruptmage Sale, Saturday, Octo- last week in October; and with
Holland. Michigan.
dletown, Indiana,who have followed “Linda'sFirst Love" since the
fired in connectionwith
The newly-wedswill reside in ber 1, at the City Hall, beginning cousins,the children of Dr. SamMember of FederaTl)eposit Inprogram firitwent on the air. - ' *
'
New Richmond.
at 9 o’clock. •.
Zwemer.
surance Corporation.
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The Sixth Reformed church on
Lincoln Ave. was scintillating with
light Friday evening. The occasion
the marriageof Miss Edna
Dorothy Plagenhoef, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Plagenhoefof
79 E. 16th St., and Edwin John
Schuitema. nm of Mr. and Mrs.
Bert Schukema of R. R. 8, Holland.
The marriagewas an impressive
affair, performed by Rev. John
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Muskegon, when the axle broke,
allowing the heavy load to drop
1m lake freighter,Consumers down and drag the broken part
ver, carrying approximately over the road surface before the
W tons of coal, docked at Har- truck was brought to a halt City
gton’s dock shortlybefore noon EngineerJacob Zuidema reported
nday. The boat came from To- the broken axle made a furrow
o, 0., and will return there after about 50 feet long and between one
oading operationsare completed
damages
e. Because of the heavy storm deep. He estimated
ring on Lake Michigan yester- to be about |6 for necessary rer, the boat was reported to have pairs and it has been repaired.
ed to the western shore of Lake
• • •
cWgan yesterday and steamed
r. and Mrs. Harold Barkel
'oes the lake during the night
filed application with City
High ecores of last week's trapClerk Oscar Peterson for a buildoot meet, held at Conservation
ing permit to erect a new residence
on M-21, east of Holland, on East 14th St. at an estimated
der auspicesof the Holland Fish
cost of $2,800. The application also
d Game club, have been an- calls
for constructionof a garage,
unced. Gerrit Huisenga, 21, Ken14 by 18 feet, at a cost of $200. The
th Woldring, 21; H. Sandy, 20;
mme will be of frame construc. C. E. Boone, 2Q; Sam Althuis,
tion with asphalt roofing. Henry
I Bert Weigmink, 20: Dr. H.
De Jongh, 251 East Ninth St., is
Vries, 18; Dr. 0.« Vander Velde,
seeking a budding permit to make
i Ed Cabal), 18; H. Doseman,
general repairsto his home, inside
i Mr. De Free of Zeeland, 17; and out, at a cost of $160.
Sandy, 16; and Leo Meyers, 16.
• •
_
:ther trapahootwill be held FriSeventeen
lawyers
attended a
y at 6:30 p. m. at the park.
• • •
monthly meeting of the Ottawa
A project at the Holland public County Bar association in the
rary which is creating consid- Warm Friend tavern. A dinner
ble interestis a collectionof precededthe meeting. The proks for adult education, which gram consistedof the reading of
been placed on the book dis- two papers on law subjects by
ay case, Miss Dora Schermer, Attorneys Arthur Van Duren and
rarian, announced.Under the Charles H. McBride, both of
ogans, “School Bells Ring Again.” Holland.
• • •
c Your Own Teacher,” and“It‘s
ever Too Late to Learn," are
Officers who were elected in a
ks on the art of reading, phil- regular session in the band room in
hy. psychology,physiology, Junior high school recently include
ology, good English, literature Kendall Chapman, president;Ollie
history -- subjectswhich will Dorn, vicepresident;John Koning,
eal to various types of persons, librarian; Earl De Weerd, assistant
ong them are The Fine Art of librarian, and Donald Kiekintveld,
ing by Rogers, Story of PhU- secretary-treasurer.The band is
y by Durant, Importance of under the direction of Eugene F.
ng by Yutang, Normal Diet Heeter.
• • •
Healthful Living by Levin,
3y Shall Not Want by Davis,
About 600 attended the program
orld Community by Randall, Put- given by the Ladies’ Aid society
Minute-a-Day English, Flow- Deborah of Central Ave. Christian

With Ferris

Gertrude Koetje were guests at a
surprise birthday party held in
honor of their brother, Mr. John
In First of 4
Overbeek, at his home in Holland.
The Catechismclasses for chilNight
dren hive been started last week.
Stanley Nieboer has been enrollCollege football makes its 1938 ed as a student at North Holland
debut at RivervieW park at 8 p. m. high school.
Holy Communion will be observFriday night.
ed at the local church next SunPrinciples in the college coming
day.
out party will be a lowly rated Miss Margie Knoll from Holland
Hope college eleven, and as strong spent the week end at the home of
and unpredictableFerris Institute her aunt, Mrs. James Knoll.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Knoll from
team from Big Rapids.
Crisp called at the home of Mr. and
The local Hope college squad has
Mra. Jack Nieboer Wednesday evenot been described as a door-mat ning.
for the league for 1938 — for footHarry Schemper is busy giving

Hope Rated Under-Dogs

Home
Games

Grtf

Lm

HUNCH BACKS OF CURACAO
'TpHESE trees have become perms- along the routs of ths weekly
1 nentlyhunchedbythetradewinds cruises to the Caribbean.
The pods of the dlvl-dlvlare of
of Curacao. Caesalptnacorlavla ts
their name-dlvldlvl to you; and
their mission In life Is to aid In the

manufactureof our shoes and print
ed cottons. These dwarf trees are in

dlgenousto the West Indies and the

chief Interest to us. They are light

brown In color with a tings of yellow
from two to three Inches long, and
about an Inch broad, and are very
astringent— the best pods have a
content of forty to dfty perceatof
ellagltannlc acid which Is used In
the making of tannin for the tanning
Industry and ts also used In ths
printing of cottons largely In the
darker shades.The tree produces
about 100 pounds of pods annually
and the United States annuallyImports several hundred thousand
pounds.

practicestwice daily for the past in this vicinity Tuesday.
two weeks have displayed a spirit

Mr. Peter Leestma,superintendent of the Holland Home in Grand
lege of Coach Bud Hinga, will be Rapids, spoke at the mbrning sera serious threat in every game this vice of the Central Park church,
and the special offeringtaken at
season. Put it under your hat.
In scrimmagelast week, Hope’s the close of his stirring address in
behalf of that institution, founded
backfleld lined up with Bob Vander
47 years ago by the Rev. P. J
Laan, Grand Rapids junior, at Kriekaard,amounted to double the
quarter,and Bob Marcus, Holland amount received for the same cause
senior, at fullback.Halves were a year ago. The pastor,Rev. F. J.
Van Dyk, preached the preparatory
Lee Brannock, Benton Harbor junsermon on the subject,‘The Reior, and Paul Boyink, Grand Hav- coil of Judging Others" taking as
en senior. Another pair of half- his text the parable spoken to Dav
backs were Frak Flanagan, Millis, id by the prophet Nathan.
Mass., junior, and

Message

NEW

cellent educational opportunities. We invite you to use
every facility the College offers for the education of the
compile personality. I shall personallybe very happy to be
Holland
State
Bank.
Holland,
Mich.
A broken axle on a trailer,loaded
permitted to make your acquaintance. I also invite you to
with approximately12 tons of
come
in to see me. Introduce yourselfand I shall be glad to
cement, caused slight damage to
(Public Act No. 341, Acts 1937;
North River Ave. between Second Senate Enrolled Act No. 67, Sen- assist you in every way possible in these early days of your

TUTIONS ACT

T

College course.

Wynand Wichers,

assets and funds in

their

President.

ship will again be selling the de-

Improve Campus licious hotdogs, coffee and candy
which have made the A. D. D. famLawns, Buildings ous. This year, seniors Jean McNeill and Kit Van Raalte are vice
During Vacation presidentand treasurer, respectively. Part of the money which the

Voorhees Rules Reltxed;
Grant

hands constitutingthe trust shall
be liable to the same extent as the

WILL PAY CASH

for Participation Trust Certificatesof Hol- testator, intestate, ward, or person
land and Zeeland Banks. G. D. interested in such trust funds would
Albers, 254 CoUege Ave. 48-53* be if living or competentto act;

and the person pledging such

McLean One-

Semester Leave
The opening of college, fall 1938,
finds

many changes and

ing Friday’s opening game here.
A. D. D. earns at football and basThere can be none except that it
ket ball games, at the pull, and
will be a good one, witnessed by a
other college functions,will go to
big crowd.
support the Women’s AthleticAsFollowing is Hope’s schedule:
sociation, while the remainder will
go to the fund for men’s athletic Sept. 23 — Ferris here (nite)

awards. Then, ahoy, shipmates, Sept. 30—
Oct. 7—

improve- for fair winds and smooth waters!

stock shall be deemed the shareBlack Russian Pony holder and liable under this sec- ments on Hope’s campus. Workmen
and college students have been busy
fur coat, sixe 18. Will sacrifice tion. Such liability may be enforced in a suit at law or in equity all summer fixing not only the infor cash. Call 4831 or 2828.
by any such bank, in process of terior of buildingsbut the campus
liquidationor by any receiver or
FOR SALE — Clark Jewel four- other officersucceeding to the leg- itself.
burner gas stove. Cheap for al rights of said bank: Provided, No permanent changes have been
That the additionalliability imcash. Call 4831 or 2828 or call posed upon shareholdersunder the made in the college faculty this
at 170 W. 12th St., Holland, provisions of this section in any year. Prof. E. Paul McLean is to
organized and existingunder have a semester’sleave of absence
Michigan. .
or governedby the provisions of during which time the Rev. Paul
FOR SALE— Flemish beauty can this act shall not apply with re- Hinkamp will teach his courses. In
ning pears. Phone 2187. Paul spect to shares of stock issued by the Bible department the positions
any such bank after July twentyDogger, R.R. No. 6, Holland.

Oct.

FOR SALE—

Pi

Mrs. Richard Schaddelee and

Don Poppen, Hol-

Mrs. James Cook sang a duet at
land junior.
the evening service, preceding
In the line, Capt. Bill De Groot which there was a joint meeting of
worked at center. Bob Wishmeier, the Young People'sC. E. and the
Intermediate C. E. societies.BeHolland senior, and Bob Powers, fore the guest speaker, Prof. ClarSagniaw junior, worked at guards, ence Kleis of Hope College gave
while Dent Norlin,Holland senior, his address, there was a brief worElmer Ridenour,Holland sopho- ship service conducted by Donald
Kronemever on the theme, "Flow
more, and Jay Van Hoven, Zeeland
ers." This service was prepared
senior, played tackles. Ken Hon- by the Intermediate C. E. presiholt, Grand Rapids junior, Phil dent, Louis Van Dyk with the asWaalkes, Grandvillesophomore, sistance of the pastor.
The quarterly meeting of the
John Dinkeloo,Holland junior, and
Men’s Adult Bible class was held
Cornie Pape, Grand Rapids senior, at the church Monday evening.The
are ends. Pape, 1937 letterman. president, John Henry Teusink,
returned for drills only last Friday was in charge of the business session, and the Rev. John Stuenenand will probably see little action
berg addressed the group on the
Friday.
subject, "Soldiers of the Jesus
The lineup listed above is not Christ." Refreshments were served by Vernon Van Lente and Clifcomplete. A number of promising
ford Onthank.
boys in all three eligible classes
Members of the Boosters Class
are participatingin drills daily of which Mrs. Dick Miles Is the
and will probably see action dur- teacher,met Tuesday evening at
the home of Mrs. Martin Ten Brink
ing the season. (A complete rosat Jenison Park with Mrs. Florence
ter will be published in the first Van Huis as the assistanthostess.
full issue of the Anchor.)
The “Ever-Ready”circle of the
There are no predictions concern- Aid Societywill give an entertain-

workers. Rev. Walters closed with
It wasn’t practical, but two vot- prayer.
President’s
ers in Ottawa county’s primary
“split” their tickets despiterulings
Welcome to Hope College. That is mijch more than an
to the contrary. One voter, the
Expires Oct. 8
board of canvassersdiscovered,
easy word for you who are new to Hope College. It means
wrote in on the Democratic ballot
THIS NOTICE TO OUR DEPOSI- that you are now members of the fellowshipof learning, rethe name of Harry S. Toy, Republigion and good will for which this College has become famlican candidate for governor. The TORS IN ACCORDANCE WITH
ous. You are now a part of the comapny of those elite
other voter wrote in on the Repub- THE PROVISIONS OF THE
lican ticket the name of Governor
MICHIGAN FINANCIAL INSTI- young men and women whose good fortune it is to have ex-

QuicklyF

Oct

Eighth

15

—

Year

SATURDAY

SALE NOW ON THRU
100

18c

2

11c

Soda Mint Tablets
Large Cakes Ivory Soap

60c

Burma Shave

31c

Quinine
50c Prophylactic Tooth Brush

37c

$1.00 Ironized Yeast Tablets

64c

19c

30c Hill’a Cascara

50c Mindol

Tablets

29c

-

19c

$1.00 Saccharin Tablets Vx gr.

Tonic

60c Wildroot Hair

47c

-

TOBACCO SALE
5 for 19c
Tobaccos
2 for 15c
AH 10c Tobaccos
15c Half and Half, Prince Albert

All 5c

or Velvet

BUYING and SELLING
ORDERS EXECUTED, and QUOTATIONS
FURNISHED ON ANY STOCK or BOND

WM. and BERNARD ARENDSH0RST
-REPRESENTING-.
CRAY, McFAWN 6J FETTER

29 E. 8ih

St.

Holland

Phone 4621

ment at the church Wednesday,

.

,

Sept. 28th, entitled

.

there

Edna Helmink left

last

week

to

take her studies at the Western
State Teachers college where she
will specialize in art for which she
Points of
has shown considerabletalent.
ZUTPHEN
After having hia arm and shoulA full forensic program, highder X-rayed at the Holland hospilighted by the A. A. Raven and
Admnistration of Holy Baptism tal Monday, Howard Timmer was
Adelaide oratorical contests and
was administered to Ardith Shar- taken to the Blodgett Hospital in
two interstatedebate trips, was on, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Her- Grand Rapids' Tuesday where it
will be determined whether he is to
promised this week by Dr. Holland man De Vries on Sunday.
Mrs. A. Huizenga and Donna submit to a fifth operation within
Shackson, faculty advisorof Hope’s
the past several weeks.
Pi Kappa Delta chapter. Pi Kap- Faye of Zeeland spent Friday with
Rev. F. J. Van Dyk attended the
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Tom Ver
one, nineteen hundred thirty-three: are temporarilyfilledby Dr. Leonmeeting of the Ministers’ Social
FOR RENT-House,215 West 18th Providedfurther, That the addi- ard De Moore who will teach pa Delta is the largest fraternity Hage.
St. Well shaded, screen porch tional liability imposed under the junior and senior Bible, and by the in the world. A membership is
Richard Van Noord rendered vo- Circle which was held at EbeneInquire Isaac Koow Real Estate, provisions of this section upon
cal selectionsat the Jamestown zer Monday afternoon.
Rev. William J. Hilmert who will confined to men and women who
Young People’s Society Sunday Among those who are attending
81 West 8th SL. Holland
shareholders in any bank organbe in charge of the freshmanand represent their college in oratory evening.
Hope Collegefrom this vicinity are
ized and existing under or governdebate and extempore speaking
WANTED — Large unfurnished ed by the provisionsof this act sophomore courses.
The Ladies’ Mission Union Dele- Robert and Kenneth Vanden Berg,
room, preferablywith bath shall cease on the effective date of
The first Pi Kap’ meeting is sched gate Meeting was held at the lo-’.RuthWilliams,James White, RobSmall bushes and shrubs have
close in, by business girl. Call this act, but only as hereinuled for October 6; members are cal church basementFriday after- ert Van Dyk, Edward and George
been plantedin barren spots on the
Heneveld, Jr., and Fred Bertsch,
4831 or 2828.
after provided with respect to all
anticipating a cottage barbecue
Henry Locks, who has been in Jrshares issued prior to July twenty, campus, and grass has been added
Monthly meetingsthroughout the St. Mary’s hospital for the
WANTED:— Man with sawrig
0
one, nineteen hundred thirty-three, to the lawn wherever necessary.
cut cordwoodon shares.
According to Hope Collepe auby any bank which shall have Welcome changes have been made year will feature business social eight weeks, is
John C. Dunton, Ottawa Beach been transacting the business of
Mr. and Mrs. Dick Vander Molen'thorities,there are many girls
meetings with outside speakers.
on June four, nineteen in Carnegie gymnasium.The inter- Under the gavel of Don Van and Richard spent the week end at wishing to enter college who have
FOR SALE— Team of horses, 10 banking
Brooklyn, Michiganwith Mr. and 1 no means of doing so unless they
hundred thirty-five, such liability ior of the gym has been repainted,
and 11 years old, weight 2,500
Liere, Pi Kappa Delta officers Isla Mrs. Donald Meyer and sons, Rob- can find a way to earn their room
shall be deemed to have ceased as
Walter Pullen, 2 miles east of of June 4, 1935, as to all deposits the locker-roomshave been cleaned Meppelink, vice president,Orville ert Vander Molen returning home 'and board. If there should be any
and the lockers arranged more
Allegan on M-118.
made in and as to all who became
Hine, secretary, and Bob Bon- with them after staying in Brook- 1 housewives in Third Church that
conveniently.Accordingto Presilyn a few
need extra help, they are asked to
creditorsof such bank on or after
thius, treasurer, are completing
Miss Julia Baker of Forest confer at once with the Dean of
June four, nineteenhundred thirty- dent Wichers, visiting teams are no
plans - for the year’s activities.
Grove spent Sunday with her par- ; Women, Miss ElizabethLichty,
five. As respects any one who be- longer to be allowed to have the
Wilbur Jacobs is Men’s Debate enta, Mr. and Mrs. John Baker and phone 4503.
came a depositor or creditor of girls’ locker-roomfor their use.
such a bank prior to June four,
Manager; Mildred Mulder, Wo- Cora Jean.
Voorhees Hall has been almost
Misses Evelyn and Lorraine Van
nineteen hundred thirty-five, such
men’s
Debate Manager; Lorraine
Notary Publics Total
liability shall ceaae at such time completely rejuvenated.The most
Spyker entertained friends from
Pomp,
Reporter.
Plans
for
the
as to any such depositoror credi- outstanding change has been made
Grand Rapids over the week end.
Some 40,000
tor who expressly or impliedly in the bathrooms where showers year include: November extempore
Mr. and Mrs. John Ensing and
consents thereto, and in any event
contest; Raven and Adelaide ora- James of Forest Grove; Mr. and
have been installed on both upstairs
Every twelve minutes of every
shall cease on July one, nineteen
torical contestson December 7 and Mrs. Joe Van Overloop and sons,
hundred thirty-seven,as respects floors. Authoritiesstate that near- 8; February, Manchester Invita- and Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Van Does- working day, Michigangains ansuch a depositoror creditor, unless ly all of the plumbing in the girls’
elaar and Marcia Ann of Hudson- other Notary Public. There are now
such depositor or creditor files dormitory is now entirely new. All tional Debates, Manchester,In- ville, and Mr. and Mrs. Peter Hey- some 40,000 listed in the files of the
with the bank an express written the rooms with the exception of diana; April, Pi Kappa Delta Prov- boer of Grand Rapids, were guests Department of State.
Appointmentoare made by the
dissent to the change in the shareincial Convention, Bowling Green, at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Leonholder’s liability as aforesaid.\It three or four have been replasterard Van Ess during the past week. governor, commissionsare issued
Ohio, and May, State Interpretive
shall be the duty of the bank to ed, and even the dining room has
Mr. Marvin Heyboer and Miss by the secretary of state. There are
post a copy of this section in a been repainted. Twelve more dou- Reading Contest.
Janet Peuler were united in mar- several interesting facts to be
Concerning the Raven and Ade- riage last Wednesday evening at found in the records of the secreconspicuous place in such bank at ble-deckerbeds have been supplied,
taiy of state, about this public
least thirty days prior to July one,
laide contests, Dr. Shackson inform- the home of her mother, Mrs. Nell
nineteen hundred thirty-seven.As and the furnace and boiler-room
Peuler. Miss Irene Heyboer was office which has survivedin modern
ed, “We are postponing them until
respects banks which have not se- checked over for the coming of the
bridesmaid and Anson Heyboer act- form from a century old practice
December 7 and 8 in order that ed as best man. After the cere- in England.
cured the express or implied as- new janitor.
sent of depositors and creditors An import change in dormitory both men and women conteatantamony the wedding sapper was serv- More commissionswere issued
herein provided for, a copy of this
may have ample time to perfect ed in the Hudsonvilfeschool audi- last year than have been previously
section of the law shalf be sent, rules, voted on last spring by
torium to about 150 guests. The issued in any one year; the total
their orationa. Then, too, there
newlv-weds are on a wedding trip for the year being 11,205. The averpostage prepaid,to each depositor the girls and approved during
and creditor of said bank not so the summer is now in effect Junior may be some freshmendesiringto to Wisconsin visiting Mr. and Mrs. age number of commissions issued
per year over a ten-year period is
assenting at hia last known ad- girls will now have 10:15 p. m. per- enter, and the new date will give Titus Heyboer while there.
dress according to the records of
Mr. Henry Brower is seriously ill approximately 10,000.
them
time
to
work
up
their
oramission on week nights, while senThe commission term is for four
at his home. Mr. Brower has been
said bank not less than sixty days
I
tions.'’ The winner of the Raven
confinedto his bed for about eight years, except when the notary is
prior to July one, nineteen hun- iors will be allowed to stay out
removed zor
removea
for cause,
cause. There
mere is
is now
dred thirty-seven.A copy of this until 10:80. Ten o’clock will re- and the Adelaide contest will rep- weeks.
the
>le in
one notary for every 125 peqpl
section of the law shall be publish- main the limit for freshmen and resent the college in the State Orthe state of Michigan. Any cittizen
OLIVE CENTER
ed once each week for a period of
atorical conteata,which will be
sophomores.
of the state, 21 years of age
age or
of Ottawa County lor their three weeks immediatelyprecedheld in March. Dr. Shackson urges
Mr. and Mrs. John Kraai and over, endorsed by a circuit or proing July one, nineteen hnndred
generous support at the Pri- .thirty-seven.If the bank fails to T. KOOIKBR ‘GUIDES A. D. D. all those interestedin forensicsto family motored to Battle Creek re- bate judge or a member of the leg-,
islature may apply to the governor
watch the Van. Raalte bulletin cently.to see the Kellogg plant
give such notice and publicationas
maries and trust I shall merit and when provided, the termination FOR 1*38-89ATHLETIC SEASON board and the Anchor for announceenry Redder w
Mr. and Mrs. Henry
for a commission.
entertainedat the home of Mr. and
A fee of $1.00, which goes to the
With Thelma Kooiker at the ments of tryouts and contests.
your votes at the November of such additional liability may
Mrs. John Rowhorst Friday even- state's general rhnd, must accomthereafterbe accomplished as of a
helm the good ship A. D. D. is
.....
pany the application. The commisdate sixty days subMquent to noElection.
Congratulations to the Paul
farmers in this community are sions are sent to the county clerks,
tice in the manner provided herein. again sailingfor prosperous wacuttingcorn and towing their who notify the applicants.
HOLLAND STATE BANK, ters; The first port is the football Brower’s on the birth of a daugh- busy
must then file bonds of
ter, Paula Joan, last Wednesday, wheat.
game
with
Ferris
on
Friday,
when
Holland, Michigan.
Mis* Dorothy Weener from
and pay the county clerk a fee
Candidate for Rc«Uter of Deeds Member of Federal Deposit In- the fifteen girls (three from each September 14. Mra. Brower is con-; Grand Rapida spent the we^k end of fifty cento. If the bond is not
sbdety) who make up the member' valescingat Blodgett Hospital.
at the home of her parents, Mr. missidn is withdrawn.
of Otuwa County
surance Corporation.

Adelaide Contests as

Holland, Mich.

"An Old Fashioned Album.’ No admission will
be charged and the public is invited to attend.
The regularmeeting of the Willing Workers Aid society was held
at the church Thursday afternoon
with Mrs. H. Van Velden and Mrs.
Albion here (nite)
G. R. Junior here (nite) R. Bouwman as the hostesses. The
“Stand-By" circle will be on hand
Adrian there
at this meeting with a special supAlma here, homecoming piy 0f baked goods.

22—
Oct. 29— Kalamazoo
Nov.
4 — Olivet here (nite)
Nov. 12 — Hillsdalethere

Kap Plans Raven,

High

Holland's Busiest Drug Store
Cornet River and

to tackle, the boys, under the tute-

* » •

Sec. 59. Liability of Shareholders. The shareholders of every
bank shall be individuallyliable,
equally and ratably,and not one
for another, to satisfythe obligations of said bank to the amount
of their stock at the par value
thereof, in addition to the said
stock; but persons holding stock
as executors,administrators,guardians, or trustees, and persons holding stock as collateral security shall not be personally liable as shareholtiers,but the

CENTRAL PARK

unexcelled by reecnt local teams.
With a determinationto block and

accomplishmentsby the mission

2.)

Cut Rate Drugs

know that his home a new coat of paint this
the Dutch never will be content week.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Nieboer viswith such a classification,but neiited at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
ther has Hope been mentioned, Wybe Strembler at Zeeland Sunprominently or otherwise, as day evening.
threats for the Michigan InterMrs. Lewis Bakker had as
collegiate Athletic Associationfoot- guest last week her mother, Mrs.
John Meeuaen of Holland.
ball title.
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Veldheer
Secretly: Hope this year has and family called at the home of
seven returning lettermen,a few Mr. and Mrs. M. Van Slooten at
subatitutes, and very little sopho- West Olive on an evening last
week.
more material.In spite of a dim
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Timmeroutlook, however,the Dutch in man from Bauer called on friends

Hope College News

and Third St. The truck and trailer ate Bill No.

wms

ball experts in Michigan

northern part of tiouth America—
having been brought over from
Europe In 1768, and are members
of the family which yields saxan.
bratll. and other red woods. They
grow to a height only of twenty to
of New England by Van Reformed church, Holland, in the thirty feet and bear white flowers,
yck Brooks, Human History by church auditorium. The program
and are one of the scores of strange
ith. Others on the same subjects
opened with a few remarks by the
y be supplementedfrom the Rev. D. H. Walters,after which he tropical trees and flowers to be seen
k room which is open for pub- led the audiencein community
ic use, she announced. Eveiy two singing. Selectionswere sung by
:s during the winter a different
the Berentschat family. Miss Jenlay of books will be placed on nie Stielstra,missionary to Nigeria,
display case. On Oct. 1, the gave an address on the value of
lection will deal with poetry and mission work in Africa and the

minati
ition without opposition.

I.

Mrs. John Prince.
On Friday Night tndMrs.
James Knoll and Mrs.

j:

Murphy, seeking Democraticre

tnd Mr*. Herman Weener.
Mr*. Herman Weener, who has
been ill, wee again able to attend
the church serviceson Sunday.
Miss Julia Prince from Holland
spent Sunday at the home of Mr.

Dutch To Open

iSTwlTcwY

Tto—

noon.past
improving.

-

-

weeks.

WISH TO

Thank

All Vulcanizing

Guaranteed

Scraped Sidewalls

Saves Your

Neatly Repaired

Car Top
FROM CRACKS,

$1

*

CHECKING.
ROTTING OR LEAKING

up

We

ESTATES FREE

will apply a lustrouspro-

tective coat of Goodyear All-

Those exposed cords will

rot

Weather Top Dressing.

:

Voters

o

FRANK B0TTJE

-

'

i

if not covered with rubber

and vulcanised.Bring us the
tire before it's too late.

for only

-

GOODYEAR FAN BELTS

50c
..up

from 35c

HOLLAND VULCANIZING

CO.

DRIVE IN
182

RIVER AVE.

PHONE
Chan. Van Zylen, Prop.

m

THI HOLLAND CRT NEWS

Four
find a suitableand
for the plant.

s||f-

location

IKBOGEB

of worketi is necessary And
proper, and can be
• highly beneflMore than 100 women attendcial when honestly<conducted.Busrymyfftvvffv?!
ed the annual fall supper in Trininess and labor should at all tijnes
Miai Lob Te Roller left Sunday ity church parlors Wednesday evebe co-operative.To this end each
Mayor
Henry
Geerlings called
for
spoi
by the Ladies’ Aid
where she
he win ning, sponsored
should bear
bear its
its own responsibilithe meeting to order and Prayer
take up her studies
Mrs. George Glupker,
itudies at
« Western society.
ties. The administration of difwas
offereeby the Reverend WilState Teachers’ college.
president,
ferences should be under State
1"
liam Van Kersen. The roll-call
The Misses Margaret Shoemaker nvocation.Tables were decoreUd
control, to the end that each will
(Continued from page X)
showed that AldermenHenry Ketel
and Geneva Meeusen of Zeeland with bouquets of full flowers and
be fairly considered alnd dealt
are attending the local Business candles. A program was presented and Henry Prins were unavoidably Republicans in this task. And . with. We deplorestrikes and lockabsent.
Institute.
in which a ’cello solo was played
* » •
charge you younger Republicans to outs, and are unalterablyopposed
Mr. and Mrs. John Schrotenboer,by Patricia Haskins, accompanied
Several
requests
for
building give your beat in an untiring way. to sit-down strikes and the unlawMnflvi QeaUty
East 32nd street,announce the by her mother, and a vocal solo was
permits were read bv the clerk, in- The best that will give you satis- ful leisure of property under any
birth of a son Tuesday, September sung by Mrs. P. J. Meyer of Hawpretense
whatever.
Both
business
cludinc
request from the Don- faction and bring about creditable
thorne, N. J., who is visiting here.
20, at the Holland hospital.
and labor should be legally organnelly-KellyGlass Co. for interior results.”
1
Mrs. John Smidt, Jr.,
Jr., of Hamil- The main event of the program
In closing his address Mr. Par- ized, end both considerthat amendecorating.Requests also included
AvMdale Bread
ton will hold open house at her was an address by Mrs. George
several new homes, and all were sons spoke in behalf of the Prose- ity to law is essential to fair sethome Wednesday afternoon from E. Kollen who told of her trip to approved.
cuting Attorney,John R. Dethmers tlement of disputes.
2 to 6 o’clock and in the evening Alaska the past summer. Supper
• • •
We believe in the principleof
who is a candidate for Attorney
from 7 to 9 o’clock in honor of her arrangementswere in charge of
A request, addressed to the may- General. He pointed out how reciprocaltrade treaties. But, we
mother, Mrs. K. Kolvoord, who will Mrs. Nelson Miles’ group. Mrs.
PeMf Coeatty Clab - lo. • Here
or and councilby the consistoryof through a trying period Mr. Deth- insist that the fanner is entitled
celebrateher 80th birthday anni- J. Spyker was chairman of the prothe Seventh Reformed church, ask- mers had been a member of the to the first considerationin the
versary.
gram committee.
unty a
committee as home markets,and (that there
ed that the council refuse a build RepublicanCounty
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Nagelkerk, Not a few of the Holland funeral
ing permit to the chuech which de- |treMurer; how he had acted on the should be no open door for the imZeeland, announce the birth of a directorswill be in Grand Rapids
Paaer Coeatry Clafc
Twin ov Sudwfcfc
sires to erect its building on the state central committee and despite portation of foreign crops and
son, Melvin, Jr., on Thursday, Sept. today, Friday, to attend a meeting
comer of Pine and Fourteenth St. the fact that his efforta seemed to cattle, until such time that the
8.
OrmTntk
of the fourth district Michigan The letter mentioned that both ser- be up-hill work he remained stead Americanfarmer is unable to supDr. and Mrs. Gabriel D. Bos will Funeral Driectorsand Embalmers
Mala sal loaMak Variate*
vices would be interruptedby fast, working untiringly,turned ply the needs of our own people.
return home tomorrow, Friday,af- Associationto be held at the MorCoeatry Clab Paaor
The last Republican administra“disturbance because of singing, his back on the clouds persaging
ter spending a few days in De- ton house where a dinner will be
since there would be two churches Democratic storm. He weathered tion left the State with a balanctroit, where Dr. Bos is attending given tonight Representatives
Off Pastry Ftewr - Coeatvy Oah
within a few feet of one another— the gales and now sees the break- ed budget, and a cash surplus in
the Michigan State Medical Soci- from every part of western Michi1
the Seventh Reformed church al- ing light of victory through the I the State Treasury. The present
ety’s annual state convention.
gan will be present.Gilbert Vande ready being located near. A clouds" which will mean a success ' administrationhas squandered that
Elbem Parsons,who was recent- Water of Dykstra’s Funeral Home, petition was also received from to the party he so faithfullyup-lBUrP,l“' w« command to
Mlaktooa Haa4 Hakai
ly nominatedon the Republican James Nibbelink and Peter Notier,
Ottawa County votere the candidacy
the people of the vicinity request- held.
ticket as prosecuting attorney of of Nibbelink and Notier Morgue;
of
our
nominee
for
Governor,
and
ing that the council refuse to perCORN1
Ottawa county, was appointed by and James Langcland of Langeland mit the building. It was moved
spe
Th, next epe.ker
introduced«.
D.
County Prosecutor John R. Deth- Funeral Home, will be present from by Aid. Steffens, and supported by
•k-teMwkte
mers was appointed as special Holland,while Clarence Yntema of Aid. Brouwer that the requests be Prof. Bruce Raymond of Hope Goi- who has demonstrated his ability
lege who has done a great deal for
prosecutorin the case of the peo- the Langeland Funeral Home at
filed for future reference. Approv- his party. He said, “I am quali- to cope with State problems, and,
IL*
ple vs. Raymond F. Clifton.
his knowledgeand experience willi
Zeeland will also be present.
ed.
fied to be a member of the RepubliFoaoy
Coeatry
Clab
Miss Frances Koeman has enterbe
welcome
to
a
State
overburden
Born Wednesday at Holland hosStrawberry and Raspberry
can party. My father’s brother
ed nurses’ training at Butterworth 1 piul to Mr. and Mrs. Peter Brat',
A request from Mrs. Tillie Ven- died in Anderaonville prison, the ed with expense and office-holders.
A Sensational Value
3
We
believe
in
an
honest
civil
der Woude of West 12th St. that most appalling prison in the south
h0ifrUandGMre
jXroute No. 5, Holland,
Ir. and Mrs. Julius Lugten an- daughter.
COU - Krayoa Iraad
the city purchase her property was during the Civil War. My father service, but are opposed to the polnounce the birth of a son.
referred to the ways and means was a life-long Republican,and he icy to freeze politicians in official
positions,unless qualified under
The Yadnom Club held its first l faculty, ^Hieir^ wives ^nd guests' committee.
once said that he would forgive me
civil service rules and regulations.
meeting of the season Monday were entertainedlast night at the
for most anything except if 1 votC1EAM imi - Fatter Cnatir Club
Orange
2 u*. j«
night. The occasion was celebrat- annual fall reception in Voorhees
A letter of appreciation from ed a Democratic ticket. I come here Abilityto render the service of a
position,
and
the
necessity
thereed by a supper at The Stafford in dormitory. Dr. Wynand Wichers, Mrs. William C. Vanden Berg for because I have somethingon my
Jenuon Park, after which a short college president,and Mrs. Wich- the commendationthrough resolu- chest. I have become terribly an- for, should be the one and only
Wmco - Crisp. Flaky .
WHOLE
- Foaor Coa.trr Clab
busmess meeting was held in the era, received with Miss Elizabeth tion of the councilof the work of gry at what is going on in our na- qualification, and all other considreceptionroom. Later the group Uchty, dean of women. Bowls of the late I. H. Fairbanks was filed. tional and state government, and I erations should be cast into the
discard.
*,*
felt 1 had to do something aoout it,
_?!“8 fal1 flowers adorned the reception
)y Hughes, where several mem- rooms of the dormitory, which
WHOLE
- Itoadord Quality
We commend that sterlingcitiCoeatry Club
In a letter to the council Ben and that is why I have been workbers gave accounts of their sum- have undergone several changes
(3 small oaas 10c)
Livense extended an invitationto ing diligentlyfor the Republican zen, strong defender of the Constimer trips.
during the summer months. Re- the council members to come to the party, and that is why I am glad tution, and championof an honest
Mr. and Mrs. James Rotman of freshments were served by Mrs. A.
COU - Aroodal. Iraad
bowling alleys after the council that I am a delegate here. There administrationof law, with due reor
East 26th St. announce the birth T. Godfrey, with the assistanceof
meeting.The invitation was read- has been one fault in the Republi- gard to the three co-ordinatedeEatmoro OUo lb. 10a
of a son on Saturday, Sept. 17.
partments
of
governmental
power
severalof the college girls.
can party in the last six years,
ily accepted.
DEL
NIBUTS
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Flannagan have
Mr. and Mrs. John M. Timmer
and I have met not a few Republi- and functions,the senior Senator
Poaoy
Coeatry
Clab
PELS
ban
moved from 379 W. 20th St. to 248 announce the birth of a son, MarAid. Steffens reported that the cans who feel that fightingis use- from Michigan, the Hon. Arthur
Laeadry Soap
River Ave.
vin John, at Holland hospital Sat- ways and means committee had l*e8S an<^ ^0Pe*es8; Spending of mon- H. Vandenberg. His honesty of purThe Missionary Society of Wes- urday, Sept. 17.
dropped the matter concerning the
administration,
they feel, pose, his untiring efforts in the
leyan Methodist churches will hold
GOOD.*}
Capt. and Mrs. Paul Pearson Clemonshaw Co., which desired to makes a chance to win hopeless, cause of right, his courage in the
a conference in Allegan tomorrow,
returned yesterday from a trip make an appraisalof all residence but I am happy to say that a demand of equal justice for all,
»o. BVi
Friday.
property in Holland. He also re- change is taking place I believe. have establishedhim as the foreMrs. J. D. Essebagger' of 326 up north where they visited Pentmost
Republican
in
the
United
People
begin
to
realize
that
this
ported progress on the pensions
W. 13th St. underwentan opera- water and Ludington.
Faaey Coeatry Club
method can’t last, and they are be- States.
James H. Klomparens, local for police and firemen.
tion in Butterworth hospital, Grand
The Republican party can well
ginning to have their fighing spirbuilding contractor,filed applicaRapids, Monday.
it up, but it will take a great deal look back with sincere pride in
Alderman unnKwaterrepo
Miss Ruth E.
E. Van Appledom, tions with City Clerk Oscar Peterof fighting,ringing of doorbells the representationthis District has
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John Van son today for building permits, City Engineer Zuidema had esti- and telephones,together with pub- had in the Congress of the United
WHOLE PEEL - foaor Coeatry Club
for Marimiw Production
Apple.
edom, has entered her junior calling for construction of four mated the cost of the new floor in licity and speech-makingto make States. Honored by his party, and
Engine
House
No.
1
at
$397.50.
new
homes
in
Holland
at
an
estiyear in the conservatory and col100-lb.
opposition.
folks realize just where we are respected by the o
lege at Oberlin, Ohio, where she is mated cost of $17,600. The applica- After discussion the matter was
leg<
Math bag
heading. The defeatist attitudeof Fifth District of Michigan has had
referred
to
the
building
committee
tions
follow:
Henry
Looman,
northmajoring in piano.
Republicanshas gone and they real service from the Hon. Carl E.
Standard Quality
east corner of 32nd St. and Colum- and the city engineerwith the pow100-lb.
George Tinholt will show motion
are
stirred for victoryin the state Mapes, our representative.While
bia
Ave.,
32
by
26
foot
home
of er to act. He also reported that
16*
Fme)
$1.20
bag
pictures, consistingof a travelog,
and nation. I come here from Hope a member of the minority, his
Mo. I
SO* Dairy food 100-lb.bag $1.30
Tulip Time, and newsreels, this brick veneer, asphalt roofing, $4,- the committee had gone to the old College, not as a brain truster, but counsel, wisdom, and sincere de000,
garage,
$200;
Howard
Phil- hospital building, and that they had
Thursday night at 7:46 o’clock at
as a plain Republican. President sire for servicehave endeared him
100-Ib.
lips at 291 West 15th St., 30 by found several young men still ocfaaey Quality
Christianhigh school.
Roosevelt says that the Republi- as one of the leaders of that body,
F««d bag $1.59
cupying
it
They
also
found
that
24 foot home with frame construcand
his
re-election
will
be
only
a
The Beechwood Get-Together tion and asphalt roofing, $3,000, 12 the annex is still occupied by the cans are conjuring up ghosts of
years ago, instilling fear. This fitting gesture of respect for an
Club will have a pot-luck supper
by 18 foot garage, $200; Bert Sel- party to whom it was sublet, and
was no different in the olden davs honest, conscientious,and capable
tomorrow, Friday, at 6:30 o’clock
les, 32nd St and Pine Ave. 30 by 24 that they are several months befin* Quality
MICHIGAN MAID
than now. It is the fearsome folks representative.
at Beechwood school. Those attendfoot home with 12 by 20 foot gar- hind in their rent “Something
who
make
things
look
hopeless.
in are asked to bring their own
We believe that the nominees for
age attached,$3,100; W. A. Butler, should be done immediately,” he
Cast aside your fears and fight for the several State, Senatorial,Legsandwiches and a dish for the taCarrots
at 132 East 26th St., 34 by 48 foot suggested.The Clerk added that
ble. Coffee will be served.
home of brick veneer and asphalt Vernon Ten Cate had asked that the Republican party and you will islative and County offices, and
The better butter that is always fresh
The Rt. Rev. L. B. Whittemore, roofing with garage attached,$7,- the boys be allowed to meet with soon realize what a difference that those to be named at the State ConEpiscopal bishop of Western Mich- 1 uu.
the ways and means committee to makes. I hereby pledge myself to vention, such that all can take part
igan, will be in Holland tomorrow,
•PRODUCE'
decide what should be done about support the Republican ticket for in the coming election, and with
Friday, and will be the guest of
Frank Fitzgerald and all the candi- confidencevote for these nominees,
the
back
rent
that
Knickerbocker!
dates down the line.
Mr. and Mrs. Otto P. Kramer. He FENNVILLE BASKET BALL
in the full assurance that the best
Fancy CaliforniaTokay
owe the city.
will meet with the vestry of Grace
SCHEDULE ANNOUNCED
• • •
The last speaker to be called interests of all the people will be
Episcopal church at the home of
Alderman Vogelzangread a let- upon by Chairman Parsons was served by their several elections.
Mr. and Mrs. William Slater, 16
We are proud to present the name
The basket ball schedule for ter requesting that several famil1
Graves Place.
of the Hon. John R. Dethmers, for
Fennville as announcedby Coach ies be made to connect their sewthe nomination to the office of AtMr. and Mrs. Sam Kurz, 436 Carson Neifert is as follows: Dec. ers with the city system. The acSHOULDEB - Choio* Col*
Coliioreki fokaeia - I5MS3 Sue
torney General of the State of
East Eighth St, have returned 2, open; Dec. 9. Martin, here; Dec tion was moved by Vogelzang, supMichigan. His loyalty to the parfrom a trip to Nebraska and South 13, at Plainwell; Dec. 16, open; ported by Aid. Smith, and approved
ty, keen insight in the law, his
Dakota.
Dec. 20, Mattawan,at home; Dec. by the council.
•
#
splendid record as Prosecuting AtThe board of public works met 23, open; Jan. 6, at Lawrence; Jan.
torney of this County, have estabin regularsession Monday night at 10, at Bloomingdale; Jan. 20, at
It was moved by Aid. Menken and
*aab 1 3C
lished him as one worthy and qualithe city hall and spent some time Gobles; Jan. 27, Saugatuck, at supported by Aid. Huyser that the
Sao»
WUU
Hoad*
fied for the office to which we proin discussingthe various borings home; Jan. 31, at Mattawan; Feb. alley connecting Maple and WashCoeatry Club Cooked
pose his candidacy. The delegates
which have been taken recentlyin 3, open Feb. 7, Bloomingdale, at ington avenues between 15th and
to the State Convention are direct*•- era, u, 1 5c
order to obtain a suitable location home; Feb. 10, Lawrence, at home; 16th streets, with the exception of
n>.
ed to use every honorable means
for Holland’s proposed new $1,- Feb. 17, at Sauagtuck;Feb. 24, the west 88 feet, be closed. Unanto
secure
his
nomination.
Gobles,
at
home.
600,000 electric power plant. It
Lara* W Six* - H*ad
imous approval.
was decided by board members to
ca.
have additionalborings taken at
Born to Mr. a n d Mrs. Lester
A statementfrom the Globe
the proposed locationsin order to
Serier of Ionia a daughter in BlodConstruction Co. for $3,088.03for
Voaoy Hall - Sweot
19c
gett hospital, Grand Rapids. Mr.
the paving of the street in KolSerier is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
len park was approved.
CHINKER CHEK
John Serier residingat 22 E. 6th
St. in this city.
JOHN R. DETHMERS
It was moved and approved that
Omniao
The new Chinese Checker Maro
installments
on
assessments
for
ble game that is creating such a
FILLETS »
repairs and paving should be col- ProsecutingAttorney John R.
sensation is here. A game for all
lected. It was also approvedthat Dethmers, for whom resolutions
ages. Get it for your next party.
Mickiea* O. I. Ha 1 Quality
a hearing should be held on the have been passed supporting him
Will loan as many as you want.
assessments
to
be
made
for
work
for
the
Attorney
Generalship
at
Prices— 76c-$2.50.
done during the past year on Oc- the state convention.Mr. DethMrs. J. Engelsman, 25 E. 22nd St
tober 19th. Postal cards have been mers spoke briefly and thanked
Phone 4589.
sent to the property owners con- the Republican party not only for
cerned.
the flatteringresolution, but the
STORE MANAGERS
years of support that they had
A motion by Aid. Drinkwater given him as an official of the
John Schuiling—372 Cen. Ave.
that the election board be paid for county.
(Continued from Page 1)
James C. Verhey— Groceries
Mike Yeele— 12th at Wash.
overtime was referredto tfn
Ralph Willia — Meats, 12 W. 8th 8L
le ways
He stated that we should be
N. Van Koevering—Zeeland
and means committee.
Geo. Eilander — WashingtonSquare
united in every way, and he saw thusiasmas he derided Republiplenty of signs of cooperation.He cans in their attempt, he said, to
ALTHOUGH DEFEATED,
Alderman Vogelzang mentioned stressed especiallynot to forget infer that New Dealers are antfthat 19th street is in poor condi- the young votere whom we had Constitutionallsts.
Redaam
1 THANK YOU tion, and that it should be looked
“It is time to call a halt on Renot recognized enough. He stated
Ordars and Cash
I wish to take this opportunity at with the possibility that it could that the Democratshad not over- publican exploitationof the Conto thank the voters of Ottawa be repaired. Aid. Huyser replied looked this important fact and had stitution. Republicans point to the
W. P.
Chacks
County for their loyal support at that the street has been looked at, enlisted the help of young Demo- Constitutionbut they do not dare
and that the engineer assumes that
to
analyze
it paragraphby parathe recent primaries.Although decrats in their cause. "The Repubfeated by a very small majority,I somethingwill be done about its licans must be more democratic in gragh,” he said. He praised Gov.
condition.
Murphy for his handling of the
nevertheb
ess feel gratefulfor your
their conventions,"he stated. He
on Holland-ZeelandHighway support,not only at the last primstrikers in this state and drew work of Governor Frank Murphy. mend this series of articles to be ! fendanta are unknown, and that the
said that during this fall campaign
names of the persona who are incomparison to the peaceful settle- Hia outstanding leadershipand his read by all.”
Alderman Drinkwater again apary, but also for the many years
cluded therein without being nam"Earnest C. Brooks,
Cigar or Candy with each 5 prior when you, too, gave me your pealed for new rest rooms in Pros- he had viiited 77 counties in ths ment of the problem in this state support of the liberal and humanstate and this spirit of democracy
ed, but who are embraced therein
Chairman,
itarian principlesof government
pect park and Centennial park.
compared
with
others
where
blood
in the Republican party was more
under the title of unknown heirs,
gal. purchase. Saturday— kind consideration,which brought
has endeared him to the citizens
“John Boshel,
—
o
had
been
shed.
success. I wish to say that "there
and more in evidence,and he furdevisees, legatees and assigns, can
of Michigan.His work as GoverLouis C. Jackowski.”
The
League
for Service of Sixth
Mr.
Misner
addressed
the
conFREE
lor
are no sore spots" and that you
ther saw a great change in the atnot be ascertained after diligent
nor has made Michigan the outwill find me in the ranks of the Re- Reformed church held its first titude of business men as well as vention pointing to the importance
search and inquiry:
standing
state
of
the
Union
in
the
Children.
publican party, boosting for the meeting of the year in the church laboring men who are clamoring of unified effort to keep DemoOn motion of Nelson A. Miles,
parlors. Miss Geneva Strong, newcrata in power in the state and he support of liberal government. Hia
Expires Oct. 29
entire ticket.
for a change in state government
Attorney for plaintiff, IT IS ORMiss Dorothy Geerlings
urged the need to get out the vote support of clean and efficientgovly-electedpresident,presided and
STATE
OF
MICHIGAN
and he predicted a sweepingvic- for the November election.
DERED, that said defendants and
ernment has made him a commandconducted devotions.A few changGratefully,
In the Circuit Court cfor the their unknown heirs, devisees, legOperator
tory for the Republicans in NovFollowing is the list of delegates ing nationalfigure.
es were made in officersfor the or- ember "
County of Ottawa, In Chancery.
if they are not satiated with
and assigns, cause their apWO<0<OHHWWM<HMHHHI
Gilbert Vande Water, Coroner. ganizationand present officers are
id alternates: Walter C. Ames
and
"We commend the entire State C. R. HEEMSTRA, Adminiatra- atees
pearance to be entered in this
confidence. He says it is not a
and
Peter
Freeae,
Spring
lake;
Democratic Administration for the tor of the Estate of JOHN F.
Miss Strong, president;Miss Cor“push-over" by any means, but vicJohn Hassold, Conklin: Louis J. clean and serviceablegovernment HEEMSTRA, Deceased, Plaintiff, cause within three months from
nelia Van Voorst, vice president;
tory will come if we work for it.
Jackowaki, Lamont; Frank Van rendered to our State. We urge the vs. GERRIT ZAALMINK A WIFE, the date of this order, and in deMiss Esther Johnson, secretary;
fault thereofthat said bill of comMiss CarolineHibma, treasurer, Chairman Parsons directed Atty. Bree and Ben A. Boonstra, Zee- renomination and election of all ADELIA; GEORGE ROELOF8 A plaint be taken as confessed by
and Miss Vera Vanderbeek, assis- Raymond Smith to escort Mr. land; Albert Vander Jagt and Ray- the present DemocraticState of- WIFE;
STRYKER A the said defendants,their unknown
Dethmers to the platform.
mond Kronemeyer,Holland town ficials.
tant secretary and treasurer.Miss
GRIETJE STRYKER, Hia wife; heirs, devisees, legatees and as• • •
ship;
Earnest
C.
Brooks,
John
Ernest Penna will be the new pat"We commend the legislative JOHN KIEFT A GRACE KIEFT,
RESOLUTIONS
Dykema. Bertal Slagh, John Good. record made by Senator Brooks Hia wife, or their unknown heirs,
roness. The next meeting wnich
B,¥r’lS FURTHER ORDERED,
Mrs. ElizabethSnyder, Willard and endorse and urge his re-elec- devisees, legateesand assigns,Dtwill be held the first Monday in
• • •
that within twenty days plaintiff
Resolutions in part follow:
Elferdink, Holland; Paul Behm, tion*
October will be in the form of a
fendents. Order of Publication.
cause a copy of this order to ba
We, the Republicans of Ottawa William Swatt. JV., Chaifea
“tin can” supper in which all memAt
ft
session
of
said
Court
held
"We commend the administrapublishedin the Holland City
here will bring canned goods for County, in convention assembled, Mizner, John Vanderberg, Charles tion of Nicholas Sprietama, county at the Court House in the City of News, a newspaper printed, pubSilk and Wool Challis
refreshments.Refreshmentswere pledge anew our faith in the prin- Kohloff and William Ouga of treasurer.During his administra- Grand Haven. Ottawa County, lished and circulatedin said Counserved by Miss Helen Shank and ciples of the Republican party. We Grand Haven.
tion, because of the tax tale and Michigan, on the 19th day of Sep- ty, such publicationbe continued
believe that the Constitution of
Alternates : Thomas Doran, the payment of delinquent taxes, tember, A.D» 1988.
Miss Omel Palmer.
therein once in each week for six
the United States,with ita checks Spring Lake; John Ottebein, work in this office increased more
Present:Hon. Fred T. Miles, weeks in succession.
The followingapplications for and balances,and with its guartn- Coopersville; Harold Berghorzt, than double, yet the expense con- Circuit Judge.
Fred T. Miles, Circuit Judge.
the people of this Country, Zeeland;George Tubergan, Hol- nected with the office has been
building permits have been filed
On reading and filing the bill of .Countersigned:
with City Clerk Oscar Peterson: which has stood as the comer stone land township; Bert Gold. Mm. decreased. We urge the voters complaint in said cause and the afWilliam Wilds,
E. Winter, 272 West 14th St, dou- of the Republic for one hundred Sally Naah, and Edward Michmert- of the county ftgardlees of party fidavitof Nelson A. Miles, filed
Angora in the new college fashion— Dirndl
Clerk of Circuit Court.
Afty-one
years,
and
has
withstood
huisen, Holland city; Gerrit Van affiliationto re-elect Mr. Sprietama herein, from which it satisfactorily
ble garage, 18 by 20 feet, frame
TAKE
NOTICE,
that this suit,
attacks
from
those
who
do
not
Coevering, Fred Jonker and Dennis to this office.
construction and asphalt roofing,
appears to the Court, that the de- in which the foregoing order was
$200; H. Gerritaen,21 East 21«t have the belt interests of the Na- Allen, Grand Haven.
MWe ask and request that the fendants above named or their un- duly made, invojyes and is brought
Rceolutionq
St, double garage, frame construc- tion at heart, is still ample and advoters of this County support our known heirs, devisees, legateesand to quiet title to the following deequate for our people and for their The Democratsof Ottawa Coun- legislative and county candidates assigns, are proper and necessary
tion with asphalt roofing,$225.
scribed piece or parcel of land sitprotectionand happiness. A gov- ty in Convention assembledSep- and give representationto a min- partiesdefendant in the above enernment establishedwith three co- tember *1, 1938, resolve as followa: ority group.
4
Park. Ottawa County, State* of
Dirndl and Gored Styles. Sizes up tok17
ordinate parts, and with honest
"We commend and approve the MWe call particularattentionof It furthu- Jppeanng that
relieves
riter Hlchipn, dwcriM u follow* to
laws based thereon, when judicious-Acta of the National Administra- all the citizens of Ottawa county diligent search and inquiry it can
wit:
ly administered,must account for tion*, The effort* of Praaident to the series of articles currently not be ascertained,and it is not
"Lots 107-108 and 109 of Block
the greatest good to the greatest Itoosevelt in behalf of^sll^he ^peo- running m the American Magazine known,'whether or not said defen9 of Central Park Addition,
FEVER and
number. . We continue our abiding
aic
«*•*••*# ; oy uur ruBkiiiBoivr
dants are living or dead, or where
heretofore haa been erHEADACHES faith in our government, and be- a heartfeltresponse in the breast a. Farley, and in as much as they any of them may reside if living, which
roneously describedas being
Liquid, Tablets
lieve
that
it
is
possible
to
so
adand, if dead, whether they have
due to Colds
Block
<
lalve. Note Dree*
minister its affairs, that peace and
i:,dho
personal representative*or heirs
Nelson A. Mflii,
Holland) Mich.
proaperitymust be re-established. the propoeitionof "equal rights to carry to the People of the Union living or where they or some of
Try MRnb-My-Tism”
Attorney for Plaintiff.
a Wonderful Uiifaaent
V?1 .*orklnSm*n! entitledto all and special privilw* to*none. , certain important educationalfet- them may reside, end further that
Business Address:
the fruits of his labor, Organisa- J'Wf 99mmend the excellent tures we whole heartedly recom- the present whereabouts of said deHolland, Michigan.
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COUNTRY CLUB

PEAS

PEACHES

1

CLOCK

BREAD 2

COOKIES

*

PANCAKE HOUI

2

SIFTED

15

!SJ

PEAS ^

PEAS

2

SIFTED peas

2

^

TINY PEAS

25

V

13

3
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CAUSED
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10c

NAVY BEANS 4
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2
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^
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6

25
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19c
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21c
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25c
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-
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Patrolmen To
Be A White

Fanner Finds His Field
Holds Over 12,000 Fish

Turtle Trapper Lifts ‘Snappy9 Catch

From Black River Young Men Also
Take Part In

Cape Brigade

Try and tie this one: Geo:>rge
oldMiller, a farmer residing near Col*
FIRE PRO- water, started out to cultivate one
of his fields. On arriving at the
TECTION
SIGN
field he found thousands of small
bhiegills in numerous mud puddles.
A delegationfrom Filmore Town- Cllling a conservation ofticer, a
ship, southeast of this city, asked crew rescuedover 12,000 and placed
for Are pFotectionin that vicinity. them in a nearby lake. It Is beThia ii not the firat request, but the lieved that the fish were swept up
reason it has been delayed before in a waterspout during a heavy
was because no agreement had been storm from some adjacent lake and
signed. Holland demands a guar- finally came to earth on this farm.

City

FILMORE WANTS
BUT MUST

JUNIOR CHAMBER OP COMMERCE HAS BEEN FORMED

AGREEMENT

antee of $60 as a minimum for
each alarm to the Holland department.

The

Get Your

WATCH REPAIRING
RIGHT!
Burt Post Jewelry Has Just Engaged

Mr. Lyle
He

WRIGHT

has had ten years experience in watch-making

IN THIS CITY

VvPVVvVvf Vvvv

FORMER HOLLAND MAN

delegation, composed of
SERVES OLD CHURCH
Clifford Harrington, Russel Boeve.
John Sagers, Henry Van Ark, and
The First Reformed Church of
H. W. Timmer, did not sign such
agreement since the Filmore Mellenville, New York, expects to
nship Board did not sanction celebrate,the Lord willing,the
the signing which would bind the 100th anniversary on Oct. 2nd and
township. The committee stated 3rd. Martin Hoeksema, B.D., minthat other towships had fire pro- ister, has had charge of the congretection through Hamilton, Allegan, gation since 1981. Mr. Hoeksema is
and Saugatuck.They said that a former Holland man.
there were 130 homes, garages, oil
stations, and hatcheriesin the disHOPE COLLEGE IS GIVEN
trict which they represent.They
SKELETONS OF INDIANS
also made inquiry as to the insurance that would cover the firemen
in case of injury while fighting
The Hope college biology departfires in the Fillmore district.The ment has been presented two skeleBoard pointed out that such insur- tons, believed to be those of Indians
ance could be obtained.
which were found recentlyduring
Fire Chief Cornelius Blom in- the excavating for a new building
formed the group that the closest at the H. J. Heim company here.
Shreds of buckskin clothing were
fire plug in that vicinitywas at
-Picturw by Htnrjr J. Enftamui.
32nd and State Sts., and that a found with the bones. Foundation
JOE
KOLEAN,
Holland
turtle
trapper,
lifts one of his traps from Black
truck with but 1,200 feet of hose digging which has been done for
river with a heavy catch of snappers and maybe a leatherbackor
could not protect a very large area. other plants on the Heins propHe informed the delegationthat to erty in the past has resulted in
two. Next comet the somewhat ticklish Job of transfsrring tho turIs
send two trucks to a fire to lay discovery of numerous skeletons,
tles Into a steel barrel in the stem of the boat It’s all right U yau
2,400 feet of hose would not leave with weapons and other equipment.
grab ’em all tall-firstOn the front scat of the boat Is a dead fish,
Turtle
Holland with safe fire protection. An Indian burial ground is located
in
the
vicinity, according to
wrapped In wire mesh, that will go bite the trap os (rah bolt
Chief Blom, however, said that
Joe Kolean Has Trapped 200 This
one of the local trucks is equipped early settlers.
with a 140-gallon booster primp
Summer for Food and Fun
and that with an adequate water
supply available this pump can
(By Ben East)
handle any “good sited fire.” It
(Grand
Rajrids Press)
was his suggestion that a fund
he raised among the residentsof
the community to insure payments
Joe Kolean of Holland is, without
for runs of the local fire departmuch doubt, Michigan’s champion
ment.
amateur turtle trapper.Somewhere

Holland

and repairing
Get your timepiece repaired in the most
approved way
Prices reasonable;work promptly taken care of.

We

VTTWTTT

Man

Champion
Taker

Found Guilty

repair watches or clocks.

Of Negligence;

Vist our Beautiful

To Be Sentenced

New

Welfare

A very enthuxiaitic meeting waa
held by members of the Chamber
of Commerce and prospectivemembers of the Junior Chamber of
Commerce.Mr. Howard LlUard donated the ballroomof Warm Friend
Tavern for that purpose.James
Bo ter acted as temporary chairman and set forth the plana and
prospectsfor a Junior
lunlor Chamber
Cham be of
Commerce. Frank Dufey, Jr., was
named temporary chairman.
It is expected that a membership
drive will be started, and on this
committee team captainshave been
selected and the persona ere Russel Van Tatenhove, Ray Kronemeyer, and Harold Douma. Pledge
cants have been handed out, and
these men will direct a campaign.
It la understood that on the night
of the meeting there were 26
pledges to start with.
President Vaudle Vanden Berg
of the Holland Chamber of Commerce, who was present, stated
that he was happy to see so many
young men there taking an interest in HoUand’s welfare.He stated
that the meeting fostering this
organizationwill make history for
Holland,and naturally, young men
mujt carry on when older men step
aside. “There are two fundamental
things that must be remembered.
This is your city, and you cannot
help but take pride in thli beautiful town that naa such a glorious
g
history.I know you are going to
be in good hands with Mr. E. P.
Stephan, tha new secretary-manager, for he hu taken a live interest in this new work to which
he has just been assigned.

"We also need the support of
eveiw one of you in helping along
our Tulip Festival each year, which
is a big undertakingand something
we must not neglect but rather
make larger each year.” Mr. Vanden Berg contended.John De Wild,
a directorand committee member
of the Chamber of Commerce, said
that the duties of the Senior Chamher are many, and that help 1from
the younger members
be con— will
----stantly needed. He assured the
younger members present that
credit would be given where credit
is due in any undertakingand
achievement that the Junior Chamher will have succeeded in. Joseph
Kramer, a director and member of
the committee, named to conduct
the organization of the Junior
Chamber of Commerce, concurred
with Mr. Vanden Berg in his remarks and added that the senior
organization would cooperateto
the fullest extent with the younger
organization.Secretary and Director Stephan stated that he would
give the fullest cooperation to the
Junior Chamber, and offered them
desk room In the old Holland City
State Bank building under the

He said that by terms of agreeabout the state there may be proAlex Kazelskis, Grand Rapids, fessional trappers, engaged in takments with other township boards
fee of $50 is charged for the was found guilty of the charge of ing turtles for market, who will
pumper and $25 additionalfor a negligent homicide in Ottawa better Joe’s catch for the summer.
ladder truck for each fire.
county circuit court late Tuesday But Joe doesn't count competition
In stating that the $50 is a afternoon after the jury had de- of that kind.
minimum fee, Chief Blom said the liberatedabout three quarters of
Trappingjust for the fun of it This Is what one large turtle furnlshee In the way of a meal. Tha liver,
fire departmentis losing money, an hour. The proofs and argu- and because he’s fond of fried
neck and four leg pieces of a snapper nuke a full platter, ready for
but yet is willingto lend any aid ments were closed about 3:30 p.m. turtle, Joe has taken more than
Kazelskis was charged with be-* 200 snappers and leatherbacks so
eooklng. The average turtle will yield two or three pounds of meat,
to prevent fire losses. To prove this
point, he said it costs the city $175 ing responsible for the death of far this season,all from the Black
olean says, but large specimens of course dress much heavier
every time the fire department is Albert Eisen who was killed May river near Holland.
than that
called out. He said this is based 23 in Holland when he was knocked
He operatesthree traps, big boxon the fact that the annual main- off a bicycle he was riding after like cages made of chicken mesh,
tenance is estimated at $17,500and a collision with Kazelskis' car. The with funnel leads in each end. The
and the pools of sluggish streams.
Right, Turtles
that the company anticipatesan- jury held that the driver was neg- traps are baited with dead sheepsOn land, he walks with his body
10 WEST 8th STREET
ligent in the operation of his.caj. head and carp. Kolean wraps the
swering 100 alarms annually.
Good for Food! well elevated on his legs. The
Wednesday morning the jury bait in wire mesh to prevent the
snapper is one of the speciespreThe Holland board of police and
soft-shellsT snappers ferred for food.
fire commissionersMonday even- was drawn for another negligent turtlesfrom eating it once they
homicide charge against Raymond have entered the trap. In this way
RANKED HIGHEST
ing approved Commissioner CornelLess common is the spotted
ius Bteketee’s motion, supported F. Clifton, 43, of Zeeland, in the the bait keeps on luring more
Have you had your share of turtle, found only in Southern
deaths
of
Carrie
Gates
and
Elden
turtles.
To
make
it more effective,
by Commissioner Hyma, to purturtle soup this summer? It is Michigan; the wood turtle, found
chase white rain capes for local Feldscher, Holland and Zeeland, he cuts the fish open before plac- not too late to catch tho "mak- only in Northern Michigan and
respectively, who were killed last ing it in the trap. This allows the
trafficofficers.
ings.” Midsummer is as good a Blanding’s turtle which is found
Police Chief Frank Van Ry re- May on US-31 at the S curve near current to carry the scent and time as any. That is the time they throughout Michigan. The box
West
Olive.
serves
to
draw
turtles from a
clock.
ported 00 per cent of Holland city
are found in the larger streams, turtle differsfrom the others in
Clifton took the stand first and greater distance.
traffic accidentsin the last year ocMembershipin the Junior Chamlakes and ponds. Turtles are not being strictly a land turtle. Dur
Avoid Carrion
curred on cornerswhere there were testifiedthat he had been traveling
ing blackberry time, it likes to ber of Commerce is open to any
protectedby law.
no traffic officers or traffic lights. about 70 miles per hour south on
The turtles come readily enough
Almost any Michiganturtle is feast on berries.This turtle, and young man of Holland and vicinHe was instructed to make ar- US-31 but he had slowed up for for dead fish, cut open in this fash- good
he ages of 21 and
to eat. with the exception of also the map turtle, is a Southern ity between the
rangements for the use of a port- the curve, when blinding lights ion, Kolean says, but refuse to eat the musk turtle, commonly called Michigan species.
3&. The meml
ibership dues have
from
a
car
coming
in
the
opposite
able public address system each
been placed at $6 per annum to
decayed fish.
Soft-ShelledPreferred
the "stink pot." This is an oliveSaturday evening to aid trafficof- directionobscured his vision and
To prevent the catch from tear- brown fellow, found commonly on
Preferred even above the snap- conform with the dues of the senior
ficers in eliminating traffic viola- he attempted to put on his brakes ing the trap to pieces he visits his the bottom of ponds and lakes.
per for food is the soft-shelled tur- organization. Such organizations
so suddenly that the car slewed, traps each morning and evening When you capture him he emits a
tions.
tle. Its flesh is delicate and of have been formed in other cities
The matter of the issuance of struck gravel and then hit a tree. until he has all the turtles on hand strong odor, not too disagreeable, excellent flavor. This turtle occurs and have met with considerable
driver’s permits at the Holland The two people killed were riding he can use. Then he leaves the but it will l)e enough to tell you
commonly in the rivers and lakes success. It is the plan of the local
police station was placed before with him.
traps unbaited and unvisited for that you don't want him in your with muddy bottoms in Southern organization to become affiliated
• • *
the board by CommissionerHermaybe a week at a time. His sur- soup.
Michigan. They are not com- with the state and national asman Prins who said complaints Raymond F. Clifton,42 years plus catch he gives away or occaLargest Michigan turtle is the monly seen, since they are rapid sociations.
had been received by him from old. Zeeland,was acquittedof neg- sionallysells to neighbors.
Other members who attended the
snapper, growing as large as 20 swimmers, and the shell harmonpersons who claimed they could ligent homicide charges by a cirKolean has a neat, humane and or 30 pounds. This turtle is a ized well with the color of the meeting were: Robert Kouw, Ray
not obtain their necessary exam- cuit court jury Tuesday. The jury executive way of decapitatingthe scraoper, and you will have to
Kronomeyer, Mickey Cavanaugh,
bottom.
inations. He suggested that Dave deliberatedthree hours after the turtles to kill them. He holds a watch out for his jaws, which he
John Eaton, Hadden Hanchett and
Bell's
turtle,
a
little fellow found
O’Connor, who is now night desk trial lastingmost of the day.
J. C. Wallen.
broom handle or other sturdy stick uses at the slightest provocation.
only in the Upper Peninsula,and
clerk, be transferredto carry out
Miss Carrie Gates, 17 years old down In front of them. They snap
Found in Quiet Waters
the
western
painted
turtle, which
these examinationsdaily and to of Holland, and Eldon Feldscher, at it and hamr on.
Funeral services were to be held
Snappers are found most often is the common turtle of Southern this afternoon in Grand Rapids
employ an additionalman to take 24 years old, died in Holland hosHe then forces the stick farther in quiet water, such as lakes, ponds, Michigan, complete the list.
his place.
for Arthur Vissers,76, who died
pital the day after the accident into their mouths and by using it
Cnief Van Ry said only one and Miss Beatrice Ter Haar of as a lever bends the turtle’s head
Saturday morning at his home, 363
accident had occurred at this in- Allegan, companionof Mr. Clifton, back along its upper shell, exposRobley place, S.E. Surviving are a
tersection. He also stated that was confinedwith seriousinjuries. ing the throat. A sharp knife com- CLAIM VIOLATIONS
dauhter, Mrs. Richard Wynalda;
Mark Those Trails
figures show that approximately
two brothers,James of Niles and
Elbern Parsons, city attorney of pletes the work ouickly and withOF WILDFOWL LAWS
90 per cent of the accidents in Holland, who won the Republican out sufferingto the turtle. This is
One of the common complaints Leonard of Holland;three plaHolland occur at open intersec- nomination for prosecuting attor- far better than trying to kill a
The North Ottawa Rod and Gun registered by out-of-statemotor- ters, Mrs. Hannah Dekker, Mrs.
tions where motorists show less ney at the primary election, Sept. turtle with an ax or hatchet, Club has asked I. A. Antles,conCora Van Raalte and Mrs. Lena
ists, and even our own motor car Sterken, all of Holland, and four
caution than they do at busy in- 13, has been made assistant prose- olean points out.
servation officer at Ottawa County,
tersections.
drivers, is that there appears to Ihj grandchildren. Rites were to be
cutor and he handled the case of
Remove Lower Shell
to investigatecomplaints of illegal
Hyma said the intersection was the people against Clifton.
To dress a turtle, he says, the shooting of ducks on Spring Lake. a serious lack of road and trail held at the home and in Bethany
only a "bad comer” for a short
lower shell should first bo removed The club has receivedmany com- markers throughout the north of Reformed church with burial in
time at noon and at 5 p. m. He
bv separating it from the upper plaints, but Mr. Antles said that he Michigan. This does not hold true GarfieldPark cemetery.
Election of officers featured the
suggested the placing of a traffic
shell at the joints with a knife and bolieves most of them resulted from
officer there at those times. The business meeting of the American skinningaround the rest of the farmers shooting at blackbirds who of main highways and county roads
Dr. and Mrs. Otto Vander Velde
Legion
auxiliary
last
evening.
A
board adopted
motion of
lower shell. Next skin out the are eating their coni. He promised but it docs of abandoned roads and have gone to Detroit where Dr.
pot-luck
supper
was
held
at
6:16
Steketee to leave the intersection
neck and front legs. Then skin the to make another investigation, trails through cut-over and forested Vander Velde will attend the annual meeting of the State Medical
as it is without. a trafficlight or o’clock after which reports of the hind legs and tail, removing that however.
Legion
convention
in
Battle
Creek
lands.
society. The doctor will be back
officer.
entire flap of skin in one piece.
Tb« whoU country i* clamoringlor tho highly
Not all motoristsare of the ad- in his office Friday.
Police Chief Van Ry said that were given. A memorial service The last step is to remove the liver,
altractWoTulip Gilt OHor nationally advorapproximately40 applicants for was held in honor of the members a special delicacy, and to cut the
Approximtely 100 women of venturous type which is willing to
tisod in honor ol tho 10th Annivorsaryoi tho
driver’s licensesare received who died during the past year. neck and four legs from the upper Grand Haven, Zeeland and Holland
COUNTING THE VOTE
HEADQUARTERS
famous Spring-Air Mattroos. Wo aro lucky to
take a chance and travel any trail,
Mrs.
Nick
Hoffman
was
named
weekly and that examinations are
shell, to which they are attached. gathered in the ball room of the
haro rocohrod« oisoablo quota ol bulbs lor
president;
Mrs.
Tony
Dogger,
first
no
matter
where
it
leads.
The
(Grand Rapids Press)
held weekly on Thursday and
This can be done easily by separ- Warm Friend tavern last evening
local distribution.But thoy won't last long.
vice president;Mrs. Jack RiemerFriday, startingat 8 a.m. He said
ating the five members at the to organize a Women's Democratic average driver likes to Know where
Got yours
'- l
he is going and not wind up unexTo err is human, the sage has
several applicants come in be- sma, second vice president; Mrs. joint*. Kolean says he can dress club of Ottawa county.
y. Officers
Ui
tween 5 and 6 p. m. when the ex- John Kobes, secretary; Mrs. Ber- a turtle in about 10 minutes.
were electe with Mrs. W. H. Sny- pectedly at the edge of a swamp said. But it is more difficultto
CERTIFIED 11.40 VALUE -VOURS FOR THE
amining officer is not there and tal Slagh, treasurer;Rose Slooter,
The first step in preparing the der of Holland, president;Mrs. M. reached by a blind road. The ex- overlook the error when it involves
historian;Mrs. G. J. Van Duren,
that,
although
the
majority
are
meat
for cooking is to remove Barense, Zeeland, vice president; pense involved in marking these the destiniesof men — particularly
^ :BARE
BARE CC
COST OF HANDLING—
and Mrs. Fred Meppelink, sergeantwilling to return later for examinevery trace of fat, he warns. The and Mrs. Helen Duga, Grand Hav- abandonedor little-used roads for in a close race for the nomination
at-arms. Board members are Mrs.
ations, there are a few who comfat is bitter and will ruin the en, secretaryand treasurer. At the the convenience of the motorist for congress.Neverthelessthe
G. D. Bos, Mrs. John Mills and Mrs.
Thoro' aro 20 diiloront rariotios In this gorplain.
flavor of the meat if any is left on. next meeting of the club which will would be triflng, and it is a service mistake made in the tabulationoi
geous Rainbow Collection, no two colorings
be called sometime within the next for which the more timid or less the vote in a Grand Haven precinct
He said that in cases where Marinus De Fouw.
Don’t Soak Meat
aliko. Bulbs aro guaranteed blooming site
licenses expire on days when
Don’t soak the turtle meat ini two weeks, recommendation of adventurous public would be probably would have gone unnotic(all over 9 cm. dia.). and free from blemish.
ed if it had not been for the fact
examinations are not offered he
Mrs. Jennie Van Zanten, 77, salt water or any other pre;para- some member will be made to act thankful.
By paying only 31c lor tho boro cost ol hanthat the two Democratic candidates
writes an extension on the license died yesterdayat 1:30 p. m. at tion, Joe advises. Wash it an d boil as vice chairman on the Ottawa
dling you can got this 11.40 value at our store.
Mrs. Alice Vanden Bosch an- for the Fifth district congressional
of an applicant to the date when her home, 68 West 14th St Sur- it, with the exception of the liver, County Democratic committee.
It s a moot unusual offer; don't miss itl
he or she can take the examination. viving are a daughter, Miss Josie In water to which enough salt and This appointment will be made by nounces the marriage of her nominationwere tied. It is the
The police chief was of the opin- Von Zanten; a sister, Mrs. Ida pepper have been added for proper the county committee which works granddaughter, Miss Sadie Kuite, dramatic setting that makes a misat our slorpj
ion that it would be unwise to in- Haxekamp, and a brother, M. G. seasoning. A dash of putmeg also with the state centraland nation- to Ralph N. Houston of Chicago. take loom lairge.
reque errors on tha
al commitees. Mrs. James H. Mac- Mr. and Mrs. Houston are making
Theree a
are frequent
vest $4 daily for one man to handle Manting, all of Holland. Funeral should be added to this water.
Boil the meat until it comes off Donald, vice chairman of the Dem- their home at 168 West 16th St. part of membeH
members of electign
all examinations when Die return serviceswill be held Thursday at
would be only between 76 cents and 1:30 p. nu from the home, private, the bones. Finish the cooking by ocratic State Central committee, Mrs. Houston is employed in the boards, however, and the ___
:ance merely serves to empho^
SI. He said it would cost the city and at 2 p. m. from the Langeland frying it in butter or other fst. was the speaker of the evening. officeof W. E. Dunn Mfg. Co. and
Mr. Houston is an employe on the size the necessityfor careful ! 4
$1,600 annually to pay an officer Funeral home with Dr. R. J. Don- nie liver, which is unusually large,
\
to do such work.
hof officiating.Barial will be in should be salted and seasoned, Police Chief Frank Van Ry re- S. S. North American. The mar- tion of such bodies in order
“The Old Reliable Furniture Store”
riage took place July 16 in Chica- only fully competent men and
Prins said that numerous times Graafschap cemetery. Friends may rolled in flour and fried.
ported today that 13 persons had
Of the two Michigan turtles congo.
men will serve. Even with the
212-216 River Avenue
Holland, Michigan
when he had received complaints view the body tomorrowfrom 8 to
receivedfines in Holland last
painstakingchoice some
he had called Officer Jay Dalman 6 p. m. and from 7 to 9 p. m. at sidered edible, the snappersand week for various traffic violaleatherbacks, the latter are far
Cornie Karsten was elected presind perhaps
from his home and requested him the home.
tions. Those fined, with no addreshuis and the Rev. and Mrs. C. A. to come to police headquarters at
finer In texture of meat and are
ident of the Zeeland Businessmen’s was the case in Grand Haven,
ses
listed,
follow
:Speeding,
Charles
Stoppels. Followinga brief bus- night to give the examinations.
better flavored, Kolean says. They
associationMonday evening. Other ballot mixups occur too freq
Atty. Orien 8. Cross attended ore much rarer than the snappers, Heneveld, Vier Gever, Floyd Dain- officers are: Treasurer, John Van to give assurance that the
iness meeting. Dr. and* Mrs. H. J. He was of the opinion that a fullMrs. John Smidt, Jr., Of Hamil- De Free of China and Mrs. Thoms time examiner should be employ- a dinner at the Peninsula (Hub in however, and are harder to dress ing, Raymond Grissen,Ed Wheat- Eden; secretary,John Bosch.
ders are excusable in every
ton held open home nt her home of Arabia spoke. Plans for the ed. However, he withdrew his Ghrad Rapids Tuesday in honor because of their tough skins and on, $6 each; Emaneul Roth child,
-o
The current incidentis sit
Mrs.
S.
Oman,
Gerald
Bomers,
of
the
imperial
potentate
of
the
Wednesday afternoon from 2 to 5 “With One Accord” meeting in Oc- motion to transfer Officer O’Conarrangement of joints.
The Women’s Missionary Union reminder that great respo
John
Cooper,
$10
each;
failing
to
Shriners
i
of
Saladin
temple.
tei
o'clock and in the evening from 7 tober also were discussed.
will hold two sessionson October rests on those who are given
nor and hire an additionalofficer.
to 9 o'clock in honor of her mothLost Wednesday night, George stop for stop street, Donald A. 12 in the Fourth Reformed church duty of presiding at the polls,
• • •«
With Police Chief Van Ry also
Smeenge,
E.
Wissink,
Howard
Eler, Mrs. K. Kolvoord who will celeMooi’s Third Reformed church
of this city. The morning session issues may sometimes
Farmers at Fillmore are busy reporting that he had been inbrate her
'
80th birthday annhrerAve. At the lost meeting of com- Sunday School class had a wiener ferdink and Otis Christoferson,$3 will open at ten o’clock and the the efficiency, or lock of it,
cutting corn. School opened Mon- formed by the local Greyhound
sary.
mon council, Aid. Cornefius
melit
Kalk rout at the home of Mr. knd Mrs. each.
afternoon meeting at two o’clock. played by those ih charge.
day, Sept 12, at Fillmore, with representaitvethat numerous
Mrs. Wyand Wichers is president Incidentally, this tie v
0 0 0
Miss Cornelia Bratt as primary busses had been taken off sum- man suggestedinstallationof a Mooi at Eagle Crest After the
W. H. LlUard, manager of the of the Women’s Union conference.stir a number of stay-qtThe Ministers’Social conference teacher and Hubert Heyboer aa aer schedules and that the com- traffic light there and the matter supper, the doss held an election
* ‘ * resulted in the choice of Carl Warm Friend tavern, and Mrs. LilThe Rev. John Ter Borg and a realisation that their
of the Holland dassis met at principal. Basel Nyhof and Alvin pany had promised to park the was referredto the police andwhich
Zickler for president:Wilbur Van- Urd
lard have returned from Sault Ste
Ste. family of Holland, arrived in Yok- would have swung the
Ebeneser church Monday after- Deters are the two new beginners. busses away from the intersec- fire board for investigation.
Justice John Gsfien reported der Meer, vice president;Ted Van Marie where they have been at ohama, Japan yesterday and will is unimportant, find esKh
noon with about 60 present Hosts H. J. Kleinhekseland son are giv- tions, the board took no action
collection of officers’fees for Oosterhoudt, secretary; and John tending the annual convention of make their home .on the Meiji Ga- be the vital and deciding
ware Dr. and Mrs. G. J. Hekhuis,ing
_ their storey at Fillmore,a coat towards installationof a traffic
De Kraker, treasurer. ' the Michigan Hotel association.
kuin campus in Tokyo.
at $11001
. ^
•n important race. $
light at Seventh St. and Central
the Rev. and Mrs. J. Schorting- of paint
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But

Mn. Abel Dekker, 81. died unexpectedly Friday niomin* at her
home one and one-half miles north*
east of Forest Grove. Her husband
1
died two years ago. "Surviving are
two sons, Henry at home and John
• • •
Bom Thursdav at Holknd
of Forest Grove; five daughters,
pUsl to Mr. andMrs. J alius Luf- Mrs. Albert Bolt, and Mr*. Anna*
ten, rural route Ho. 4, Holland, °a Sprick of Byron Center,
Mrs. John
Get
Cotts of Forest Grove, Mrs. Thus
• • •
Van Haitsma
of Vrieslandand Mrs.
XT __
¥T _
m
Miss Marie Schumacher of Hoi Herman Van Haitsma of Grand
knd has returned from Chicago BapWs; a liitert Mrs. Jacob Schipwhere she attended the 19th annual PJf pf Forest Grove, and 12 grandconvention and exposition spon- children. Funeral services were
sored in the Stevens Hotel by the held Monday at 1 pm. from the
American Cosmeticians' National home and at 1:30 pm. from the
associationwhich attracted more Forest Grove Reformed church. The
than 8,000 beauticians from 35 Rev. J. Wolterink officated and
states, Canada, and foreign coun- burial was made in Forest Grove
tries. It was a great convention of cemetery. Friends were privileged
beauties.
to view the remains at the home
until the time of the service.
Joseph Borgman
Cornelius
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i
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lUaasen, Gerrit Buis. Thomas

-a

COVM610H,

=S
Mr. and Mre. R.
of Weat 17th SL

S. Pennefather could

move down the dark valley,
hand in hand breast the dark river,
New York.
hand in hand pasa into the Paradise of God, death would lose much
miscellaneous shower was of ita terror and gloom. But each
given by Mre. Gerrit Ver Berg must die for himaelf. Loved ones

and hii shepherd guide.
When the Psalmist
over his past he
goodness and mercy have1
followed him. In the
tures and by the still
and Miss Ellen Steffens at tbs can only see us off. The moat they his youth, in the hard
latter’shome in honor of Miss can do is to smooth our paaaage paths of manhood, in
Marian De Foow, whose marriage down to the edge of the ahadow, shadow and in the r.vto John Gatknecht will take place and then wish us a good voyage as things apparently hostile,
the Utter part of October. Those we embark. Last words have to be through all one' divine
veiyn Borgman, spoken. Final leave has to be one divine
present inomded Evelyn
divi
care and one
.......
[enrietta
Volkera, Fay A. Van token. Then, alone and unattend- pose. We do well to ke
Langevelde, Coralyn Smith, Betty ed, the soul passes into the night all the days of our life.
Wagenveld,Myrtle Weener, Caro- we call death. So it seems to our in? day may be dark and
lyn Dalman, Lucille Bruischart, dull sighL Not so with the Psalm* but we can recall the tei
Henrietta De Koater,Ines Von Ins, iaL With a prophet’s keen vision of days that are gone. _
Marie Van Raalte, Alva Elenbaas he pierces the veil and triumphant- and the rain cannot blot
and Mias Elsinga. Others invited ly declares that even the death memory of the blue sky
were Marjjaret Gutknecht, Viola crisis cannot come between him light of yesterday.
Karel, Evelyn Vander Lune and
Jean and Dorothy Nienhuis.Prizes

!

hu moved to

A

a\

E

*

i

were awarded to Ines Von Ins,
Miss Elzinga and Elva Elenbaas.

There was a record attendance
White and Louis J. Vanderburg, all
at the meeting of the Women’s
of Holland, were in DetroitThu
Missionary society at the Central
day where they witnessed the basePark church Thursday afternoon.
September26, 1938.
Vi iv- business
tSUOillCOO
“d The devotions and the
• • •
session were conducted by the president, Mrs. John Steunenberg, and
David — Triumphant Faith
f ko onstvsn*
_ __
_ ___
the jpcretary’s^report was given
Psalm 23 and 27—1-8.
Mra!^ m078^0*’
Mr 14th
*nd by Mrs. John L. Van Huis. Mrs.
ivskene8°n
of West
St, who has been confinedto BlodDick Vander Meer gave the treasgett hospital for several months, urer’s report. A colorfulpageant
Henry Geerlings
jbmitted
to
submitted to another leg operation. entitled “Silhouettes of Arabian
• • •
Holland police revealed that Ar- Women’’ was given under the direcIt is safe to say that no Psalm
nold’s Confectionery, 262 River tion of Mrs. Henry W. Helmink
JOE'
has taken such a hold of the imagAve., and Marvelon s Dress Shop, with the assistanceof Mrs. Fred
PtTCHm
fOR
PHKAAS-A
son/ PRo
ination and the heart of believers
250 River Ave., had been entered S. Bertsch and Mrs. Cora S. Prince.
•s the twenty-third.No one can
reA/n /// Bostoh- struck our 2.1
•e'rerelnights ago but that nothing Mrs. Richard Bouwman and Mrs.
estimate its influence on the church
rj one 6A/ne~w
had been stolen from either place. Jacob De Free were the readers
of God throughout the past, whethPolice were unable to learn how who gave a brief description before
wax the otJcy batter* ojho faced
er on her spiritual life generallyor
entrance was gained to the con- and after the appearance of each
Him... 7UI'/ 2U,/<t30...
in the case of particularindividfectionery as there was no evidence
characterin the special frame built
uals. The sorrowfulhave been
that windows or doors had been for the occasion. The part of
C WNU S«nric«
cheered by it; the troubled have
pried open. The rear door of the “Maryan,’’ a trusting child, was
been led into peace; the prisoner
confectionery, which had been taken by Mrs. Walter Winstrom.
has sung it in his dungeon and felt
bolted from the inside, was found Mrs. George E. Heneveld took the
The worm crawled Into the mouth of the fish, choked if to death. The worm survived.
himself a captiveno more; the pilopen the next day. It is beUeved part of "Aresa,” a mind in bondage.
m has been gladdened by it as
that entrance to the dress shop ‘Ferha,” a seeker, was portrayed
e wandered in the wilderness,in
was made through a window whicn by Mrs. Russell Teusink. The blind
_r way, and found no city
separatesit from the confectionery. Krandmotherwho was helped by
Ver Hey of Grand Rapids. There recoveringfollowing an appendec- a solitary
to dwell in; the fainti:Bff soul has
tomy
and
is
about
to
be
dismissed.
are
many
grandchildren
and
sevthe missionary was named “NooMre. Ida Steinburg was in the hos- been refreshed by it; doubts and
eral great-grandchildren.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Vander rah’’ and Mrs. Dick Vander Meer
pital to have a needle removed fears and questionings of ProviVusae and son, David, Howard took her part. "Shareefa,” an errfrom
her hand. She is in Douglas dence and forebodingsof ill, and all
Public
resentment
at
Alpena,
ing
voung
woman,
had
her
story
A
large
group
of
Holland
women
Vander Vusae and Mrs. Blanche
hospital.
Mre. Leonard Lee of the black brood of unbelief,have
Mich,
against
shooting
of
deer
durtold
by
Mrs.
Blaine
Timmer,
while
attended
the
benefit
program
pre
Vander Vusse were in Kalamazoo
been chased away by iL It has
Fennville
was
dismissed with her
ing
the
off-season
resulted
in
anWednesday afternoon visiting their the tragedy of a childlesswife Rented in the home of Mre. Minerva
been God’s balm to the wounded
baby
boy,
a
new
arrival.
F.
Monouncement
that
a
special
hearing
aiater and daughter, Mrs. Charles named “Fatima" was vividlynar- Flint in Saugatuck recently for
spirit. It has strengthened God's
Hull of Paw Paw, to whom a four rated by Mrs. John Harthom. Mrs. Miss Grace Schreur,talented young will be held Sept. 21 on the matter. Bier of Ganges receivedemergenor people to bear the cross. It has
»1 folJames M. Cook and Mrs. Blaine soprano of this city, who hopes to It was reported that 35 deer have treatment at Douglas hospita
and three-quarterpound <
been whisperedby dying li^s^aa
six weeks
---------- lowing an automobile accident in
Timmer assisted with vocal num- continueher musical education this been killed in the ppast
bora Sept. 9 in Brum ----the last earthly utterance of
which
he
was
only
slightly
injured.
by
farmers
near
Alpena
holding
bers
with
Mrs.
D.
Vander
Meer
as
year.
The
affair
was
judged
a
pital. The baby, named Condrs
and gratitude and hope, the prespecial
permits
from
the
departAnn, was being kept in an incu- accompanist. A social hour was decided success.Appearingon the
lude of the new song in whi
nich
Funeral
services
for
Carl
Gaze,
ment
of
conservation.
Farmers,
bator.
enjoyed at the close of the program program were Miss Schreur, Mre.
there is no note of sorrow.
and a number of new members D. B. K. Van Raalte, soprano, Muss meanwhilereported that the deer 31, of Ganges, who died Saturday
Jehovah is the shepherd. The
Mr. and Mre. Villiam C. Van- joined the organization. Refresh- Nella Meyer, pianist, and Mrs. were causing extensivedamage to night, will be held tomorrow at figure occurs very frequentlyin the
denberg, 27 W. 13th St., announce ments were served by Mrs. Elmer Viola Partridge, reader. Mrs. Mar- their crops. The hearing was called 10 a. m. in Glenn Methodist church, Old Testamentto indicateHis reafter sportsmen became aroused with burial in Taylor cemetery,
Teusink and Mrs. RussellTeusink. tha Robbins accompanied.
th* marriage of their daui
lation to the covenant people and
over the extensivekilling. It seems Ganges. He suffered a broken back
Florence Margaret, to Rowland Specialprayer was offered for Dr.
to every faithfulmember thereof.
as
a
result
of
a
fall
while
picking
that
Hamilton
is
not
the
only
place
Koskamp
of Oostburg,
— —
Ht Wis.
vv ID. The
1 lie Samuel M. Zwemer, who is ill.
Mr. and Mre. William Ver Hey.
It tells of care, guidance, knowlapples on the Earl Norman farm,
ceremony was performed at Evan- More than 50 were present.
residingat 255 East 11th St., Hol- where deer annoy the farmers.
edge, defense, tenderness,
love, on
ider
• • •
Friday. He was taken to Douglas
ston, 111., Julv 4, 1938. Mr. Koaland, observed their 57th wedding
the part of God. Even to us, who
• • •
kamp a a graduate of Hope college
anniversaryMonday, Sept. 19. The United States engineering de- hospital,where pneumonia later seldom see a flock of sheep, except
and is now a second year student The marriage of Miss Wilma Ver They were married in East Sauga- partment has been requested by set in. Born Dec. 16, 1906, in it may be passing through our dusat Western Theological seminary. Hey’ daughter of Mr. and Mrs. tuck and have been residents of the Saugatuck village board to Ganges, he spent most of his life ty streets or scatteredon the hillNick Ver Hey of 36 East 26th St.,
:he
Harry Gaze, and
this vicinity almost all their lives. establisha suitablelight and fog here. His father,
is * graduateof
sides,
lides, the figure tells very
verv much;
m
Holland High school and attended to Gerald Speet, son of Mr. and Mrs. Ver Hey, 73, was born in The horn on the new pie.re at the mouth a brother,leon, survive.
but still more would it tell to the
Mrs.
Adrian
Speet
of
rural
route
Northwestern universitylast year.
Netherlands, coming here at the of the Kalamazoo river.
people of Israel. It is wonderful
She will continue her education at No. 6, was solemnized Sept. 3 in age of three years. She is in good
NEW GRONINGEN
m
to kno w how far His shepherdHope college. She is a tennis cham- Jeffersonville, Ind. Accompanying health althoughshe has been a
School doors again are open at
care extends. It meets us everythe couple were
____
_ of HolLyle
Paris
pion, havina won many honors. Mr.
semi-invalid for many years. Thir- the Hamilton school. The teachers
Mrs. M. Miendertsmais teaching where, and every hour. The lilies
land
and
Miss
Margaret
Pidgeon,
and Mre. Koskamp are residingat
ty-seven years ago she suffered a resumingtheir same positionsas
of the field, the birds of the air, the
school in Ottawa this term.
formerly of Grand Rapids.
<3 East 21st St
stroke of apoplexy, which left her last year are Miss Fannie Bultyoung lions in the tawny wild, all
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Kareten and
partly paralyzed. Since that time man, primary room; Russel Kleis,
creatures that people this earth,
children
of
North
Holland
spent
room; and Charles
all the isles of light
fight that shine in
Harold C. De Jongh of Holland she ha« been able to use just one of
Thursday
evening
with
the
John
the blue immensity of heavenand Frances Block of Charlevoix her hands. Despite this infirmity White, high school instructorand Deters family.
the Lord careth for them all.
have applied for a marriage li- she raised a family of small chil- principal.Miss Sophia Van Der
dren. Mr. Ver Hey, 77, was born Kamp, instructor in the intermediThe new home of Mr. and Mre.
BUDE8>—
Want and Jehovah are mutuall
cense.
in Holland township. He followed ate room, has been replaced by Henry Middlehoek has been com- exclusiveideas. They cancel eac
• •
pleted and the family has moved other. He stands for all we need
the mason, plaster and bricklaying Mre. Lillian Gorslineof Holland.
witka Nsw York
Applications for marriage li- trades
les. He has been a member of
for time and eternity. With this
censes have been filed at the county the Holland Masons and BricklayRev. and Mrs. Nicholas Burgraff
Those attending Zeeland High assurance our worries and cares
Sain »• are abb to taka ekargs of clerk’soffice by Marinus Donze, ers’ union since 1907. He aided in
and son of Boonton, N. J., have re- school this fall are Alma Middle- flee away, and we move upward to
22, Holland, and MarjorieAllen the building of Carnegiegymna- turned to their home after spendhoek, Viola Schuitema,Caroline a higher plane. Christ saw this
all SiUIM, froB ootittiagtko brkU
Combs, 19, Holland; Leonard Diep- sium at Hope college,Limbert’s ing a few weeks in the home of
Smith, Dorothy Van Voorst, Junior when He said not to be anxious for
enhorat, 27, HoUand, and Wilma Furniture factory, and several their parents, Mr. and Mre. H.
to anaagtog tko tabba. Call Brtoo’i
Oudemolen, Willard De Jonge, the morrow. He assured His hearRuth Meengs, 25, Holland; Virgil beautiful homes. His hobby is Kuite, Hamilton.
Henry Sterken and Philo Riem- ers that it was along the lines of
E. Tobin, 35, Los Angeles, and keeping bees. They have six chilfulfilled relationsto God that life
erema.
Joan Cress Everett,Holland; lama dren: Mrs. John G. Barkel of DunInman Livy from Camp Gray,
would find all ita satisfactions and
Slosa, 28, Nunica, and Virginia ningville, Mrs. Dena St. Clair of near Saugatuck, received several
*081 CLOAK 8T0RB
Prof. Bruce M. Raymond, R. F. supply.
Gracia, 26, Nunica.
Flint, Mrs. Frank Purdue of Ray- sutures in his right arm following Alder, George A. Pelgrim and Jay
There is a deep craving within
more, Saskatchewan,Canada, a severe laceration. He is at Doug- Den Herder returned from Glenn our spiritualnature fora true
• • *
TV!
Mr. and Mrs. John Kamer of Nicholas Ver Hey and Mrs. E. W. las hospital. Rosso Olson of Chi- Lake, where they spent a day spiritualrest It is not the rest
of inactivity or sloth, but a calm,
Forest Grove have already sold Frank* of Holland, and Raymond cago, postmaster at Camp Gray, is playing golf.
abiding peace which shall be withsix hundred pounds of honey. Mr.
in us even in the midst of our laKamer will be 77 years ok
old on
bor. The full satisfactionof this
Sept. 24 and still works with his
craving is reserved for the future,
bees and in tbe garden. Mr. and
but there are seasons and opporMrs. Kamer expect to celebrate
tunities of repose vouchsafedto
their 48th wedding anniversary on
us now. Resting days are given
Oct. 14.
us on which we may gather in our
• • •
thoughts from the excitement of
A surprise birthday party was
the world, and receive into our
held Friday evening in honor of
$26.M to $M0
hearts that peace which passeth
Dick Dams, Sr., at his home in
for aay emergency.
understanding.
South Olive on the occasion of his
Restorationmeans bringing back
No Endorsers
75th birthday anniversary. About
that which has gone astray. We
45 attended, ---including
jng childrenand
think at once of the parable of the
grandchildren. A short program
Lost Sheep. A shepherd has a
was presented by the grandchil-
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These furnace

coils

and

other

types of Old, Costly Uncertain
water heaters are being junked
by your neighbors.
They’ve found out that for

A

DAY

just a

FEW PENNIES

they can enjoy a Constant Supply of Clean

Hot Water

—

Day and Night — with Automatic

Gas Hot Water Service.

m

__

Special

Low Rates for water heating make

this

service available to everyone.

grammar

in.
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Decide

NOW

Hot Water

HOLLAND
LOAN ASS’N
SL

II W. Eighth

Telephone S175

WEEK'S

In The

piano and cornet selectionsand
readings.Mr. Dams was presented
with a gift.
Mr. and Mrs. P. F. Collins, East
Ninth St., will leave early in Octo-

ber

^

tfie

in San
Antonio,Tex. They first will go to
Green Bay, Wis., and from there
will go to Texas, accompaniedby
Mrs. Collins' sister and husbana,
Mr. and Mrs. Jules Cauwenberg.
They plan to return to Holland in
June.

SPEEDOMETEH WARNS DRIVERS — Abort U o drWt ty*
toqaniousip»«domti«r dulgacd lor th* new 1111
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th*lr

30 io 50

Quick Personal
Loan Service

NO DELAY

HOLLAND
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SL
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amber. From 50 up

M
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ceremony. The couple was attended
by Mrs. John Hiedema,sister of
the bride, and Jarvis Kapenga,
brotherof the groom. Mr. and Mrs.
Kapenga will make their home on
West 27th St.

CZECHOSLOVAKIAAND HER

DEFENSES — In th* pr*s*nt Sudeten

G*nnan dUput*.Ci*cho*!o»aklan
{
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with Gas
You can

get a Free Estimate on your
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WINS DESPITE ROOSEVELT—
Senator Millard Tydtno*

!• W.

v

rtnomlnaOoeto the Sen
ato. ft shewn with kle wli*
at dtoh Aberdeen. Maryland,
baae. PresidentRooseveltcan-

panned personallyagainsthi*

125 evert Tuesday]
— L X. Adams at Kan-

V

1

sas City,

ot an

Wednesday when Mr. Van

Kansas, bead

I

organliattonl

comprising ever MO I
members who are ad- 1
vocaflng the payment]
by their state ot
every.Tneeday Jo
men ever SI y»
who are net .«
ployed. S1L50 to
widows aid SU0

around

Miss
Gertrude De Kleine entertainedat
her home Mrs. Mattie Fyneweaver,
Jean Vis and Louise De Kleine.

were called to Zeeland last week
when. they were informed that
t^ren, Albert, had crushed some

I
i

of his fingers in a coal conveyor.
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Wyngarden
and children of Zeeland spent last
ftidajr evening with Mr. and Mre.

Henry Van Dam.

|

wto

wm

Mr. and Mrs. John Hoffman

LOAM ASS’N

in

band instruments. New or used
instruments for sale or rent.

BERT BRANDT
St.
3655
Phone

260 East 14th

Hollsnd

L

last Thursday evening

HOLLAND

BARGAINS

Is

Haitsma s car was wrecked. Mr.
Beyer was hurt in the chest but is

—

Your Gas Conpany

•quipped with heavy machine gun*4

Mrs. L. K. Lanning entertained
home Friday afternoon Miss
Gertrude D. De Kleine,Miss Jean
Vis and Mrs. Mattie Fyneweaver
and also Viola and Geraldine Lanning, who came home Wednesday
from Charlevoix where they have
been employed during the summer
months.
The beginners in school this
term ere Earl Arensen, Alvin
Brouwer, Floyd Brouwer,’ Melvin
Walcott,Geraldine Walcott, Erwin
Mast, Jerry Schepers.
John Van Haitsma and Nick
Beyer met with an auto accident

able to 1
be

requirementsfrom

point*In armoredrailroadcar*

Uk* this. || i* camouflagedand

i

DRENTHE

The Fantor Yen Pay the

family

troop* will be transportedto strat*-

at her

Telephone 3175

i

•

parsonage of Sixth Refomied
church. The Rev. John Vanderbeek performed the double ring

ASS’N.
Eighth

It

1* r*d.

mm

The marriage of Miss Gertrude
Rookus, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Jake Rookus of Rural Route No. 2,
t /) Alvin V ci rw* n
„ f W_
to Alvin Kapenga, son of
Mr. and1
- Rural
Mrs. A 1 b e r t Kapenga of
Route No. 3, was solemnized Friday afternoon at 5 o’clockin the

Ki

shoulders,rejoicing, and so brings
it home. With just such compassionate loving kindness the Lord
brings back the wandering soul. He
bears us no grudge for the toil and
pain we have cost him. He does
not leave us to our own strength.
He carriesus across the threshold
of celestial bliss, and sets us down
among the saints in light, the
home-doors folding us in.
The lonelinessof death constitutes its chief dread. If we could
die in families, if hand in hand we

changing sp**d range*.From 0 lo 30 mil** p«r hoar th*

•r»"

LOANS

hundred sheep. One wanders off
unperceived,and is lost. The goot
shepherd misses the lost one. He
goes forth to seek it. He does not
rest until he finds it. He brings
it back to the
me auiu.
fold. ne
He aoes
does inis
this
most tenderl
ly snd lovingly. Though
it has cost him toil and pain, he
does not use
e it roughly,
roughly. He does
not scourge.He does not leave it
to hireling care. He lays it on his
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THE HOLLAND CITY NEWS
Ralph Ten Have, county health
commissioner, ordered the scarlet
fever cases isolatedand rigid inspections by nurses the next few
city hall auditorium at Zee- days of Ant grade childrento the
is the scene this Thursday of Spring Lake school. Two polio
meeting of the home suspects near Zeeland have not
;ion groups. Mrs. Grace been fully diagnosed but all prer Kolk, Ottawa county home cautions are being taken.
• • V
ion agent, leads the discuson trends in fall fashions.
Born, to Mr. and Mrs. Andrew
Jamestown group were in Boeve, East Holland, a daughter,
of refreshments.
Myra Gail, Friday, Sept. 9; to Mr.

the hospital reported. It was reCommIcaUmi from Boards and
E. J.
Lasting
the Stars
ported
ed that a can of naphtha exCity Officers
D. C., Ph. C.
CLARINET INSTRUCTOR
plodod, cause of which' had not
CHIROPRACTOR
M B. 14tk St
Meet beautifultribute to ouu debeen determined by company offiClaims approvedby the Hospi•
- j,17
Studio Opened HoHtud. MldiifU Offlcat Holland City State Bank parted Is the offering that expects
cials. The naphtha is used to dry
tal Board in the sum of
i;
Phone 3865 Hours: 10-11 130 sjo.; 3-547-8 p.m. no reward save Mk own evidence
off Hie refractorymaterial of the Holland, Michigan. Sept. 7, 1938 the library Board, $337.18;
_______ _ the
• • •
190 Boat 8th
Holland
cupola trough.As the can of naphPark
and
Cemetery
Board,
$2,of lastingworth. Whether simple
The Common Council met to
Phone 2905
tha exploded,
P
LUMBER BARGAINS
. Bourn
an was covered
121.89; the Police and Fire Board,
or Imposlag to character,memorial
by the Waxing liquid. Fellow em- regular session and waa called to $1,946.51 and the Board of Public Hemlock,
[emlock, Rough
Roach or dresood,
d
3x4,
1x6, 2x8, 2x10 — $30.
ployes extinguishedthe flames by order by the Mayor. Preaent: Works, $26,353.46 were ordered
problems of yours become our*
throwing water and sand on him.
heating,$30.00,Ship!lap, 330.00.
from the dsy you consultus.
Mayor Henry Geerlings,Alda. certified to the Council for pay- Boards,
Eye, Bar, Nooa and Threat
roach, $3100.
ment
(Said claims on file to City
• • •
Kleis, Drinkwater, Kalkman,OudeSpecialist
Mrs. Bert De Vries was hostess
Clerk’s office for public inspection). Get oar pmoee on Barn hinglea
and roach Hemic
Hemlock and while
and Mrs. Henry J. Blauwkamp, at a miscellaneous shower Tues- mool, Steffens, Huysen, Menken, Allowed.
(Over Model Drag Store)
eland city* amncil announced Borculo, a daughter, on Friday, day evening in honor of her daugh- Vogeliang, Smith and the Clerk.
Board of Public Works reported pine Bara Bdhrda. An:ijrthtof you
it a special election will be held Sept. 9; to Mr. and Mrs. Albert ter, Gertrude. The luncheon was
want to Yallow Pine, White Pine Office HouraM^ll >a!aL 1-5 p.m.
Devotions: Mayor Geerlings.
collection of $18,101.38and the
?t. 26 for the purpose of voting Scnuitema, 296 East 8th St., Holand Fir lumber at loweet prices. Evenings— Satarday 7 .*00 to !:$•
held at the home of Miss Josephine
City
Treasurer:
Misc—
$23,980.15
Minutes of the last regular and
whether the city shall extend land, a son, Wednesday, Sept. 14. De Vries in Zeeland. Games were
We deliver anywhere.
Phones: Office
Rat. 1771
and Current Taxes $122,374.92.
i electric light system by to- Mrs. Schultema, before her marri- played and prises were awarded. special meetings were considered
All Tvpee of Inaalatkm.
Accepted and filed.
lling one 450 K.W. Diesel een- age, was Miss Agnes Wyngarden A two-course lunch was served. read and are approved.
Bolhuia
ula Lumber and Mfc. Co.
WANTED 1985-80— Ford. Have
Clerk reported interest coupons
itor and needed accessories, bor- of Vriesland.
200 B. 17th St
Those present were Mrs. George
• * •
1930 Ford tudor and cash— State
due
and
presented
for
payment
Iwing the sum of $30,250for the
Holland. Mkhbran.
Ter Haar, Mrs. Ben Ter Haar.
full particularsand beat prica.
Petitionsand Accounts
amountingto $100.00.
oject The board of registration
•
•
•
Must be in good condition.AdSeven contests, including four Mrs. Arie Ter Haar, Carrie and
11 be
. .
Ordered paid.
Ill
be in session at the clerk's
dress Box 200 Holland City
Checks
away and three at home, have been AdelaideTer Haar, Mrs. Henry Clerk presented several applicafice Sept. 24 from 9 a. m. to 8
Clerk
presented
report
from
City
Ter Haar, Mrs. Leonard Steketee,
News.
m. to registerqualified electors scheduledfor Zeeland High school’s Mrs. Oscar Bontekoe, Mrs. Wil- tions for Building Permits.
Inspector Wiersema giving a resfootball team. The intial game will
Granted subject to the approval ume of his activities during the
this election.
be played this Friday, Sept. 23, at lard Ter Haar, Mrs. Corey De of the City Engineer and the Fire month of August, 1938.
Wyoming Park. Zeeland is expected Vries, Ethel, Marian and Gladys Chief.
Accepted and filed.
Donald Niesol. who was grad- to have one of the smallest and De Vries, Mrs. Otto Brandt, WilClerk, Oscar Peterson,called atd from Zeeland High school lightest squads in the last 10 years. ma and Gertrude Brandt, all of tention to Application No. A770 Clerk presented communication Liquid. Tablets
first
nret day
from the Board of Public Works
.. June, left for East Lansing At the present time, Coach Lee Holland, Mrs. Henry Waterway
for a permit to erect a Gasoline
Salve, Nose Drops Headache.
reportingthe proposed purchase of
enroll as freshman at Michigan Kleis is staging daily workouts of Harderwyk, Mrs. Henry Gort
29 Gaat 9th St.
minutes
Service Station at 113 River Ave.
college. Glenn Van Volken- with a squad of 40 candidates.
candid
The of Drenthe, Mrs. Arie Hop, Gen- Applicationmade by G. Cook and a car load of poles from the Wes- >y ‘‘Rub-My'TUm’’— Worlds Best
Holland,
Michigan
tinghouse Electric Supply Co. at a
has also gone to resume season’sschedule follows:Sept. 23 eva, Carolyn,
>Iyn, Blanche and CharLiniment
Co.
price of $918.75, subjectto the aplies there to the sophomore —Wyoming Park, there; Sept. 30, lotte Hop, Mrs. Gras, Mrs. Harold
Said applicationreceivedthe unExpires Sept. 24
proval of the Common Council.
— Grandviile,there; Oct. 7— -East Hassevoort,Gertrude Klooster- animous approval of the Appeal
Expires Sept. 24—17408
Block north and half block
« • •
District Court or the United
Approved.
Ma
De Vries, Mrs. Board and the F'ire Chief.
Grand Rapids,there; Oct. 14— Alle- man, Misss Margaret
STATE OF
O MICHIGAN
west of Warm Friend Tavorn
States, Western District of MichiClerk
presented
communication
Miss Margaret Shoemaker,who gan, at Zeeland; Oct. 21— Coopers- Harry De Vries, Mrs. Jake De
The Probate Court for the Coun- gan, Southern Division.
Granted.
Vries, Mrs. Willard De Vries of
graduated from Zeeland High ville, there; Oct. 23— Plainwe..,
PHONE 4284
“
11, at
Clerk presented a communicationfrom the Board of Public Works ty of Ottawa.
In the Matter of Bernard J.
Zeeland,
Mrs.
Jim
Gras
of
Grand
calling
attention
to
the
passing
of
pol last June, has started work Zeeland,and Nov. 4, Hudsonvilleat
At a session of Said Court, held
from R. E. Hefron, Engineer of
Vruggink,
Bankrupt.
Haven,
Miss
Josephine
De
Vries,
18
W.
7th St, Holland
it Holland Business college.
Zeeland.
traffic for the State Highway De- a resolution by their body to honor at the Probate Office in the City of
No. 7691 in Bankruptcy.
Mrs. Bert De Vries, J. De Vries, partment,in reply tt> a recent letter the Chairman of the Board, Mr. Grand Haven in said County, on
• « •
On this 6th day of September,
Sr., Bert De Vries, Henry Water- requesting the establishment of James De Young, by naming the the 31st day of Aucust, A.D., 1988.
Outbreak of scarlet fever in the
A. D., 1938, on reading the petimeeting pf the Philathea way, George Ter Haar and Clar- regulatory driving sones and rais- proposed new electric plant 'Jaames
Present, Hon. Cora Vande Wairst grade of Spring Lake school society was held in the Third Chris- ence Waterway.
tion by said Bankrupt for dising the speed limits on trunk lines De Young ElectricPlant.”
ter, Judge of Probate.
rhere two
) cases are reported and tion Reformed church parlorsMoncharge, it is
Alderman
Kleis
stated
that
he
In the Matter of the Estate of
in the outlying districts.
vo cases suspected of being polio
Ordered by the Court, That a Waste to Buy aU Kinds ef Scrap
day night. This meeting was the
The
communication
states that was very much in agreementwith
Herman
O.
Beckman,
Deceased.
Material,Old Iren, Radiators,Old
in the rural
iral area near Zeeland, first one after the summer recess
hearing
be had upon the same on
in view of the serious haxard that the action taken by the Board of
Marion Pollie having filed to
Batteries and other Junk. Beat
claimedattention of Ottawa county and the main purpose was the anthe
6th
day
of
October,
A.
D.,
1938.
now exists due to angle parking, Public Works. Mr. Kleis stated that said Court her petition,praying
market price; also feed and sugar
1th unit officials today. Dr. nual election of officers. The folbefore
the
said
Court,
at
Grand
it would not be advisable to raise Mr. De Young had served the City for licenseto sell the interestof
baga.
I
lowing were chosen: Dora Kraai,
for a matter of 40 years without said estate in certain real estate Rapids, in said district, at 10 o’speed limits until the
e primary
pr
clock in the forenoon,and that nopresident;Lavina Meeuwsen, viceany thought of compensationor thereindescribed,
matter of safety and parking had
n
tice thereof be published in the
resident;Lois Glerum, secretary;
been taken care of by
)y esta
estabhshing reward and he felt that this would
It is Ordered, That the 4th day
lTi> SPRlNOTlMfc.
taper
Sina Kraai, treasurer;Helen Buiparallel parking on all trunk lines be a fitting tribute to Mr. De of October, A. D., 1938, at ten o'- Holland City News, a newspa
printed in said district, and that
kema, assistant secretary-treasurer. WHEN THEV
as requested some time ago by the Young.
clock in the forenoon,at aald Pro$(JU6AklN6
Delegates chosen to represent the
Mayor Geerlingsalso commented bate Office, be and is hereby ap- all known creditors and other perState Highway Department.
organisationat the federationconBiCPlfcS
The communication furtherstates on the services that Mr. De Young pointed for hearing said * petition, sona in interest may appear at the
vention, to be held at Muskegon
lace and ahow
that as soon as the reouest of the has given the City of Holland dur- and that all persons InterestedIn same time and place
Oct. 13 and 14, were Helen Buicause
e, if any they have, why the
highway department is complied ing the past severalyears.
said estate appear before aaid
kema and Florence Waldyke.
er of said petitionerahould
with, they will aid in establishing Motion by Alderman Kleis, sup- Court, at said time and place, to prayer
Attorneys-at-Law
regulatory driving rones and any ported by Drinkwater
show cause why a licenseto sell not be granted.
Supporting the action of the
Mr. and Mrs. John Languis and
And it ia further ordered by the
Office: Over Holland State
other relief necessarythat they are
the interest of said estate in said
Board of Public Works.
Mrs. Minnie Languis moved from
Court, That the Clerk shall send by
able to give.
Bank
real estate should not be granted:
Unanimouslyadopted.
the residence of South Elm St.
mail, to all known creditors, copies
It was moved by Aid. Kleis, supIt is Further Ordered, That pubHolland,
Michigan
Clerk presented communication
into the apartment above the Zeeof this order, addressed to them at
ported by Oudemool, that the comlic notice thereof be riven by pubfrom
the
Board
of
Police
and
Fire
land State bank recently vacated
their
places
of
residence
as
stated.
munication he filed.
lication ef a copy of this order, for
by Mr. and Mrs. Robert De Bruyn.
Witness, The Honorable Fred M.
Aid. Kalkman, however, sug- Commissioners recommendingthat three successiveweeks previous to
Explrei
a
committee
be
appointed
to
look
The De Bruyns have moved into
Raymond, Judge of the said Court,
gested that it might be well to
said day of hearing,In the Holland
nonana
STATE OF MICHIGAN
their beautifulnew home on Cend the seal thereof, at Grand
comply with the wishes of the into the matter of creatinga pen- City News, a newspaper printed
The Probate Court for the Countral Ave. The residence vacated
Rapids, in said district,on the 6th
State highway Department and put sion commission for establishinga and circulatedin aaid count
ty.
ty of Ottawa.
nsion system for members of the
by the languis family will be occuday
of
September,
A.
D.,
1938.
in parallel parking on the trunk
CORA VANDE WATE
At a sessionof said Court, held
pa
olice and Fire departments.
pied by the owner, Louis Visch, in
Attest:
lines instead of the present angle
Judge of Pro
’rebate.
at the Probate Office in the City of
Referred
to
the
Ways
and
Means
the near future.
Orrie J. Slulter, Clerk.
parking.
A true copy.
• • »
City Attorney Parsons called at- committee.
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who is fit for higher education,"he
Mrs. William Drenten. lege. They left for Holland
change thoee indispensablerights—
000 in emergencyfunds was con- said.
ChicagoansSaturday night com- and only by constitutionamend- •upreme court of the United Grand Rapids.
Monday.
sidered, and advocated at the afMiss Eunice Hagelsksmp
He pointed out that the govern- memorated the 151st anniversary ment. Any attempt to change them States. Suppose that court has
OVERISEL
ternoon session. The resolution
Mr. and Mrs. John Schaap
of
the
adoption
of
the
American
ceased
to
be
independent
?
Suppose
week end guest of
ment, through N. Y. A., C. C. C
>f Tier
her parer
parents,Mr.
otherwise
'wise is a direct and sinister
sinisb
was in the form of a petitionto
turned a few days ago from
and nursery schools is improving constitution.The celebrationwas threat to the spirit and the genius it has been bound to the chariot and Mrs. Joe Hagelskamp.
Mr.
Jack
Robyns
of
the
SalvaGov. Murphy, requesting provisdiana where they visited their
The school children enjoyed a va* tion Army of Kalamaxoo led the
the ideas and system of education. held in the Civic Opera house, Chi- of the constitution—a direct and wheel of the President or the
ions to safeguard future appropriadren. On a previous trip to
congress ?
cago, with Senator Arthur H. Vancation last Tuesday so they might prayer meeting last Sunday <even"We
must
convince
ourselves
sinister threat, no matter what its
tions.
them Michigan and Canada
"They are all as dead as Caesar's attend the Allegan County Fair. Ing in the Reformed Church. Mr.
that the world is too complex to denberg of Michigan as the prin- immediate innocence, to the perhad the pleasure of seeing
The proposed legislation provid- think education is ended after high cipal speaker.
Funeral services for the infant
' ‘
sonal liberties still enjoyed by the ghost. They are 'gone with the
Robyns told of his conversionelev- Dionne Quintuplets.
es for state aid to pay rural tuition
Prior to the program there was individualAmerican citizen."
wind.’ They take flight precisely as daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jesse en years ago and of his work in the
school. Wherever people have to
in full, which is considered adea parade through the loop, in which
Miss Elesnor Albers Is st ,
they have taken (light in other be- Kool were held last Saturday. The Army ana in the prisons. The
learn, that is a place for the public
quate to keep state schools from
“Therefore,"the senatorwas pre- nighted countrieswhere all powers child was bom last Friday at the
ent employed st the Villsge'
schools. Thus the educationalsys- many of the youth groups of the
Men's
Quartet
of
the
First
Reform"insolvency."This bill would repared to say, “the vital thing I say of government are gathered into
Holland Hospital. Mrs. Kool is ed Church of Kalamazooaccompan- vice Station where a lunch
tem is neglecting the adult pro- city oarticipated. The marchers
place an originalact passed two
to you tonight is to beware of any one imperialauthority. A purge is
reported to be gettingalong nicely. ied him and sang several selec- has been opened. Meals and It
gram, now being covered in some joined thousands of otJier citizens
movement, no matter how tempo- a purge whether in the old world
jean ago by the state legislature. ways by governmentalagencies," m the opera house.
es are served all hours of the
A son was bom last Thursday tions.
Jr. Eugene Elliott, superintendent
In the speech he prepared for rarily persuasive; beware of and or the new.
Mrs. Frank Peters is at
he said.
to Mr. and Mrs. Julius Lugten of
The
Quarterly
Teachers’
____
Meet- employed at the home of
of public instruction,
uwiuiip viaJiiit.ll
clarified the
Lilt
advocate, no matter what his virDr. Sangren also expressed the deliverybefore the crowd, Senator
"The
moral
is obvious. Either we Holland. The child is being named ing of the Reformed Church Sunoriginalbill and pointed out the
tues otherwise,who would invade
Vandenbergstruck hard at
bert Vos of Grand Rapids.
belief that along with the progress
protect,preserve, and defend an Kenneth Wynne.
day School was held last Wednes Vos is visiting
difficulties with which the M. E. A.
ment by executive decre^-"a' pro- these checks and balances and as- independent judiciary — and partic_____ ing her childre
Idren,
in education, school teachers will be
Henrietta
Brower
left
this
week
day evening at the church. Rev. and Mrs. Vos, in Utah.
must contend in revising the bill. required to attend colleges for a gressive invasion of the constitu- semble these tremendous powers in
ularly an independentSupreme for Kalamazoo where she will at- Pyle
PyU spokeT Mrs.
___
_____
Fannie
Huls“Any bill which has to involve all
tion’s checks and balances,and a one place or in one set of executive
Mr. and Mrs. Jasper
larger period of time in order to
court — or Plymouth Rock is become tend the Western State Teachers'
man, Mrs. Henry Brink and Mrs.
hands.
in itself, the constitutionprimary
were Sunday guests at the
receive their teacher’scertificates. gradual absorptionof the powers of
the dooretone to the sepulcher of College.
Ruth
De
Roos
were
the
hostesses.
institution fund, the tuition payof their parents, Mr. and Mrs.
In conclusion he spoke of the congress and the judiciary.”
“If and when you permit that to a dead liberty.”
The final Labor Meeting was held
ments, transportationallotments,
Hits Communism, Fascism
The Women’s Missionary Society ry Rigterink.
obligationon the part of the inand various allotments for dis“We must be realistic,”said the
structor to stress democracy. “If
tricts of varying sites is bound to
senior senator from Michigan, "if
we
don’t we’ve lost the real reason
be complicated, he explained.
for public support of public this anniversary is to be more than
He expressedconfidence that schools,”
futile perspiration. The spirit of the
he stated.
this years legislature would pass
constitutionis threatened tonight
He
explained that where federal
the new bill. He stated that it
in our own United States. Let me
funds support an educationalunit,
would provide for about a million
tell you precisely and bluntly what
the controlshould be federal. "We
I mean.
dollars, and would be directedto
must insist on local directionin
schoolswhere it will do the most
"I could have in mind an incipithe
public
schools.’’
good.
ent Fascistmovement which would
At a separate meeting, where a
A party honoring Mr. and Mrs. like to chain our free people to a
committee was appointed to draft
collectivist state, and to the dictaHans
Knutson, who were recenta resolution to be presented for aptorship of what are conceitedly
ly
married, was given Saturday
proval at the afternoon session,
deemed our better minds. If there
evening at the home of Mrs. Rena
Dr. Elliot explained certain finanbe such, I condemn it as hostile to
Knutson, 247 West 12th St. Those
cial problems which would be facthe spirit of the constitution.
present were Mr. and Mrs. Raalf
StuiU and childrenof Grand RapThe morning meeting was or
hairman, EkTwin
Edw L. Tay- ids, Mr. and Mrs. Earl Fuller of
ed by the chairman,
Allegan, Mr. and Mrs. Stanley
lor of Hastings. J. M. Clifford,
Garthe of Newago, and the
Hundreds of families that used to shop all over town looking
secretary of the Michigan Teachers’
by shopping at A&P Markets. They serve themselves
go
for low prices, now buy all their needs at the big, modem
Retirement Fund board, answered Misses Eveline and Grace Robertthrough the market picking out the big bargains —«• the famous
son
of
Grand
Rapids.
Before
her
questions concerningthe fund.
A&P Markets. They’ve found that A&P’a price policy — “real
nationally advertisedbrands, other famous quality foods,
After the questionbox, musical se- marriage, Mrs. Knutson was Miss
low prices every day of the week”
is the sure way to sharply
Margaret
Garthe
of
Northport,
a
grand tasting meats, fresh from-the-farmvegetables and fruits,
lections were sung by Misses Gerreduce their living costs. We know many families who are
trude Young, Mary Jane Vaupell, former teacher in the public
and
when they are through shopping they have cash left in
actually saving $2.00 and more per week on their food bills
and Thelma Kooiker, all of Hope schools of Holland.
their pockets, “because A&Ps prices are so low.” Cornel
College. A panel discussionwas
Conr. 1338 b« OimI
C*.
Melvin, Jr., is the name of a son
held on “What Could be Done for
the Intellectually Incapable Child bom Sept. 8 to Mr. and Mrs. Martin Nagelkerkof Zeeland.
of High School Age."
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FAMILIES FIND A>P S PRICE POLICY
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SURE WAY TO LOWER LIVING COSTS
—

—
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Those participatingin the disMrs. E. E. Fell was hostess last
cussionwere: Dr. Guy Hill, Michnight to the first meeting of the
igan State College;Dr. Frank W.
fall season of the Faculty Vrouws
Dalton, assistant supervisor of club of the public school system.
trade and industrial education; Entertaining with Mrs. Fell were
Russel Welch, principal of Holland
Mrs. J. J. Riemersma and Mrs.
East Junior high school; Charles
Dallas Ruch. At a short business
Saur, superintendentof schools at
meeting, Mrs. Clyde Geerlings was
Godwin Heights; F re bum James, elected chairman for the year. A
uperintendent of schools at Sari
delightful program includeda talk
anac; Arthur Kaechele,principal of
on her recent trip to Alaska by
Allegan high school;and Douglas
Mrs. George E. Kollen, a member
Blocksma, ------ at Michigan
’
of the local school board. Mrs.
State College.
Kollen returned to Holland about
At the luncheon held at the Hol- the'Jfirst of September from her
land Country Club in the afternoon,trip north. Refreshments were
Dr. Paul V. Sangren, presidentof served by the hostesses.

student
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Swiss

C Round, Sirloin or
V Grain Fed Branded Beef

BEEF ROAST

Q 4

_

FLOUR

CHOICE CHUCX CUTS
BRANDED BEEF
TENDER MEATY CUTS

Wisconsin

^

Boiling Beef Ts;t;
“I could have in mind an incipient communist movement, which

lb.

CHICKENS «*SH DRESSEDTOUJJG FOWL

would like to deliver us, by force, to
an atheistic dictatorshipof the socalled proletariat, with death decreed to all industrial privileges and

BACON

rights. If there be such, I condemn
it as hostile to the spirit of the
constitution.

*

“

“But I could also have in mind a
far more subtle hazard— namely, a
progressiveinvasion of the constitution's checks and balances, a
gradual absorption of the powers
of congress and the judiciaryinto
governmentby executivedecree.
"And if there be such, I would be
untrue to my responsibilitiesat this
vital moment, and upon this historic occasion, if I did not equally
condemn it as hostile to the spirit
of the constitution.
"Indeed, the more plausibleand
the more benevolentand the more
direct such a trend may be, no matter how nobly meditated,the greater is its threat and danger."
Senator Vandenberg, in his address, was prepared to point out
that the drafters of the constituPhoto Ltipiigfair
tion, knowing that centralization
Prehlitorlc Insects Preserved In Amber.
leads to despotism, and too much
DY far the oldest forms of Ilfs in plant life Is to botanize In the Gar decentralizationleads to anarchy,
the world are the prehistoric lo- den of Eden. The remarkablephoto "contrived an effectivemiddle
scU preservedIn transparentam- graphs of prehistoric fossilsshown formula."
Our Hope for Democracy
ber. They are the oldest Inhabitants herewith were part of an unusual
This permitted the government
by tnlllloniof years, having flour- display of amber jewelry at the
to control the people, but also reished long before man appeared on Leipzig Fair. The Insects preserved
quired the government to control
itself.
this planet Thelra Is the strangest In transparentamber are the reromance of history.
mote ancestors of the familiar house
"This blessing,”his manuscript
When the earth was young It was fly of our own day. Some flftf species
haded by giant conifer trees as of fleas and scores of less familiar
large as modern Californiared- Insects have been preservedfor all
times In this beautiful gem.
tVOOda. As the sap from these tower-

BOLOGNA

10c

19c

a*sm^ul«stailb.

lb.

14c

TA$TT 2 lbs.
SL,CED
2 lbs.

VERY

^

25c
25c

LUNCHEON MEAT
PORK SAUSAGE 0LDs^Td,0N2 lbs. 25c
CANADIAN BACON ANY 'IIC£ lb. 39c
SALT PORK

DRY SALT BACKS

lb.

Fresh Oysters
FILLETS OF

HADDOCK

PERCH FILLETS

WHITING

®

Direct from
the Coast

DELICIOUS

OCEAN PERCH
HE*DLESS AND DRESSED

PORK HOCKS SMALL. LEAN.
ARMOUR'S STAR QUALITY
SOUSE
VINEGAR PICKLED

Saoerkraht

p.

NO BONE
NO WASTE

09c

29c

10c
23c
3 lbs. 19c
2

lb.

lbs.

MEATY

2

,b>

lbs.

25c

lBB| Tender Shredi
RBI Pact

ANTHONY of Um
Kitchen

"FREE”

Advice

for

whether vou wish

fillets,steaks, oyscallopsor shrimps you will find
them in any well stocked market.
1-amh is the best meat buy with
bsef, pork, and veal successively
higher. Young chickens up to roasting
sizes and ducklingsare reasonable.
Eggs are high, butter and cheese very
reasonable.
Manyr -fruits
and vegetables *»•
are
in
- — vi ass
the inexpensive class with the emphasis falling on the year round or
fall types of food. Apples, bananas,
rrapes,grapefruit and oranges among
he fruits are most commonly available thou-rh pears and fresh prunes
re till abunlant. Potatoes are cheap
1 an cx.-ellent
food rich in imporuit nutritiveelements, From one naif
» "no poind eaten daily helps both"t and health.
‘!?re nr- menus made up of seasonbie food

^

-

*

2-lb.

each 21 o
Household Matches 6 boxes 7c
Soda Crackers 2-lb. box 4c
Pink
can 10c

Sparkle Dessert
Jello, all

1

Salmon
Salmon 2tall37o
Fish,

Daily

Dog Food

IONA

Sultana

2414

Crisco
Snowdrift

3

49o
47o

oan
3-lb. oan
4 cans
4 cans
4 cans
-lb.

Sauerkraut
Cut Beets
Apple Sauce
Lima Beans, Seaside 3 cans
Grapefruit

OLEO

Juice

cmBmHimh',

i-jb.

Wax

3

Beans

^

Syrup
Pickles | 2-qt. jar

Peanut Butter

—

Quaker

2.2:19c

!

* 2-lb. Jar 21 o
A”"

V

Butter

Swansdown Cake
Tomato

Catsup

Fir. pkg.
2 1 4-ox.

Brown Sugar

10

\
Gloves

Pillsbury Farina

Canvas

Rolled Oats
Cutrlte Wax

r

Clorox '

qt.

V

5o
So
7o

a'JSaao
Vi-lb. S80

Tea
1

4-os.

cans

19c

2

Ige.

37o

Starch 3

lbs.

1

Rlnso
Soap

Ajax
Sanlflush

9c

37o
qt. 9o
bare 20c

2 Ige.

Roman Cleanser

24c

1

5 lbs. 1
5 lbs. 1

Paper

Staley’s Cube

3 pairs 25o

49o
lbs. 75o

241/2
5 lbs.

Oxydol

10c
17o
pkg. 9o

1

lbs.

White Flour
Splendid Flour
Com Meal, Yellow
Lily

Salads Green

23o
5c

”^$1.17

s BEET SUGAR

pkg.
Ige. pkg.

Oats

9c

Salad Dressing
qt. 29c
Salad Mustard
qt. 10c
Apple
58-ox. Jar 25o
Baking Pwd., Calumet 2 <1 37c

14.1b. 21o

T.a

Wheaties

1

3cans25o

GRAPEFRUIT 2 ....19c* PllE«WLE«..2

Llpton’s

cans 25o
oana 25c

•**«" 3

• PURE IARB

20c

3 fon

10c

.

4oans25o

Pumpkin 3

1

?o.v°:.25c

49o

Tomatoei-**E£N,EANS

Dill

47-ox. 9c

25c
Reliable
2cans25o
Helnx Soup MoH v#rW*,#* 2 cans 25c
Helnx Baby Food 4 oana 29o
Helnx Ketchup 14-ox. bottle 17o
Campbell’s Beans 4 cans 29o
Gerber’s Baby Food 4 cans 25c
Karo Syrup ,lB* 5-lb. pall 29c

Suiar

\

Vermont Maid Syrup 12-ox. 21o
Chocolate
SoanalOo

25o
25o

Good

3

2

3-lb. oan

Com

25c
25c

3
Peas
Sure

10c

3 pkgs.

49c s NIBLETS D«l Msiz

lbs.

43c

14o
cans 25o
2oana19o
Ige. cans 25o

Spry

6 cans 25 o

FLOUR

Iba.

Iona Peaches
2
Pineapple Juice 40-ox. oan 2ffo

25o

cans

2

1

3 pkgs.

Ravora

Fruit Cocktail
Kieffer Pears

1

Red
Tuna

2

So

box

^ Me

39c • FEIS-CORR 4

4-sewn

25o
25o

Chaae & Sanborn Coffee lb. 21 o
Del Monte Coffee 2-lb. can 47c
Mill* Rime. Coffee 2-lb. can 90c

Milk

Brooms,

77c

3 pkgs.

Coffee

Bokar

H

lbs.

2-lb. pkg.

Sunsweet Prunes

1

Tj'ISH »nd •eafood hav, regained
JF their usual fall popularity and
sters,

You often pay

Dates

Raisins

Hershey’s Cocoa 2 "b cans 23c
Scratch Feed
100 lbs. $1.39
100 lbs. $1.69
Egg Mash
Dairy Feed, 16% 100 lbs. $1 05
3 cans 0c
Potted Meat
Corned Beef Hash
2 cans 25o

Suffleriitots-l
AAP

Hallowl

Milh

BREAO

UNDAY DINNEHj

By CORA

5o

24

FLOOR Gold Medal

g,,

Mild

RING

1

4tall25o
Whltehouee
4tall23o
Eagle Brand
can 18c
Nonesuch Mince Meat okd. lOo

lb.

Bacon Squares Sugar Cured

lb.

»

Milk

CEL

FRANKFURTERS

Another More Serious Hazard

75c

lbs.

Cheese

Pet-Carnation

PICNICS 16c
SLAB
lb. 19c
SLICED BACON
0 2 pkgs. 25c
HOCKLESS

K
Pillsbury

Butter, Country Roll ' lb 27c
Freeh Eggs, In Cartone dox. 33c

GROUND BEEF FRESH CHOPPED 2 lbs.
PORK
FRESH HAM ROLLS BONELESS
ROAST
SENATOR VANDEN BERG

Wt Retain Welfare Orders and Cash WPA Checks

lb.

BEEF POT ROAST

’

Amber Is the oldest form of Jeweling trunks flowed slowly downward
ry In the world having been worn by
M caught these Insects and plants
our prehistoric cave dwelling anceslike so muph fly paper. When the
tors. The Romans valued amber
sap hardened through aeons of time
above gold itself. The lovely garden
the Insects were Immortalized.Wo
gem has regainedIts ancient popusee them today with their delicate larlty in recent years. Today amber
limbs in the very act of struggling
Jewelry appears In many new and
to escape. To study the remains of appealingforma.

Meat

Quality

•T

RIVER AVE. & TENTH STREET— Holland

*

6

lge«19o

1.

The health advice of
friends and neighbors is
always given with the
. . ini
intentions— and givbest
en freely. Yet, only too *
often, it has been heavily yj
paid for, because it fre- r
quently does more harm

•i

Ttuiti

’

Low Cost Dinner

ONIONS0

Roast Shoulder of Lamb
Browned Potatoes
Eggplant with, Tc
tomato Sauc*
Dread and Butter
Chocolate Cream Pla
Tea or
Milk

Coffee

»

Oranges

6 lbs. 19c
5 lbs. |0c

7"

CABBAGE

CAULIFLOWER

Medium Cost Dinner

than good. Only your
doctor can safely give

15c

1 1b°^b

POTATOES ha£HU
CARROTS WMCT WWH“

and Vayatatiai

2 for

2Sc _

Roast Chickenwith Savory Stuffing

Mashed Potatoes Green Beans
Bread and Bolter
Ice
Cup Cakes

Cream
Coffee

health advice, for only he
flan understand every factor of your physical con-

Tea -or

W

fiNArer-sisr ..

Very SpecialDinar

solve your health problems and his modest fee
best investmeirtyou can make.

is

! "AW

Baked Staffed PoUtoee
Green Baled

V

The Rexall Store
8t.— Holland,Mich.

The regularissue'of the Woman's
Day, a monthly publicationsponby the Atlantic k Pacific
Tea Co., is now available and copies can be secured at 2c each at
any Holland, Ottawa, or Allegan

county A&P food
for your copy.

________

stores.

_

i

__

!

GRAPEFRUIT

4 for

Anus T.v, w

ib<.

BANANAS

19c
Afea.forXSo

Me

Tuk

_ _
:

ill

_

_

___

change only with the changes in the market”

OWNKD AND OPtRATBD 9V

EVERYDAY LOW PRICES
-----

_

prlcet subject to

SUPER

the

#e DRUG STORE

•

“uo •,HM HIA“ Rb. 1c

'

dition.

Your doctor draws on a long, expensive training
when be advises you. He is thoroughly equipped to

*«

2 du. 39c

THE GREAT ATLANTIC & PACIFIC TKA CO.

CAf

)

MARKET
SELF -SERVICE

I

